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per Cora*. Rate of Last Semi-Annual Dividend
HANCOCKMaleCOUNTY SAVINGS BANK.
Ellsworth, Maine
Street,
CHA8. C. BURRILL, Treas.
MOOltE. Pres.
• itrlisTCS E.
Al
DEPOSITS An*. 14, 190S.S3ls.M8.l7
Reserve and undivided Profits
28.441.28

aas3,ose.4B
valv.e o( resources above liability for deposits, as esilmated
M
Aug 14. 190s
S33.14C..10
Milan* Examiner. the
first days of March, June, September,
Money goes on interest
and credited first Monday o( June and December.
and money withdrawn by mail.
»'founts can he opened, money sent
Hanoooh County Savings Ban*.
mu ’particularsaddress
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sale:.

jury at the April term,

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT*

which were furnished.
cles were recovered.

THIS4WKEK

O L Tapley—Notice of foreclosure.
Leonice Brown Pullen—Notice of foreclosore.

In bankruptcy—Pearl B Robertson.
Robert Gerry—Notice of Foreclosure.
Exec notice—Est Juliet M Livingston.
Celia Alexander—Notice of foreclosure.
Admr notice—Est Howard H Homer.
Exec notice—Est Maria T Scamnions.
Admr notice—Est Angelina Ingrabam.
Admr notice—Est Wm Guptill.
Geo B Stuart— Attorney at law.
Legislative notice —Inland fisheries and
game.
Legislative notice—Telephones and tele-

graphs.
Legislative notice—Judiciary.
Legislative notice—Bank and banking.
—Salaries and fee.
O W Tapley—Insurance.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Bnrrill Nat’l Bank.
Bucksport, Me:
Bncksport Nat’l Bank—Statement.
Manchester, Conn:
C R Burr A Co—Man wanted.

The amateur minstrel show for tbi
benefit of the carnival fund will be given
at Hancock hall
to-morrow evening.
There will be a chorus of thirty voices,
and music will be furnished by ar<
orchestra formed for the occasion. A
dance will follow the performance.

Peruna.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

ONE FARM

ELLSWORTH.

NEWBURY NECK.

C. W. & F. L.
First National Bank

I

MASON,

Building.

I

Ellsworth, Maine.

Insurance

The /ETNA

Co.

organized

99 years ago, and has been paying losses
in Ellsworth for nearly 50 years.
I am issuing their policies.

was

Lowest Rata*.

Prompt Settlements.

O. W. TAPIvEY.
.—

MY
REFRESHO

■

COFFEE

■.

And

I

the best of
reasons, too. In the first place,
all I ask for this high-grade

1C CCI I INin
lo oCLLIInU

there

are

1

coffee is

“TO BEAT
THE BAND”.

21c- A

and

governor’s

(except

recep-

Martha Milliken delightfully entertained some young friends at a valentine party Saturday afternoon.

4,

I

Members of Sunrise council, D. of L.,
with Mrs. Anna Stevens, Han- ; The jury eir
to-u, .‘\roner,
cock street, Thursday, March 4.
will meet

|

E. W. March, of Hampden, and
Mrs. W. S. Murch, of Bay side, were guests
of Mrs. James Wilson Saturday.
Mrs.

'ed by Dr. F. F. Simon...quire into t*je death of
Hollis Leighton, of Franklin, who was
killed on the Washington County railroad

Markotman.

East brook

day, has just

church,

served.

gone

the meeting of the Bucksport district
j tend
j
ministerial association
i

BONDS.

*u.c

“Canada’s recent success in disposing of a ihirty-million-dollar
bond issue, calls attention anew to the attractiveness of fifty-dollar
bonds for small investors. Both in Cheat Britain and Canada purchasers of small means subscribed heavily tor Canada’s fifty dollar
bonds, who could never have considered our thousand-doilar bonds,
nor probably our hundred-dollar issues, which are few and far between. Our railroads and big corporations talk much about that
spirit of co-operation which should exist between them and the public, but they overlock the fact entirely that the suiest way of winning public support is to make it easier for the public to become a
partner in their enterprises.
If they would issue bonds in fifty
dollar and one-hundred-dollar denominations their supporters would
increase by thousands, and this would result not only in greater stability for the corporation, through the friendship and support of these
small purchasers, but in greater thrift for people of small means.”

School closed in No. 1 this week, after a
terra of ten weeks. The closing
exercises included declamations by pupils
and visitors, and reading by the teacher.

I successful

During the past week little Garry
Moore, the youngest pupil attending
school, brought to bis teacher an apple
blossom in
full and

full bloom.

perfect,

and

The
was

The branch upon which if
placed in water an kept

blossom

<

was

fragrant.

very

found
where it

wras

waa
was

warm.

COMING EVENTS.
Bt/LS WORTH.

Thursday, Feb. 18, at Grand Army hall
Supper by woman’s relief corps; 15 cents.
Thursday evening, Feb 18, at Hancock

One of the largest audiences that ever j
filled the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium witneBsed the first girls’ basketball game
The hall-Amateur minstrel sbow for benefit
ever played here on Thursday night.
contesting gladiators were trains repre- of the carnival fund. Tickets on sale at
school
and
Bar Moore’s
sent'ng Ellsw orth high
drug store, 50 and 35 cents.
Harbor high school, and the game was a j
most interesting and hard fought one.
Friday evening, Feb. 19, at Society and
Though both teams have not been in prac- Grand Army hails-Sociable by Philip,H.
tice any great length of time, they showed
Sberidan council, K. of C.
excellent proficiency, and the spectators !
When the battle
were most enthusiastic.
Saturday, Feb. 20, 2 p. m. at office of
the
was over, and
sidecombs, ribbons, Miss Alice H. Scott—Food sale
by Janubelts, and other relics of the conflict had
been cleared away, it was found that the ary committee of Congregational church.
After the
score was a tie, four to four.
Monday evening, Feb. 22, at Hancock
game the Ellsworth girls and those who hall—Concert and ball
under auspices of
were
at
a dance
them
guests
accompanied
given by their hostesses at Society hall. Village improvement society. Admission
one
an
!
The game was
interesting
through- to concert, 35 cents, no reserved seats;
1
out, and it is to be hoped that more will dance tickets, including
refreshments, 75
be played here this winter with other
teams.—Bar Harbor Correspondent, Ban- cents a couple.

Milton Beckwith, of Ellsworth, spoke at j
(eastern division),
North Brewer Satur- ; Mr. Emery will deliver a gospel address
gor New*.
Friday evening, Feb. 26, at Paul Revere
day afternoon and East Bangor Saturday Thursday forenoon at Milltown, and
hall, Mechanics building, Boston
AnBall.
Wilson
will
deliver
an
address
Washington
Birthday
evening.
Bishop
nual Ellsworth reunion. Tickets, 50cento.
bail
be
next
and
to
1
concert
at
o’clock.
The
aftergiven
Thursday
The supper announce a to be given by Thursday
Wednesday to Monday, April 7-12under
the woman’s alliance of the Unitarian noon there will be an excursion to Wood- Monday evening at Hancock hall
where
the
new
Methodist
church the auspices of the Village Improvement Sixty-second annual session of East Maiue
church this evening, has been indefinitely land,
w ill be dedicated.
Mr. Emery will preach society, promises to be one of the most Methodist conference, at Ellsworth.
postponed.
at Woodland Friday eveaing.
enjoyable affairs of the season. The
Mrs. E. E. Joy has been confined to the
Buslueai Notices.
\
grand march will be led by George and
News of the death of Miss Sarah D.
for
several
weeks
with
an aggraPARKER PIANO CONTEST.
^ouse
Martha Washington, and many of the
at her home in Topeka,
Crosby
Kan.,
case
of
iritis.
At
she
is
vated
present
Following is the standing in the piano conin colonial
yesterday, caused sincere sorrow here. ladies are planning to appear
test at W. R. Parker Clothing Co.’s store at
slightly better.
her frequent visits to Ellsworth costumes. The hall will be appropriately noon to-day:
During
of Nokomis Rebekab lodge
The
colonial
1.
Miss Annie Emery, Ellsworth.
and her summers at Hancock Point, she decorated for the occasion, and
last evening was enjoyed by the small
2. Bayside grange, Bayside.
had made many friends who admired and punch will be served.
party present.. The storm prevented many loved her. Her
has
been
arfifteen
dances
of
3.
An order
Harvest Home grange, West Ellsworth.
sister, Mrs. L. A. Emery,
from attending.'X
4. Painola grange, Hancock.
ranged as follows: 1 March and Portland
left here Saturday for Topeka, where she
5. Arbutus grange, Surry.
The sociable announced to be given was due to arrive
and
3
2
waltz
two-step;
quadrille;
yesterday noon. Miss fancy;
6. MariavUlc grange, Mariaville.
next Wednesday evtoing, Feb. 24, by
and five-step; 5 Virginia reel;
Crosby died in the forenoon. Mrs. Emery 4 waltz
7. Nioolin grange, Nicolin.
Irene chapter, O. E. V$., has been in- nas the
sympathy of Elisw'orth friends 6 waltz; 7 quadrille; intermission;
8.
Methodist church, Franklin.
and two
definitely postponed.
step;
\
who knew how* close were the ties between 8 round dances; 9 waltz
waltz and five
10 quadrille; 11
step;
Miss Mary F. Doyle has closed a suc- these two sisters.
Sixteen ounces of perform ance to
ever$
12 waltz; 13 two-step; 14 waltz.
cessful term in school No. 14, Ellsworth,
John R. Graham, of Bangor, general
in the advertitemenit
The concert and music for dancing will pound of promite
and haa left for a week's visit to BaWor,
manager of the Bar Harbor & Union River
THE
AMERICAN.
of
be furnished by Pullen’s orchestra, of
V
to visit the schools there.
Power Co., delivered an address on “The
The concert program follows:
Mrs. George H. Grant, who has been*, Electrification of a Part of Maine”, before Bangor.
ihbrrtiannetua.
Tribune”.Chambers
spending the winter in Albany, N. Y., \k'* Massachusetts Street Railway associa- March, “Chicago
Robbers”. Suppe
Overture,
“Jolly
her
Mrs.
Carl
(
with
daughter,
Holmquist, tion^ Young’s hotel, in Boston, last "Amina Egyptienne Serenade”.Lincke
f
has returned to Ellsworth.
Wednesday evening. The talk was illus- ’Cello solo. .Selected',
Mr Sprague
Henry M. Brown and wife, with their trated! by stereoptieon, the slides being
Chief
J. A. "Pas des Ampbores” .Chaminade
little granddaughter, Julia Heath, left prepared by
Engineer
YOUR
Monday for a visit of several weeks with Leonard,-^)! Ellsworth, who accompanied Sextette from “Lucia”—v.Donizetti 1
Mr. Urabtan to Boston. Of the forty "Spanish Gaiety”.Eno
relatives in Massachusetts.
VALUABLE
views shown, eighteen were of the Ells- Clarinet solo.Selected
Capt. J. Atwood Bowden and wife and
Mr Cosme.v
the
wrorth
-development,
showing
power
PAPERS?
Miss Mildred Rowe have returned from a
Old Kentucky Home” Fantaise...Langey
of work from the river and mills "My
four weeks’ visit with Mrs. Albert Mc- progress
condition before w'ork began, to
in
their
Kenzie, in Brockton, Mass.
GREEN LAKE.
the completed plant.
J
you running the risk of
The Ellsworth girls who went to Bar
losing 1 hem by keeping them
Will
Garland
caught thirty-one pickerel
arouml the premises? It so,
Harbor last w’eek to play basket ball
Donaqua Lodge, K. of P., is planning to
you had better rent a sate deposit
entertain a i*rge number of visitors at an at Rocky pond Saturday.
came home singing the praises of the Bar
box at once. They cost you $3.00
and upwa d. according to size,
all-night session next Wednesday night.
Harbor girls as entertainers.
Capt. Horace F. Lord attended the Odd
in the
modern vaults of the
will be somewhat in the Fellows’ convention at Bar Harbor.
Green Mountain Pomona will meet Sat- The meeting
Invitaof
a district convention.
nature
and
Mr.
wife
and
son
H.
A.
Babcock,
urday, March 6, at Agricultural hall,
BURRILL
have been issued to all K. P. lodges and Mrs. Hamilton
spent Tuesday at their
North Ellsworth. The grange will be tions
in the county, and Milbridge lodge, a
NATIONAL
entertained by Nicolinand Bayside
cottage.
Lincoln exercises at

SMALL

j

the

|

crossing, on Christinas
filed the evidence taken and
Rev. W. F. Emery, of the Methodist its
report thereon with the county clerk.
church, will speak on George Washing- ; The jLry, after reviewing the
evidence,
ton at next Sunday evening’s service.
finds that “in our opinion we cannot rej
E.
will
Irene chapter, O.
have a so- lieve the railroad of all responsibility”.
S.,
ciable at Masonic hall next Wednesday
| Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor of the Methoevening, Feb. 24. Refreshments will be dist
has
to Milltown to atnear

i Friday noon, by being bitten through
I nose by a horse.

previous experience in the clothing business w ith C. L. Morang, in Ellsworth.

be held at North Ellsworth) will be held
at the same place immediately follow ing
the general caucus. The democrats w-ill
hold their caucuses to-morrow evening,
at Hancock hall.

Miss

J. A. HAYNES, 8 State St.,
Grocer

j

tion and ball.

it’s the equal of any coffee
you ever drank—I don’t care
what price you’ve been paying.
Lots of coffees at from 35c. and
"Refresho”.
up can't touch
Shan’t I send a pound of it up
for you to try ?

Down"

The hearing before the State railroac
commissioners on the petitioh of the muFrom West—7.13 a m; 4.39 and 6.08 p m.
nicipal officers of Ellsworth for gates
From East—11.07 a m: 12.06, 5.56 and 10.52 p m. automatic
signals or flagmen at the Ells
MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOFFICE.
worth Falls crossing, will be held at th
store of Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., Ells
Goinu West—10.45,11.30 a m; 5.30 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.30*p in.
worth Falls, next Wednesday, Feb. 24, a
No Sunday mail.
2 p. m.
Earl P. Holt and Miss Vera G. Pratt were
Miss Grace King is visiting friends in married at the residence of Rev. W. F
Boston and vicinity.
Emery in Ellsworth Saturday. Miss Pratt
Mrs. W. K. Parker has returned from a has fcaugbt iu the Trenton and No. 8 plantation schools, and has many friends. She
visit to her brother at North Castine.
is beloved by all her associates. Mr. Holt
Mrs. Henry Bartlett, of Lamoine, is visis well known. The young
couple have the money each time. His hardest race
her
Reuel
in
Ellsworth, i
iting
son,
Bartlett,
the best wishes of a host of friends.
was in the 2.40 class, when he trotted five
The literature club will meet with Mrs.
The board of registration of Ellsworth heats, winning two of them and landing
Elmer E. Rowe, Tuesday evening, Feb.
time at BlueI will be in session next wreek at the alder- second money. His fastest
23.
men’p room in Hancock hall, from Tues- hill was 2.37.
Miss Bernice Eldridge has been spendHerbert F. Monaghan, son of C. E.
day, Feb. 23, to Saturday, Feb. 27. The
ing the past two weeks with relatives in hours are from 9 a. m. to 1
1
p. m., 3 to 5 Monaghan and wife, of this city, has
Dexter.
and 7 to 9 p. m.
The board meets to entered into partnership w ith Edward H.
The woman’s relief corps will serve register new names and revise the
the
Finnegan-Murphy
voting Finnegan, of
supper at Grand Army hall to-morrow’ lists. No new names will be registered Clothing Co., Bangor, retail clothiers.
after 5 p. m., Friday.
Daniel F. Murphy ha** retired from the
evening.
Mrs. Wellington Barbour, of Foxcroft,
The republican caucus for the nomina- business, and the company w'ill be known
the Finuegan-Monaghan
is here visiting her sister-in-law, Mrs. W. tion of candidates to be voted on for the hereafter as
ha6 been in
A. Alexander, who is seriously ill.
municipal offices will be held to-morrow, Clothing Co. Mr. Monaghan
H. Clifford, ad. writer, in
Miss Bernice Giles went to Augusta at 3 p. m., at Hancock hall. Ward cau- the office of Fred
He has
had
a year.
cuses
that of ward
to attend the
which will Bangor for about

Monday

r°UND;

yet

"Cash

effect Oct. A, 1908

MAILS RECEIVED.

extending from Union Hirer bay
to Morgau’a bay. with buildings at

Fourth Street,

on

In

afeferrtvrmmtr

$200 bondr,

The stolen arti-

presented in the legislature yesterday by
Representative Peters, of Ellsworth.
The meeting of the Unitarian woman’"
alliance, which was to have been hole
Monday afternoon at the home of Mrs. A
F. Greely, was postponed, on -account ol
the storm, until next Monday afternoon
Walter, son of Capt. George W. Alley
and wife, died at his home at Bay side Friday, aged twenty-eight years. Funeral services were held at the home Sunday afternoon, Rev. W. F. Emery, of the Methodist
church, officiating.

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICB.

ONE STORE

No. 7

ii

An act legalizing the assessment and
commitment of taxes in the city of Ellaworth for the years 1903 and 1904 va.

1

Miscellaneous:

ELLSWORTH.

under

liH/J

17

—

-s

THE UNION TRUST COMPANY OF ELLSWORTH, ME.,
after a thorough investigation recently purchased a small block of
Bonds and now offer a portion of them for sale to yield the investor
a net income of
5 per cent, in $100, $500 and $1,000 denominations.
We unhesitatingly recommend these bonds for private investment.
T'or particulars, call, write, or telephone.

&^iable

|

1

UNION TRUST
E

COMPANY,

L-l_3 WORTH,

ME

Deposits Subject

to Check

be handled by us through the mails just as
and safely as if the funds were brought to
in person. To out-of town customers we
return cancelled checks with detailed monthly
statements which show the exact standing of accounts to date. There’s no feature of banking
convenience or safety that we overlook—a fact
which muBt appeal most strongly to YOU.
Then, too, we pay 2 per-cent on deposits subject
to check. Ask for special information circular.
can

easily
us

■

■

ARE

jointly

Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
BANGOR,

MAINE.

Branches at Old Town and Machias, Me.

advertisers
Save

TIME and MONEY

Challpn’ca
Wuiek

and publishers
by using
LABOR SAVING

RECORD

BOOKS.

i’rinted and Indexed for
Entry and Reference.

^•wipiioa Record, Advertising Record,
Riser's Record, Job Primer Record.

SAWDUST
FOR SALE
AT THE

Ellsworth Hardwood Factory.
BEAUTIFUL AZALEAS

s

Sample

pages sent on ap-

Plication.

Published

by

Just coming Into bloom at

* W.
E.
CHILD, The Ellsworth Greenhouse.
A,„
l» William
TELKEIJOKE U.
St., New York.

near
neighbor. The three ranks will be
worked, the first rank by Donaqua lodge,
Philip H. Sheridan council, Knights of of
Ellsworth; the third rank by M. L.
Columbus, will give a sociable at Society Stevens lodge, of West Sullivan, and the
and Grand Army halls Friday evening.
second rank by a picked team from the
There will be a musical program, cards
several lodges represented. The work will
and dancing.
There w ill be an inbegin nt 7.30.
The January committee of the Congreat midnight for a banquet,
term i
gational church will have a food sale at after’9
Vi work will be resumed. Music
the office of Miss Alice H. Scott, corner will'1* *°^"nished
by the Pythian orchesMain and Water streets, Saturday after- tra
F*1® "orth.

granges.

noon

at 2

o’clock.

A horse owned by George R. Lowell, of
Christian ridge, ran away last Sunday,
smashing the sleigh. The horse started
while being unharnessed in the yard, and
ran down Garland’s hill.
Last week a stop was pot to a systematic stealing of stock and material from
two printing offices in Ellsworth by the
arrest of John Lancaster, who aspired to
become an amateur printer. At a hearing
before Jndge Redman last Friday, the boy
was held to await the action of the grand

■US©

Aieb £ ( orth horse has been showing
speee,, tgm the ice at Bangor this winter.
This nyjsye is Andrew' N., a seven-year-old
chestn

|j gelding by Donum,

out of

a mare

Friday

and

poor, as there
the pond.
Mrs.

Saturday
was

Harry C. Lord and

spent Tuesday

and

fishing

the

considerable water
son

Wednesday

w

was

Eugene

OP

ELLSWORTH.

Correspondence Invited.

T«t.

15*2.

ith Mrs.

Horace F. Lord.
Among the visitors to the Lake since
Joe Stewwere John Bowler,
art, Messrs. Allen, Glass, Lewis, White,
Capt. Chapman, Harry Chapman, wife
and son Horace, Mr. and Mrs. Webster,
Miss Chapman, Walter L. Morse, Alfred
Robinson and wife, Waldo Lowell and
daughter Gladys, Mr. Miller, Mr. Sally,
H. Glaster, J. Wing.

Thursday

owned by Del Dollard, of West;
LAKEWOOD.
Ells wot ib. Andrew N. is now owned by
Asa T.£ Jrant, of Bangor, who bought him
Alfred Garland is cutting wood for W.
of C. JS1 Sinclair, of this city. The horse
S. Moore.
several sweepstakes on the Banhas w>
Charles Garland was in Bar Harbor last
gor ic track, going the distance, onethird 1 * mile, in 44% seconds, a 2.13% week attending the Odd Fellows* convenclip. Andrew N. started in three races at tion.
BluelHR fair last year, and finished inside
Ernest Garland received a bad wonnd
former*

BANK,

on

Business CarlJ.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT,

SPECIALTY MAUB

OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING,
AND

GENERAL. CLERICAL WORK.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore's Drug
Store), Ellsworth. Maine

Removal Notice!

GEORGE B.

STUART, Attorney

at Law

elves notice that he has removed his
Law omce-s from titles block to
rooms over the
Burrtii National
Bank, Mam street, Ellsworth, Maine.

Telephone;

CS-i

r

itiutuat

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

RDITKO

»

BY

“AO*T MADGK”

'Prayer Meeting Topic For tho Week
Beginning Feb. 21, 1909.
ft» Motto: “Helpful and Hope,ful.”
By REV. 3. H. DOYLE.
series.—II.
The purposes of this column are succinctly
Tbpic.—“Pilgrim’s Progress
Ylw Slough of Despond.—Ps. Ixix, 1-4,
tated in the title and motto—it is for the mutual
S-1S; xl. 1-1
•cneflt, and alios to be helpful and hopeful.
In leaving the City of Destruction Being for tbe common good, it Is fsr the com
Christian was directed by Evangelist non use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
a medium for tbe !npa to what to do, aud he started on formation and suggestion,
It solicit*
Bis inarch to the wicket gate. On the orchange of Ideas. In this capacity
communications, and Itssuccessdepends largely
way he met two men, one Obstinate ou the
support given it in this respect Ccmand the other Pliable. lie told them
nunlcatlons must be signed, but tbe name ol
Ids purpose and urged them to accom- writer will not be printed except by permission
pany him. Obstinate, as bis name in- Communications will be subject to appiovalor
dicates, refused, but Pliable, as also rejection by tbe editor of tbe column, but none
Indicated by his name, was easily per- a ill be rejected without good reason. Address
suaded to Journey with him toward ill communications to
Thk American,
tbe kingdom where they were to have
TCHsworth, Me.
of
crowns
wear
life,
glory
everlasting
and garments of splendor, all was to
A
HOMILY FOR THB NEW YEAR.
be pleasant and free from evil and
A flower unblown; a book unread;
A tree with fruit unharvested;
where they would associate with hpavA path untrod; a house whose rooms
enly creatures.
Lack yet the heart's divine perfumes:
as
A
about
these
things
laudscape whose wide border lies
Conversing
!
In silent shade ’ueath silent skies;
to a
drew
nigli
they walked, "they
very miry slough that was in the
ami
of
the
midst
they, being
plain,
heedless, did both fall suddenly fnto^
the bog. The name of the slough was'
Despond.”
The Slough of Dospoud represents
the discouragement and fears of those
just starting upon the Christian life.
They start with buoyancy, perhaps
thinking that they are to be "carried
to the skies on flowery beds of ease.”
But they soon learn their mistakes.
All temptations come back. The way
Is sometimes rough and hard, and
they become despondent. Instead of
rejoicing they feel, as the psalmist expresses It, that they ace in a mire of
clay, that they are vile and loathsome. and. like Christian, they seem
to sink deeper and deeper into the
And happy are
mire of the slough.
those who if they get Into such a condition rise above It by the grace and
help of God. But He is able to help
us, and In the deepest hours of despondency we should trust Him, for

He is thereabout to raise us up into
the clear light of firm faith, as “the
darkest knur is just before the dawn.”
Pliable in the Slough of Despond beHe railed
came offended and angry
at Christian, saying: "Is this the happiness you have told me of all the
while? If we have such ill speed at
our first setting out, what may we expect between tills aud our journey's
end? May I get out again with my
life you shall possess the whole country alone for me.” Then he made a
desperate struggle and got out of tbe
mire uext to his own home, toward
which he went, and Christian saw
him no more. The picture of Pliable
How rnauy start
Is a familiar one.
toward the heavenly city and soon
become discouraged and turn back!
But this is, against divine teaching
and typifies a weak character. Clirist
has said, “No man having put his
hand to the plow and looking back is
fit for the kingdom of God.”
Christian after the departure of Pliable was left to struggle alone in the
slough. But he did not become discouraged. The burden upon ills shoulder made the struggle difficult, but he
kept on, striving to reach the bank
nearest the wicket gate.
At last he
reached it. but could not ascend because of tho burden upon his back.
Then appeared one named Help, who
took him by the hand “and drew him
out and set him upon the sound
ground and let him go on his way.”
But before his departure Help explained to him that the slough could
not lie filled up because after conversion sinners
still
had fears and
doubts and must pass through these
that their faith might become firm
and strong.
Christian’s attitude toward the Slough of Despond is the
proper one aud should be au example
to all Christians.
We should struggle
on and pray on, and Help will come.
“God is our refuge and strength, a
present help in all time of trouble.”
"I waited patiently for the Lord,”
says the psalmist, “and He inclined
unto me and heard my cry.
He
brought me up also out of the horrible
pit and the miry clay and set my feet
upon a rock and established my go-

ings.”
BIBLE

wondrous fountain yet unsealed;
casket with its gifts concealed;
This is the gift that for yon waits
Beyond To-morrow’s mystic gates.
This “book unread” lies before each one of
us, and its pages must be written by ourselves.
What the book will contain when the year is
done should be a matter of tbe utmost moment to each one of us.
Tbe year'that before us waits may be one of
freedom from discontent with life and with
ourselves if it is s year of striving to be of
service to ethers.
Ibat word service has
come to the front in a most useful snd forceful way in recent years, and it is now something of a reflection on a person to live for
himself slone.
A man’s duty to his fellowmen and to the age in which he lives is being
emphasized to-day as ne\er before. They
who are helping to bear the burdens of others
Life is
are not finding life to be a failure.
never
tiresome or boreseme to the man
dominated bv a strong resolution to leave an
impress for goed on tbe dsy and tbe generation in which he has lived. They who would
have the heart filled with “divine perfumes”
may do so by putting self aside. A life eonseciated to others is not and cannot be a
disappointment^Tbey who would be happiest in the yc-ar^that lies “beyond to-morrow’s
mystic gates” must know what it is to have
the heart filled with kindness, warm human
sympathy and the high spirit of self-forgetfulness that finds the highest pleasure in
ministering to others.
Selected by AT. L. H.
A
A

I

Dear Avnt Madge
I hope the clipping which I send to you—
although “better(late than never”—will be as
“helpful” to others as it has been to me. “A
life consecrated to others is not snd cannot
be a disappointment.”
It is a beautiful
thought, and helps us to live on hoping for
the best at all times.
I wish I could (do more to help you in our
M. B. C., but Ii'am with you and the sisters,
heart aud hand, for all the good we may or can
do. Yours sincerely.
N. L. H.

yet in the early part of th
and opportunity
to protit by the message and contribution
of N. L. H. Tbe thought in the selection
alluding to a person living for self alone,
reminds us of the old pcem in the readers
of years ago, of which each stanza began
“Not to myself alone and the idea which
As

we

year,

we

was

prominently brought

poem

are

may have time

was

a

lesson

out

from nature

in
on

that
un-

selfishness. How many rules we committed word by word by hara study, and
how many poems impressed on our minds
by hearing them constantly repeated in
school

|

days

later years,

come

with

to

a new

us

when recalled in

meaning.

Dear M. B. Sisters:
Let us praise the Lord with renewed courage. I just came from Ellsworth with a horse
sled of grain, as my good man is too lame tb
go out in^zero weather, and this item was
read to me before I got warm or ate
my dinner;

GENERAL’* OU>U.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 4,1909
Order No. 79—It is hereby ordered that it
shall be a condition of any contract hereafter
entered into for carrying the mails upon star,
screen-wagon, mail messenger or special-service route, that the contractor or carrier shall
not transport intoxicating liquors from one
point to another upon such route while in the
performance of mail service.
G. V. L. Meyer.
Postmaster General.
PORTMASTFR

I said, amen and amen. Oh, what a triumph
for righteousness!
Now. after next July 1,
the mail carrier on this route will be watched

by

Dell.

Deli has touched on the temperance
question I will add that, sometimes, it
would seem that the prohibitory law is
the only important one on the statute
books, considering the legislative interest
taken in it.
As

HEADINGS.

Ps. xxvii, 14; xxviil, 1-9; xivl, 1, 2;
Prov. iv. 25-27; John xiv, 1-3; Luke lx,
62; I Cor. xv, 58; Gal. vl, 9; Rev. 11,
10; vii, 11-17; xxi, 1-7.

Pasadena, Cal., Jan. 29, 1909.
Aunt Madge:
This being the twenty-seventh anniversary
of our wedded life, my bosom companion and
I started out to celebrate it with a day at the
seashore, but before we got half way to Los
Angeles, a heavy fog came in from seawaid,
changing the warm atmosphere of the morning into overcoat-weather, so we decided that
we would go to Casa Verdugo, a resort nine
miles north of Los Angeles.
Casa Verdugo is a foothill town,
recently
Dear

Correcting the Records.
Two years ago tbe Christian Endeavor societies
in
Congregational
churches
gained several thousand
members, according to the year book
statistics, and we looked in vain for
any reference to this cheering fact. carved out of a ten-thousand acre ranch once
Last year, according to the same au- owned by a Spaniard named Verdugo, who
thority, the societies lost several thou- about 118 years ago built his casa (house)
upon it. This casa is now used as a restausand members, and one religious
pa- rant, called the “Casa Verdugo”.
Meals are
per referred to it five times, and oth- all served in
Spanish style. They are highly
ers have copied it with evident satisseasoned—we found the dinner ho to-day, and
faction. Our friends may he interest- itwas very wai ming to the stomach.
Most of
ed to know that the alleged loss was the dinner we liked. We were
chilly when
due to the correction of a mistake lu we sat down to eat, but as we arose from the
the previous year’s report and to a table we felt thoroughly warmed through and
further mistake in this year’s list by through.
The dining-room was lighted by several
which a loss of forty was made into
rather small windows set in adobe walls
a loss of 204.
Last year the net in- about
two feet thick.
At night the room is
crease in societies of Christian Enlighted by electricity, from lamps set inside
deavor was 1,200. with nearly 50,000 of Spanish lanterns,
hung fiorn the ceiling
members. During the summer months, on chains the size of an ordinary trace chain.
when church work is almost at a The heavy wooden doors have holes cut
Standstill, over 200 new societies were scroll-shape near the top—this affords peeping in—and are supplied with large wooden
organized.

/fears

latches, also iron ones, also each has a modnight latch or lock.
The long room is
supplied with rows of
tables of mission style.
It is heated by a
modern fireplace. Over the
fireplace 1b a large
beautiful picture in needlework. We
could
not make out what it
represents, unless it

All Europe Endeavor Convention.
The next all Europe Christian Endeavor convention Is to take place In
1010, and the city In which It wljl be
held will probably be Paris.

1060 Virginia
Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
I was so
weak from kidney trouble that I could
waik a hundred feet. Four bottles of hardly
Foley's
Kidney Remedy cleared my complexion,
cured my backache and the irregularities
disappeared, and I can now attend to business
every day, and recommend Foley’s Kidney
to
all
Remedy
sufferers, as it cured me after
the doctors and other remedies had failed.”
Q. A. Pakchek.

Away Up the Kongo.
A thousand miles up the Kongo there
la a Christian Endeavor society, the
fciembers of which were cannibals six
ago. Asked to send a message
to British Endeavorers, they said,
“Tell them to send more teachers.”
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AFTER
FODRVEARS

This column in devoted to the Orange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column ie open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
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WILL, AMHERST.
Good Will grange met Saturday, with a
goodly number present. Refreshments
were served.
Sister Ella Grover waa appointed editor of tbe grange paper for the

coming
The
grange

Mtaa

was

held

BAST

°

im
-_

7**^
|

Lillian A. Hooper, of
Ocorn,
pond, haa gone to Bullivan to work |
or
Mrs. Harvey Dunbar.

_

regular

—r--

Mach sympathy ia felt tor Mrs.
p
Blaiadell in the lou ot her aiater m
**'•
France* Dyer.

week.

ALAMOOSOOK.

NEW?

County J?im,

EAST FRANKLIN.

GOOD

be signed, bat names will not be printed exwriter.
All comj cept by permission of the
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.

OFJHISERY

COUNTY

program waa much enjoyed. There waa a
good attendance, with ten vialtora from
the neighboring granges.

ORLAND.

meeting of Alamooeook
Saturday, with all officers

l

Kev. Mary Macomber was thrown
Iron

her

sleigh

DATES.

here

Sunday forenoon, bote*

After business recess waa de- I caped aeriona injury.
present.
clared and a bountiful supper served.
B. B. ;Havey and brother
Montgomsrv
Much merriment was caused, as a flue waa on
Saturday viaited U. H. Rutter, who
imposed on anyone who apoke during been ill quite awhile.
NOTES.
The lecturer lurnished a Hue
supper.
Miaa Caagie M. Hooper, who haa
State Master Stetson has appointed for
bees
program ol stories, readings, songs and
working at Harvey Dunbar’s the n*,. i
his deputy in the granges of western Han- conundrums. There was an attendance of
Baltimore, Md. “For four years
three
has returned to her
months,
CenW.
Burr
of
New
cock
E.
ill,
county,
j tbirty-tbree members and visitors from
brother
my life was a misery to me. I suffered
T. E. Hooper’s.
irregulari- tury grange, Dedham.
Highland and Harvest Home granges.
1
Adclbcrt
ties, terrible dragJclliaon, who haa been tctm.
HARVEST HOME, WEST ELLSWORTH.
ging
sensations,
ir.g here and living in T. M. Blaiadeli’a
LAKE VIEW, HAPPTTOWN.
extreme nervousHarvest Home grange met Feb. 13. I
Lake View grange bel 1 its regular meet- boarding house, haa moved back
to
ness, and that all Much business was transacted.
Tbe j
ing Feb. 13, with a good attendance. Tbe j Georges pond.
gone feeling in my
of
consisted
songs, recitations, ; first and second degrees were conferred on
Enoch H. Burgess wag the guest of
stomach.
I bad program
his
and question box. one
candidate. After recess, in which the brolber-iii-iaw Sunday.
given up hope of clippings, conundrums
He was on
1
i
hit
ever
being well | The question for tbe evening, uWhich is young folks enjoyed a lively game of way from Harrington to Schenectady y
when I began to the more profitable in Maine, a dairy herd tucker, the meeting was turned over to Y., where he haa
employment.
take Lydia E. Pink- or a truck farm?” was decided in favor of the
lecturer, who presented an interesting
Mrs. Kinsman haa improved in
ham’s
health
Vegetable the dairy herd.
of
recitations
and
At
readings.
program
»o much that Mr. Kinsman has
Then |
gone back
tbe meeting Feb. 27, the third and fourth to
I felt as though >
to finish the
Bangor
carpentering job
i degrees will be conferred.
MAS8APAQUA, SOUTH BLUEHILL.
new life had been
which he
had underway when
rwllrfi
Massapaqua grange met Thursday. !
given me, and 1 am recommending it
home.
j
to all my friends.”—Mrs. W. 8. Ford, Though many were absent on account of j
LAMOINK.
Feb. 15.
g
1938 Lansdowne St, Baltimore, Md.
Inmoinc grange held its regular meeting
illness, a pleasant evening was spent. A
The most successful remedy in this large part of the program was devoted to Feb. 9, with an attendance of
thirty-four.
SOUTH
SURRY.
country for the cure of all forms of Lincoln. The question: “Which deserves Sister LaCordis Davis was installed as
female complaints is Lydia E. 1“ink- the
Oatley Gray’s bid for the mail route
greater condemnation, a tobacco user Pomona by tbe W. M. Tbe lecturer preham's Vegetable Compound. It has
discussed sented an interesting program of articles here for the coming four years has been
was
stood the test of years and to-day is or a gossiping woman?”
more widely and
used than with much enthusiasm. An original poem 1] on the life of Abraham Lincoln, anc j wit ri- accepted.
successfully
Feb. 15.
Tramp.
any other female remedy. It has cured was read by Hulda Henderson. All bad ot ic songs.
thousands of women who have been good time.
The church is in a fair way of being rinMOUNTAIN VIEW, WEST EDEN.
1
troubled with displacements, inflamished Boon.
The painting above ia finMountain View grange met Feb. 12, with
NABBAMISSIC, ORLAND.
mation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irand a few days m:>re will
probably
The first drgree ished,
Narraroissic grange met and received about eighty present.
regularities, periodic pains, backache,
suffice to finish the rest of the repairs.
that bearing-down feeling, flatulency, into membership one member b} demit. was conferred on three candidates, and
Uriel D. Curtis, aged flfty-three
indigestion, and nervous prostration, A favorable ballot was given on another, one applicant was accepted. There w ill
years,
after all other means had railed.
died Feb. 11, at bia home In Bethel, Vt.,of
and it is hoped that ber name will be be work in tbe second degree at the next
If you are suffering from any of these
Deceased
was
a
son
ot tba
on the roll-book at the next meetj pnenmonia.
regular meeting.
ailments, don’t give up hope until you placed
late Francis and Asenath Cnrtis.
Ha
After business a short time was
have given Lydia E. Finkham’s Vege- ing.
was
one
who
made
friends
w
many
herever
ARBUTUS, SURHY.
table Compound a trial.
given a to memorial of Lincoln.
he
and
will
be
went,
Arbutus grange met Friday evening
sadly missed. He
If you would like special advice
with a (air attendance.
After business, leives a widow and one son, three brothwrite to Mrs. Pinkhain, Lynn,
RAINBOW, NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
was
in
tbe
one
candidate
instructed
initial
ers
and
one
sister. He was an honored
Mass., for it. She has guided
Rainbow grange met Thursday evening. j
thousands to health, free of The first and second degrees were con- ! degree. Tbe lecturer presented a lull Lin- member of the lodge of Odd Fellow s, who,
coln program, consisting of stories and
charge.
ferred on four.
Two applications were * anecdotes of Lincoln, patriotic songs, etc. after the reading of scripture and prayer
and fourth degrees will tie conby Rev. W. H. Dunham, of the Methodist
received. Visitors were present from Pe- The third
ferred at the next meeting, and the ques- church at
be Naomi a d daughters. The other decor:,
Surry, held their iiprvssivs
nobscot and North Sedgwick granges. A tion : “What constitutes a woman's work
tions are Indian mats, rugs and bare- **
service. There were present also a delegafb.e program was given. Miss Phebe Dur- on tbe farm?” wilt be discussed.
The ride on the electric cars, through a
tion from the A. O. U. W. lodge in
Sorry
country of hills, valleys and plains, g.v.u.s gain was organist.
and also from the lodge at East
in New England's summer time, dotted with
Scissors.
Carving
and delegates from the,Stone Cutters’
HIGHLAND, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Susan.
orchards, was all one could desire.
“I thought I knew all aliout sets- union of both of w hich deceased
was t
Highland grange had a good attendance
"1
said
the
had
man.
seen
tailrors,"
member.
The funeral was held at the
at the meeting Friday evening. After
ors’ scissors for cutting heavy cloth, sehoolhouse. interment
in
Bay Yiev
business the lecturer presented a good
The Light cf the Firefly.
dressmakers’ scissors for cutting flimsy
cemetery. Mrs. Curtis and son will reWhen rann will attain the perfect program of recitations and readings perfabrics ami lace aud still other scissors turn to
Vermont, where the son is serving
vacuum, then (ho nide ether blush of taining to Lincoln’s day.
for cutting paper, finger nails, grape- an
apprenticeship in stone-cutting.
the eleetric llgfct bnlb will give forth
vines, all kinds of metals and eveu for
NEW CENTURY, DEDHAM.
many times more light, purified and
The memory of Lincoln was honored by sheariug sheep, but lr. spite of that
heatless, soft and healing, as the light
NORTH BLUEHILL.
wide know ledge of scissors I was puz
of the stars, penetrating as the sun. special exercises in New* Century grange
zled when 1 saw the large, peculiarly
Merton Emerton is expected home toread
a
Feb.
13.
Laura
Cook
descriptive
An examination of the firefly when
shaped pair of scissors lying In tho day from Bangor, where he has been lor
emitting flames or light shows bodily poem; E. W. BurriP, a sketch of Lincoln’s showcase.
medical treatment.
public service; Mary Burrill, a tribute
movements that cannot be understood
*’
’What are these scissors for?’
Harvey Saunders and wife, of East Bos^
to mean anything else than vacuum to his mother; H. P. Burrill, an account of
asked the clerk.
ton, visited Mr. Saunders’ aged parents
producing. The lights are always seen i his courtships; Gertrude Wakefield an.1
‘With
‘Carving meat,' he said.
Siturday and Sunday.
in the vacuum sack on the l*iok. Im- j Raymond Cook, readings on other topics,
scissors of this kind carving becomes
Mrs. Clara D. Grlndle returned Fob. 10
mediately before emitting light the j and short clippings were read by others. mere child's play.’
from a visit at Seal Harbor with her
Insect will flatten the body, draw the j Ethel Fogg gave a piano solo, responding
“’1 never «aw anybody use them,'
legs in. droop the head, seemingly con- to an encore, and H. P. Burrill and Gladys said 1.
daoghter, Mrs. Effie Bracy.
Feb. 15.
D. j
trading in all directions; then with Eldridge sang a duet. Reports of Pomona
does use them,' said the
’Nobody
the relaxation come the flame and meeting at Orland, Feb. 6, were given by
clerk—’that is, only a very few.
In
light. The bodies of the glowworm those attending.
SttmmtsnnnttA.
Europe carving scissors are popular
and firefly always are transparent
because they cut right through meat,
PENOBSCOT.
when filled with flame. The blades of
bone and all, bat It takes a
Penobscot grange met Friday evening, gristle,
grass or other debris are seen plainly
little practice to learn to manipulate
TUtTmcm
The
first
Feb.
with
a good attendance.
5,
the
bodies.
Here
are
cases
of
through
the things, and nobody In this country
nature dealing with X rays.—Chicago and second degrees were conferred on one has
always on
fiir
that.’
patience
’’—Exenough
candidate. After recess a short program
Tribune.

Meeting of Hancock
Saturday, March
Pomona grange with Verona grange.
6-

hZ

Cured by Lydia E Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
—
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Compound.
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Bluehili,

How Marshall Field Mads Monty.
In the early eighties, when the First
National bank of Walla walla was not
as big as It Is now, I pretty nearly
had my breath taken away one day
by a good looking stranger hailing
from Chicago. He threw a letter of
credit for $80,000 from a Chicago bank
on my desk
and qnietly paid, “Can
you cash that?’ I looked him over
once or twice, made a quick estimate
of all the loose cash I thought we
could scrape up and said: “Yes. How
flp yon want It?” He gave a smile,
sat down and said, “1 think I'll take
It In land.” In a month’s time, as his
authorized agent, I bought about 30,000 acres of cheap railroad land for
my Chicago friend, taking the deeds
In my name at bis request, paying an
average of $2.65 an acre. He cleared
over $1,000,000 on this one deal. His
name was Marshall Field.
Senator
Ankeny's Reminiscences In I-eslle’.
—

Weekly.

-y

was enjoyed, consisting of a reading by
Mary Roberts, two charades, reading by
Martha Sellers, a very pleasing dialogue
by Lizzie Staples and Mary Roberts,
reading by Grace Condon, conundrums by
Martha Sellers, reading by Lizzie Staples
and questions by the lecturer.

i
j

j

In Great Luck.
"I have been looking over my financial operations,” said Sir. Easigo. "I
must say they are more successful
than usual.”
"Have you been making large profits?’
“No. I don't expect r.fiytbing like
that.”
“llut

you say you were kuccessful?’

“Comparatively

successful.

During

the month I have loaned money to
five friends, and only three of them
have quit speaking to me.”—Washing1
ton Star.
The Editor’s Sally. I
City Editor—What do you Lean by
saying In this robbery sujry that

“Brown was knocked down and relieved of a hundred dollars?"
Were
you ever robbed yourself? New Reacporter—No, sir. City
If you’d been
counts for It,
^pbbed
yon wouldn’t describe the loffiof a
hundred dollars as a relief.—SttLouIs
*r
Republic.

Editor—i^hat

—-—--

*

thi
Cur—
itching instantly.
piles,
eczema, salt rheum, tetter, itch, Inver, erpes,
scabies—Doan’s
Ointment.
At al* drug
Stops

store.—Advt

HEXAMKTHTLENETKTRAKI] ■
The above is the name of a Herman
bemical, which is one of the many valua e ingredients of Foley’s Kidney Remedy. Hexamethylenetetramine is recognized by medical text books and authorities as a uri
acid
solvent and antiseptic for the urine.'Take
Foley’s Kidney Remedy as sood as you notice
any
irregularities, and avoid a e rious
malady. G. A. Pakcbek.

:

change.

Tha Talking Pots.
“Tea, these pots of mine are all
right,” said the potter. “They don’t i
An unhealthy stomach is
talk, though.”
generally what makes many
“No pots do."
jf you feel so wretched. The
“Don’t they? Look here.”

One candidate was instructed in the first
He took from the shelf a strange,
and second degrees at Penobscot grange
crude pot dnnbed yellow and blue that
Friday evening. As it was the 100th an- i had tbe
shape of a deck. He filled It
niversary of the birth of Abraham Lin- with
water; then he poured the water
coln, the lecturer had an appropriate pro- out
again. "Quack, quack, quack!”
gram : Reading, Rendie Cushman; recita- said
the pot
reading, Una was a distinctdistinctly. Every gurgle
tion, Hazel Dunbar;
quack. “There’s art for
Bridges; anecdotes of Lincoln, B. E. Varyou,” said the potter. “Every gurgle
num; readings, Matilda Peterson, K. F.
of that duck pot Is a quack. WonderLeach, Lizzie Staples, Carrie Perkins. The ful Aztec
art! And I have an Aztec
Many inffcrtn from nasal catarrh say they pig pot that grunts like a pig and a
get splendid results by using an atomizer. dog pot that barks like a dog. Wonderful chaps, those Aztec potter felFor their benefit we prepare Ely Liquid
Cream Bslm. Except that it ia liquid, it is in
lows! I wish I knew their secret. Imall respects like the healing, helpful, painagine an Aztec banquet." he said aftallaying Cream Balm that the public has been er a pause. "Pots filled, you kuow,
familiar with for years. No cocaine or other
with wine. And every time you poui
dangerous drug in it. The soothing spray ia
yourself a drink ‘Quack” go the ducks,
a remedy that relieves at once. All druggists,
•Bowwow!* go the dogs. Regular pan75c., including spraying tube, or mailed by
demonium!”—New York Press.
Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.

1

various aches of your body
ran be done away with by a
little care dally given to your
stomach.

TRUE S ELEX1R
has put stomachs in shape
for 87 years.
A flfty-cent
bottle will tone up yours. If
It doesn't, the druggist will
refund your money.

85c

50c

$100

1 Blessed

Be

| Nothing.

?
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By W. S. CENUNG.
copyright.

|
f

1909. by .Vn-rlcan Press
Assoola* I
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engaged
Some years ago. while l
in one of
|n natural history pursuits
of Florida. 1 was out
the bai k counties
a young man, a
hunting one day with
backwoodsman, and wc stopwas

<TpjCal
ped at a

small log cabin for

a

drink of

water.
little girl, alsuit
A widow and her
lived there. I had met
five years old.
and so 1 presented tbe
the lady before,
her.
young man to
The widow was a stoat, bnrdy, en-

ergetic
rears

woman,
’I he

old.

and
ly eighteen

thirty-five

probably
young
was

man

never

was

near-

thirty miles

never aeeu a locomofrom borne, had
stove. clock or
tive, sleanlioat. bicycle,
tbe flat woods, with
mirror liaised lu
could not pick “A"
out education, be
But to bit credit,
out of the alphabet.
been working for BU
be it said, be bad
a widowed moth
a month to support
an Invalid; a crippled
er. who waa
brother and a younger brother and sishad supported
ter This small amount
this family of five, with tbe addition
tbe couuty gave
of $2 a month which

the cripple.
Not an evening passed arter me
Introduced to the widyoung tuan was
her bouse, and
ow that he was not at
In leas than two weeks they were en-

gaged.

Then the struggle with fate began.
The young man loat bla Job. A marriage license would cost $2. He could
not get the price, and they were not
selling marriage licenses on credit.
He struggled
What was he to do?
bard for two weeks and managed by
hook or by crook to secure 11.25. Only
75 cents between him and perfect
bliss! But. alas, with the longest pole
be could find he could not reach the
persimmon. He could not, with the
stoicism of the fox that could not get
tbe grapes, dismiss them from his
mind by saying that they were sour,
for he positively knew they were
sweet. X'o; he could only murmur In
bitterness of heart, "Thou art so near
and yet so far."
Thus several days passed away. The
darkness of despair seemed to settle
opor. him. He became despondent. A
haggard, careworn look was on his
face, as If be had not slept for a
week. Finally, however, with desperation and a courage he did not know
that he possessed, be came to me with
tears lu his eyes nnd opened his whole
beart.
He told me of Ills trials nnd troubles,
his expectations and disappointments,
bis hopes, fears and discouragements,
and then besought me so piteously for
the loan of the other 75 cents that 1
did not have ii In my heart to refuse
him.
He had to go immediately to bis
sweetheart and tell her bia good fortune. He was back in a very short
time in an ecstasy of delight to get me
to write and send for Ills license to
the county seat, forty miles away.
I wrote and directed the letter and
told him to put the two dollar fee In
It and register It for safety.
I also
told him that registering and postage
would cost him 10 cents more. Again
his countenance changed from happiness to despair.
He had encountered
what waa to him another Insurmountable obstacle, though only the size of
a dime.
"Gosh," he cried, “what ’ll I do? I
hain't got another cent. If yer don't
lend l- e 10 cents more. I'll baf ter give
It up. I'll pay yer back, I declare to
heaven I will!”
I gave liiin the additional dime, nud
he started oil lu a burry for tbe postoffice, five tulles away, to mail and
register fils letter.
Tbe postmaster
told him that bis license ought to be
back at the postofflee by Friday night.
It was then Monday.
It seemed a
long time to wait, but there was no
help for It.
it was arranged that the bride and
groom should start early Saturday
morning to the postoffloe for the license, and ns the postmaster was also a
notary public be was the only man for
* long distance who could
perform the
marriage ceremony, as there were no
preachers In that part of the country,
♦Kept a colored man at the turpentine
•till, and they were too high toned to
call upon him.
Saturday morning came at last. The
Week had seemed like a month to this
srdeut young lover. He and bis lady
were over at my place bright and early for my inspection and advice as to
how to proceed.
The bride was dressed In a black
•ttge skirt and faded silk waist, with
ted ribbon around her neck and a
brown sailor hat on her head. She
b*d to wear brogan shoes, as nearly
half the distance to Uic postolflce was
through water from shoe to knee deep,
bat she took a pair of morocco shoes
•ad a pair of black stockings to put
°a before
reaching the goal.
When the young man came to my
Wace on this eventful wedding mornhe was dressed In a clean twentylive cent calico shirt, much too large
*1 the
neck, but the sleeves only came
p> within about eight Inches of hla
a pair of old shoddy pants,
which In hla rapid vertical growth he
•ad left about
halfway between an*nd knee, but to make np for this
hla travels through swamp and
?V*r8. brushwood and palmettos bad
"Bated theta at the bottom for about
e** and a half inches. These trousers
***• fcegt Op by a pair at mother
***** suspenders from unbleached

jag

*fl*ts:

il1*

jjatect

muslin.
A pair of No. 11 brogan
•hoes, the tops of which lacked several
Inches of meeting the fringed eads of

Ills pauts—and he
unfortunately not
having been brought up to the luxury
of underwear
-uublushingly exposed a
strip of bare floa.i about six laches
" hie
Intervening bet wo. n pants and,
Shoes. A cheap dirty bl own wool
hat,
which had been worn until every particle of its original shape was
gone,
decora led the conical head.
1
am
Alas,
through—nothing else to
describe. Shirt, pants, shoes and hat
were all the young man possessed as
let, but he was soon to possess a lavoig wife, so what cared he?
I lout him a collar; hut, ns I wear"
i lT'j and he a 13 inch one,
by pinnlug Ids ears back lie could slip it on
over libs head buttoned.
A bat was
the next thing needed, which I willingly gave him. Seven three-eighths
Is my size. 0% his, which, although not
s
perfe t tit. harmonized nicely with
Ib.c cellar. HI* ears kept It from going
n trvly over his face, but he had to
tilt ii back a little In order to see.
r.c drew the line at wearing n fortytv
h coat and vest which I ofTered
him.
'ring. “Pm nfeard folks 'll notice that It don't fit. and I'd ruther go
In my nhlrt sleeves anyhow."
He had Ills long, single barrel, muz(le loading shotgun with a homemade
•took (bis father having broken It some
twenty years previous lu a light with
t wounded panther In which he bad
to use hla chihhcd gun to save his life),
which he proposed to take along to protect bis bride and to shoot any wild
turkeys or squirrels lie might see while
going through the swamp. After borrowing some powder and shot of me
and leading his gun they at last starttu on meir iramp.
They left my place at 7 o'clock and
yot back again a happy man and wife
at 2 p. m. after walking ten miles, a
large part of the way through miry
•loughs and water half leg deep.
The bride was carrying three gray
squirrels by their tails, klled by her
new husband on their way back through
the swamp, which made her feel quite
proud of his skill as a hunter.
They related to me an occurrence
that came very near destroying the
sweetness of their honeymoon, for our
hero had nearly killed a uegro.
Near the office where they went was
a turpeutine still, the owner of which
came from Quitman, Ga„ and lie had a
family of three or four boys from ten
to fifteen years old.
In some way they got wind that there
was “something doing' at the postoffice and were not far off when our
newly married couple came out to start
for home. One of them yelled "High
water pants!" another "Shoot the
hat!" another “Put on your socks!"
still another “Let out your suspenders!” all of which was borne meekly
by our hero, but when a negro came
along who asked him bow long he
had had the cholera and did It hurt
him much, referring to his collar, which
bounced up and hit his cars every step
be took, It was too much for him to
stand. He leveled his gun aud swore
he would kill him if he was the last
nigger In the world and was about to
fire as bis wife knocked the gun up,
and it was discharged in the air.
The negro and the boys were not
long in getting out of sight, and the
bride succeeded In half dragging her
youthful husbaud away from the scene
of conflict aud into the swamp on their

o
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—Washington Herald.

His Busy Days.
“When are you busiest 1"
“Whenever life Insurance
call."—Detrott Free frees.

agents

Rase of a
>
> 'Revolutionist.

Dead Nan's Hand.

o---6

O-< I

men

hunting

livid.
“Is there a doctor aboard?"
Word was passed, and a raun in the
ladies' cabin came forward, raised
Davidson, looked Into his face, felt his
pulse and pronounced him dead. His
heart had yielded to the excitement
#f standing on the precipice between
min ar.d a doubling of the money he
had been tempted to risk.
Davidson’s body was shipped back
to his mother and with It not only the
$10,000 she had intrusted to bis care,
bat $10,000 additional.
Since then tens and treya have been
called the dead man’s hand, and It la a
hand that Is rarely beaten In draw
T. DIMWIT BOWMAN.
poker

tiH'1'KKY TO C'AfelBOD.

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.

William W. Beavey, long in the grocery
business in Bangor, and well and faroaabi.v known, died Tuesday, Feb. 9. aged
74 years.

Country Produce

Rotter.

..

changes.
red

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

of tha
Hi land L.
Fairbanks, one
(Copyright, liw9. hy American Press Asso- |j! Creamery per#.....*5 940
28@3.) younger and most popular members of tbs
Dairy
elation.)
! >***.
Penobscot bar, died Monday, of tubercuI won a student at the university. I
.10 #35
I Freeh laid, per dos..
losis, at hia home in Bangor. Me waa
called myself u student, though my Poultry.
of ag*'.
mind was rnliter lient on obtaining
ft*/* thirty-seven yearn
CMekens.
Fowl... 140^18
While trying to get into Penobscot «MT
freedom from desiiotlsm that” m.v studto seek shelter the three-masted schooner
ies. fit. I’etcresburg was full of revo- Hey.
Best loose, per ton...i * 8
lution and consequently full of spies.
Baled. 18@20 Georgia, of New York, misstayed end ran
on Monroe island near Owl’s Head, daring
One day I left onr de|H>t for revolu- Straw?
Loose. 181* a snow squall early
Wednesday. The
tionary supplies, having tilled my
i'
Baled.
crew reached the island, and found shelter
pockets with them, ami I started out
Vegetables.
huts until
in some vacant fishermen’s
to leave Ihetn at points from which
>4
20 Onions, I
the mainaid
reached
them from
tbe\ would Is- further distributed. A Potatoes, pk
lb
05
02 Par mips, tb
Turnips,
land. The vessel went to pieces. She «ll
man was standing near the door open02
03 Carrots, lb
Beets,
o
10 Cabbage, tb
bound from Portland to St. John, N. B.
ing on to the street, who eyed me Lettuce, head
o:
lb
Squash,
I kupw at once that he was
C bry, bunch ir@25 She was built at Harrington in 1873, and
a spy sent to watch those who came
Fruit.
registered 291 tons net. She was owned
in the Provinces.
and went from the house. We were
25 950 Lemons dos
25 385
Oranges, do*
ansiK-eted. Without appearing to notice Cranberries, qt 16@i8
William Mathews, a native of Waterhim I sauntered off, swinging my cane
Groceries.
ville, the oldest alumnus of Colby, and
but
when
a
I
to
unconcernedly,
got
.06#
Sloe, per b
probably the oldest graduate of the
Collee—per b
20 @25 Harvard
corner turned on
Rio,
.16#.35 Vinegar, gal
purpose to note
law
Bchool, died at the'
m.
35 Cracked wheat,
Mocha,
whether he was following me. When
Emerson hospital, Forest Hills, Mass.*
35 Oatmeal, per b
.2
Java,
.0
I saw that he was I gave myself up Tea—per b—
Buckwheat, pkg
Sunday, in the ninety-first year of his age*
*y
Japan,
.45#.65 Graham,
for lost.
.04 After his admission to the bar in 1838 he
.30# 65 Rye meal,
Oolong,
Granulated meat,b 02 b
I walked on ontwardly unconcerned, 8ugar—per b—
practiced law a few years in Water villa*
Granulate I,
5@06 Oil—per gal—
Inwardly terror stricken, until I saw
and then entered upon the literary work,
65#.7
Yellow, C
06*u6£
Linseed,
1
an open door, the entrance to a re08
git
Powdered,
Kerosene,
to which he devoted the greater part of hie
gal
spectable dwelling. Without reckoning Molasses—per
life. He was the author of several well.35
Havana,
M
what further I should do or say I
Porto Rloo.
known books the best known of which ia
|
Meats and Proof slows,
mounted the steps, passed In at the
“Getting on in the World”.
b.
i
Beef,b:
Pork,
door and closed It after me. No one
15 §30
Steak,
15@!8
Chop,
was In the hall. I went Into a room
Roasts.
15 18
10§25
Ham, per b
A lazy man is on the wrong sido of huCornea,
08#i0
Shoulder,
10@
evidently used for a reception room.
18
Tongues,
Bacon,
ia#26 manity’s profit and loss account.
This, too, was empty. Lace curtains Veal:
Salt
M@ *
23 925
12 s 6
Steak,
Lard,
covered the windows opening on to
gtontwemraut,
10#.15
Boasts,
the street, and, peeping through, I saw Lamb
10 #25
Lamb,
the spy looking up at the house with a
no
Tongues, each
puzzled expression. He stopped one
Fresh Fish.
who was passing, pointed to the bouse
23
06 Clams, qt
Cod,
06 Scallop) qt
40
and asked a question. I could not hear Haddock,
53
Halibut.
12#18
Oysters,
qt
what it was. but presumed he asked
16
Smelts, lb
who lived there. The person evidently
Flour, Ornla and Feed.
told him what he wished to know, for Floor—per bbl—
Oats, bn
6f@65
5 75§7 50 Shorts—bag—
to
be appeared satisfied, but I was dis14A»> 45 Mix. feed, bag 1 60@ 160
Oorn,100bbag
Corn meal,bag 149@145 Mldailngs,bagl 50 # 160
appointed that he did not go away.
Falls to Restore
Hearing a
feotatep behind me, Cracked corn, 140*14)

ICopyrlght, 1>09, by American Press Assoelation.]
Old
Mississippi has seen great

For ages she knew only the
on her banks or darting hither and thither in their ennoes,
leaving streaks of light on her broad
bosom.
She saw De Soto come, an
rpparition from another world, l.nter
lUe lint bunt, the sun glittering on its
water dripping sweeps, marked the
lip! roach of civilization. The steamer
followed the flatboAt, an era that
marked (lie old river's greatest glory,
a glory of which she was robbed by
the railroad built on her bhnks.
In the middle of the Inst century
what was then regarded a floating palace rtopped at Memphis, took on pas; "li; era
and proceeded on her way
down toward New Orleans.
Among
those who came aboard at Memphis
was Arthur Davidson,
the son of a
widow living on her plantation near
that city.
Her husband had been a
spendthrift and had mortgaged his
plantation. From the day of his death
for ten years Mrs. Davidson struggled
nnd saved, scraping together every
loose colu that came In her way to
pay off tills mortgage and leave her
plantation to her children free from
debt. These were two girls and two
The eldest boy, Arthur, was
boys.
twenty-one. the youngest boy eleven.
The widow determined to send Arthur
to New Orleans, where the money had
been borrowea to pay It off and to enter upon a business life. Her property
was to be reserved for her minor children.
At that time, when the long table in
the cabin was not set for meals, a
number of groups were scattered
about playing various games of cards.
Arthur Davidson stood over one of
these tables looking on.
It was not
only Arthur that listened to the fascinating click of gold pieces (for our individuality is merged into that of our
parents and our children; it was both
he and his weak father. He sat down
and joined In the game.
ne had in bis poeketbook money for
his traveling expenses. The $10,000
with which to pay off the mortgage
was in a money belt about bis waist.
Arthur Davidson soon lost his expense
money, rose from the table and walked out on the guards, struggling the
while against temptation to go back
and redeem bis loss by risking the
money intrusted to his care. The image of his mother came up before him
—terror stricken, pleading. He saw bis
younger brother and sisters ruined at
an age when they could not at that
day hope to provide for themselves.
Rut the temptation was too strong for
him. Feverishly he unbuckled his belt
and. taking out a number of $r>00 bills,
placed them unfolded in his pocketThen he returned to the cabin
book
and resumed his place at the table.
While there were gambler sharks on
there were many
the Mississippi,
games made up of planters, cow men
and others in legitimate occupations.
The game in which Arthur Davidson
was playing was fair, but he was reckless, doing an inordinate amount of
bluffing, and he lost steadily. The
more bis mother’s savings diminished
the more reckless he became. The
game continued far into the night, and
homeward way.
toward the smnll hours of the morning
After telliag this thrilling adventure
he had parted with more than one-half
they went at once to get their wedding be had taken from his belt.
dinner without stopping to chango
It was about '£ o'clock when some
In fact, the only
their wet shoes.
one of the players opened a fat pot
change the groom could have made and every one stayed In. It was Dawould have been to take off his shoes
vidson's last say. He raised, as he
and go barefoot.
usually did, and still no one dropped
In a comparatively short time the
out. This transferred to the pot about
of
a'
It
consisted
was
ready.
repast
Unlf of what he hud left of bis origipone of corn bread baked in a spider,
nal sum. Tlie curds were now drawn.
a boecake of flour bread baked In a
Tne opener drew three, the next two
frying pan, some salt razorback bacon, drew two each and the last three one
the
of
bud
fried, a pot of cabbage—the
each. Davidson was one of those who
cabbage palm tree—boiled and a pot drew one curd. The opener bet, and
milk
or
without
of black coffee served
Davidson raised him with all the monsugar.
ey he had left. Since he was so given
as
they to hlulling, the others, supposing be
I was the only guest, aud
had ouly two table knives the bride had drawn hut one card to scare them
was obliged to use the butcher knife.
off, called him.
Their ten mile walk had given them
If he won he would wlu twice the
good appetites, and they certainly en- mortgage uiouey. if he lost he would
joyed their wedding dinner—no cake, have uotbing left. After the last bet
no pie. no butter, no sugar, no milk,
he laid his cards on the table face
but happiness supreme.
down. It was noticed that he was laThe bride brought all her husband's
boring uudcr a terrible excitement.
effects home from his mother's house
He bent over the table, bis bead restthat afternoon in her apron. She could
ing on bis arms. The rest showed
The opener had one
have tied them all, except his brogan
their hands.
small pair, another had a pair of
shoes, in a pocket handkerchief and
have had good long ends to tie with.
aces, a third had two pairs, sevens and
“Blessed be nothing.”
fours, and the fourth man had a pair
The highest hand in the
of queens.
Good to Ramember.
lot was the sevens and fours, not a
A church somewhere, no matter
hard one to beat.
where, prints on the back of little slips
“Come, Davidson; show your hand.'1
One of the
Davidson didn't move.
—programs denoting the order of service—these words;
players. Impatient to know the result,
turned over the young man's hand. It
I will not worry.
contained a pair of teus and a pair of
I will not be afraid.
threes. It had won.
I will not give way to auger.
“The pot's yours, youngster," called
I will not yield to envy, jealousy or
one of the players. “Wake up."
hatred.
All expected Davidson to start up
I will be kind to every man, woman
and eagerly clutch his winnings. Inand child with whom I come in constead he remained Immovable. They
tact.
■hook him. They turned his face so
I will be cheerful and hopeful.
It
that they could see his features.
I will trust in God and bravely *aco
the future.
Bead them again; tbev are worth
You might cut them out ann
while.
If you
paste them In your hat. Indeed.
will resolve to live by them-even for
deal
one week—you will be a great
If you will get these
better for It.
Words into your mind—good and strong
to them
-you will find that living up
all
supplies you with all the religion,
cannot
the philosophy, you need. You
these precept*.
go wrong If you follow
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sharply.

"v-Heh-

Health

Never
ltsNatml
Gray Hair
Color
Beauty.

light

I turned and saw a young girl, dressed
to
LAW B SO AUDI HQ WEIGHTS AHD MEASURES.
to go ont, drawing on a pair of gloves.
and
▲ bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
She looked at me surprised and for an
and a bushel of Turk** Island salt shall
No matter how long it ha* been gray
explanation as to my presence. My pounds,
weigh 70 pounds.
or faded. Promote* a luxuriant growth
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
wits did not work quickly, but this
of healthy hair. Stops its falling oat.
In
order an * lit for sblpnlng, is 60 pounds,
was all the better, considering the of good
apples, 44 pou nds.
and positively removes DssThe standard weight of a bushel of beans in
I was stammering at a
coarse I took.
draU. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Bogood order and fit for shipping. Is 60 pounds;
reason for my presence when one oc- of
fuse all substitutes. 2K times as much
wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and pens, 6>
curred to me. I would pretend to have pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
in $1.00 as 50c. size. B9 Not a Dye.
and
of
carrots,
Fngl'sh
turnips, rye
got into the wrong house. I feigned a pounds;
$1 and SOe. bottles, at dragglzts
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
Send 2c for free book The Can of tbe Hair.1’
puzzled look, east my eyes about me, of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.
32 pounds, or even measure as ov agreement.
,
then asked. “Will you kindly tell me
Hay’s Harflna Soap ones Pimple*
who lives here?"
and chapped bands, and nil skhe din.
rough
red,
Moderation is the noblest gift of
“Colonel Andriovitch, superintendent
eases. Keep* skin fine nnd soft. 35c. druggists.
heaven.—Euripides
of police.”
_9end 2c for (ree book “The Care of the Hkfci."
Great heavens! I had stumbled into
the worst possible position—in the
residence of a chief of police, my
pockets full of revolutionary documents and a spy waiting for me outside.
If I pretended to have got into the
wrong house there was nothing for
me to do but leave and walk into the
arms of the spy.
If I pretended to
have called on the superintendent I
must have a reason for doing so. I
decided on the latter course before inventing the reason.
“Then I am not mistaken, after all,”
I said. “I have called to see the superintendent. The door stood open, so I
walked in. Is Colonel Andriovitch at
home?”
“No, but I expect him every moment.
Will you be seated and wait for him?"
A quick and powerful remedy is needed to break up an attack of croup.
I looked at my watch, not to note the
when
Sloan’s Liniment has cured many cases of croup. It acts instantly
time, but for an excuse to put off a
applied both inside and outside of the throat it breaks up the phlegm, redecision.
duces the inflammation, and relieves the difficulty of breathing.
"I have but little time to spare,” I
said. “I will wait a few minutes.
Colonel Andriovitch is your”—
“Father.”
“Indeed! I am very glad. Perhaps
gives quick relief in all cases of asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, tnnsilitis,
and pains in the chest.
you can help me.”
Price, ase.. so*., and m oo.

For

Croup

Tonsilitis
and

Asthma

—

Sloan's Liniment

“How?*

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Boston, Mass.

Now. the method of her assistance
flashed Into my brain with the rapidity
of an electric curreut. I lowered my
voice and spoke quickly and impress-

ively :
“Come to the window.”
She followed me, and I showed her
the spy loitering outside. “Do you see
that man? He is a revolutionist. He
belongs to a gang who are distributing
revolutionary documents. I have come
here to inform upon them to your father. The circle suspect me and have
sent this man to spy upon my movements. Should I go out on to the
street I would be followed and murdered."
My story evidently impressed the
girl, and she stood thinking.
"But you can stay here till father

,

returns.”
Stay there with my pocket full of
revolutionary documents and a man
without ready to denounce me! Not if
I could help it. Again I set my invective powers to work.
“Such a course,” I said, "would enable the revolutionary circle to get rid
If
of their documents and escape.
there is a back door through which I
can pass to another street I could go
out. Join the circle, of which I am a
preteAled member, forestall this spy,
and while they are deliberating whether to believe his story or mine your
father can send and have them arrested.”
“There are a back door.” she said,
“and a yard, beyond which Is an al-

?

T"
That's what
you need when you get a
cut, a burn or a scald. You
can’t wait—you must have relief

at

once.

you keep a bottle
of Johnson’s Anodyne
Liniment handy you
needn’t suffer.
Keep
the bandage well saturated with theliniment and
your wound will soon be
healed.

tlf

JOHNSON’S

Anodyne

UNIIHENT
is a sure help in time of trouble.
If you have a sprain or strain, a
wrenched knee or ankle, a lame back, sore muscles, lumbago, sciatica,
stiff joints, muscular rheumatism, or any other ache or pain, Johnaon's
Anodyne Liniment will rid you of it. Try it. Get a bottle and keep
it within reach. You’re sure to need it.

Guaranteed under Food and Drugs Ret. June 50.1906.

Serial number 513

Sold everywhere lor 25 and 50 cents a bottle
^
I. S. JOHNSON A CO.. Boston, Maas.
M

KINEO

RANGES

ley.”
the window, with my eye
Half a block
away I saw a man in uniform coming
down the street. It was the superintendent.
“Tell your father when he comes,” I
said, “to send to 49-street, surround
the house, and he will bag the lot.
I was

was

near

keeping watch outside.

|

|
j|
:
;

jI

|I

Show me the door.”
The gl(l led me to the r, ar of the
house and opened the door. I passed
out into the garden and the alley and
thence to the street, where I mingled
with the throng.
I afterward looked for the address I
had given. Fortunately there was no
inch number.

EDMOND COMPTON.

will

satisfy the most
They are
and conhakers
quick
critical.
sume

but

They

are, in

little fuel.

fact,

the

most economical stove
on

the market.

F. R. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor,

Me.
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S

STATE SOLONS.

J Legislative

News of Interest to Han-

CottttpanDenrt.

LAMOINE REUNION.

The Legislature.

Pleasunt Gathering at Cambridge,
Maas., Last Week.
(’ambbidge. Mam.. Feb. 15 (special)
The second meeting of the Lamoine reunion association, at Essex hall, Cambridge, Monday evening, Feb. 8, was a decided success. Natives and former residents of Lamoine, with their husbands
and wives, sons and daughters, gathered
to the number of ninety-six, to talk over
Earlier days, and renew old friendships.

To the Editor of The dniericancock County Headers.
PUBLISHED
North Penobscot, Feb. 8,1P09.
The act to repeal the Hancock county
VERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
lobster law of 1907 was passed to t»e enFor the first time in years the two
AT
grossed in the Senate Wednesday.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
parties at the State capital have resolved
The act authorizing William W. Conary
BT TRB
themselves into caucuses to determine the
in
Mill
CO.
and
maintain
wharves
publishing
construct
to
ancock county
was
policies of each in matters of legislation.
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
reported
Jericho
favorably
cove,
bay,
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
Upon two matters, if I understand it, have
by committee Iasi Wednesday.
The House Thursday, by a vote of 94 to the members of the republican party
for six
Ascription Price—12 00 a year; $1 (V. H
I 37. voted to adopt the minority report of unanimously
determined—the
Sturgis
1 a,<1
months; 50 cents fur thr<*c montrs:
75 and ac cents the judiciary committee on the act provid- law and railroad rebates. There is now no
Strictly In arfwanc*. *15nrah
between the two parties or the latter
'■tspcctlvely. Single copies 5 cents,
?- per
ing for the direct election by th e people of issue
a rages are reckoned at the rate of
If 1 renumber correctly, the
State treasurer, secretary of State and at- question.
car
will be
,Mv**rtising Rates—Are reasonable and
torney-general, instead of election by the Sturgis law was neither endorsed nor conmiade known on application.
legislature. The judiciary committee re- demned in the late platform of the party
The
he addresced
ported “ought not to pass” on the bill, nor in its previous State platform.
Business comm n ideations should
nvid«* p»ybut a minority report signed by two mem- republicans have claimed it as their child
to and all checks and mono enters
aid. to Tub Hancock county Publishing bers of the committee favored the bill.
by birth, though a large part of the party
go Ellsworth, Maine.
In the S?nate Thursday Mr Walter, of has disowned it, and now ii appears that a
an act to prohibit the
majority of the party are anxions to bury
This week’s edition of The Castine, presented
erection or maintenance of weirs in the it.
American is 2,.'i5<> copies.
Bagaduce river, together with two peti- j Four years ago. when the Bturgis bill
was before the House, it was endorsed and
tions in favor ot the same.
2,52$
Average (or the year of 190$,
In the House Tnursday Mr. Bow ley pre- defended by some of the ablest lawyers in
sented petition of L. B. Joyce and sixty j the House. They could see no legal RawMr. Oaks, considered by
in it then.
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 17, 1909. j others for a law to prohibit the killing of j
(leer on Swan's Island
by residents of j many the ablest lawyer in the House,
I other towns and plantations.
opeued the discussion for the bill. He
The Municipal Election.
Mr. Bowley, of Swan’s Island, in the had previously introduced a bill which
I
The municipal election in Ellsworth House
Thursday, presented rooftonstranee | subsequently passed the legislature imwill be held on March 1—a week from of Andrew Parker and twenty-two others, 1 posing heavy penalties on county attoruexi Monday. Republican and demo- of Tremont, against the bill prohibiting neys for not enforcing the prohibitory
cratic caucuses are to be held to- the shipment of scallops out of the State. law. In the progress of his discussion of
In the House Thursday the committee the Sturgis bill he was asked by auother
morrow—the former in the afternoon,
on shore fisheries reported “leave to withattorney, who was opposed to the bill, if
the latter in the evening.
draw” on petition for an act to prohibit he thought the Oaks law was a good law,
Thus far very little ante-election
But who has ever
the dumping of sawdust and mill waste and he said he did.
Ulk has been heard. No vital issues in Salt
pond, in Bluehill, Sedgwick and heard of it since? I will venture to say
as the
and
involved,
be
to
appear
! that nine-tenths of the people don't know
Brooklin.
routine business of the city has been
The bill to amend the charter of Ells- that such a law is or ever was in existence.
adminisconducted by the present
Of course Gov. Cobb has known all
worth was reported favorably by committration in a satisfactory manner, there tee on Thursday. Given first reading in about the law, and knew all about it when
la-no occasion and little likelihood of the House Monday. Passed to be en- in a certain county the county attorney
failed or refused to enforce the prohibi*
grossed yesterday.
a change.
The bill to extend the charter of the tory law. Instead of applying the Oaks
As the present administration draws Ocean & Northern Railway Co. was re- law, the governor appointed another
under authority of the
to a close, the legislative body finds ported favorably by committee Thursday. county attorney
in the House Monday. Sturgis law. The court has decided that
itself embarassed with a number of Given first reading
clause of the Sturgis law, at least, is ilPassed to be engrossed yesterdgy.
problems that in all probability canThe bill to extend the charter of the legal, and that the official authority of
The
session.
at
this
solved
not be
Winter Harbor Trust Co. was reported that appointed attorney is void.
President has vetoed the ’census bill favorably by committee on Thursday.
Now, what is the use to add law to law
which contained the objectional pro- Given first reading in the House Monday. and give the governor further authority
vision authorizing the appointment Passed to be engrossed yesterday.
If be can’t enover delinquent officers?
A resolve authorizing the State land force the law, as it is, his constitutional
of cenans employeee by members of
Congress instead of through competi- agent to sell Three Bush island was pre- duty to enforce the law already on th?
tive examination under the civil ser- sented by Mr. Harmon, of Stonington, in statutes intended to punish derelict officials, what sense, what reason, what hope
vice roles. The President’s attitude the House Monday.
A petition and resolve for screening is there in multiplying law as a terror to
towards this question and toward
Nicatons lake was presented in the House evil-doers?
other pending measures may resalt In
We don’t need any more scarecrows.
Monday.
the failure of a number of important
A petition for the passage of a bill for a
W’e need a little more backbone and
Allis in the present Congress. In such close time on lobsters in certain waters of
lighting blood behind the bulwark of
case, they mnst be taken up and put Hancock county in Jnly and August was law. When an officer under a solemn
into the form of law at the special presented Monday. Many remonstrances j oath—an apostle of law —who has made
session to be called in March. The are coming in against the bill to require it a life study and ought to love and aldetermination to defer action on at lobster fishermen and dealers to have a li- most reverence it, fails in hia duty toward
least one appropriation bill and to lay cense, and against the bill providing that the enforcement of law, you have the
if lobsters not of required length are worst example of nullification conceivable.
over the census bill, will open the way
found in any car or trap, all lobsters, even
The citizen who, under a loose and infor mneb general legislation, and this
though of required length, in that trap or effective administration, pursues bis ilsuggests that many measures other car, be
legal commerce in alcoholic stimulants as
condemned.
than that relating to the tariff will
The bill to extend charter of he Han- an occupation—and takes his chances,
some np for consideration and prob- cock
Railway Co. was favorably reported 1 compared with the officer elected and
ably he passed at the special session. by committee Monday.
qualified and in solemn duty bound to
In the Senate Tuesday Mr. Walker pre- ; punish offenders, but instead barters #way
The most noteworthy achievement sented h bill to confirm the title of Ram thej state’s protection against crime for
filthy lucre or political influence, the proin Maine newspaperdom in commem- island, Hancock county.
A bill to legalize the tax assessments of tection of innocent familiee, the safety of
oration of the Lincoln centennial, is
Ellsworth for the years 1908 and 1901 was society, the government of the state in hia
scored by the Portland Erening Expresented in the House Tuesday by Mr. I hands, and he in muffled sympathy with
which
on
press,
Thursday evening Peters.
the criminal classes—compared with such
issued a ten-page supplement, proMr. Merrill, of Blnehill, on Tuesday an officer, the saloon keeper rises to the
fusely Illustrated, devoted to the life presented remonstrance of W. R. Butler dignity .of a tolerated nuiaanoe.
of Lincoln.
and thirty-five others of Blnehill against
The Oaks law says, take hold ol that ofchange in the law regarding the snaring ficial nuisance and ring him up to the tune
of rabbits in Hancock county.
of fl,000, or imprisonment or less. O, says
OBITUARY.
Petitions for a resolve in favor of an ap- the man at the helm that’s pretty hard.isn’t
MISS SARAH Dt'DLBY CROSBY.
propriation for the Bucksport seminary, it? He is my political brother. That won’t
Hiss Sarmh Dudley Crumby, well known to provide for additional
buildings, are do! Here is another law that makes it easy
In Ellsworth and at Hincoek Point, died being presented.
—the famousSturgia law. If the countyTuesday, Feb. 16, in Topeka, Kansas, at
NOTES.
attorney won’t enforce the law why we can
the age of aixty-six yean, utter an illness
No opposition developed at the hearing just appoint another officer and send him
of two weeks. She was unmarried, and
before the committee on public buildings down there, and if he doesn't do bis duty
left surviving a brother
Daniel Croeby, and
grounds last week on the resolve to we can appoint another and send him
and two sisters
Mrs. Abram Hammatt,
appropriate $350,000 for tne eulargement down there, and so on, until we find one
of Topeka, and Mrs. L. A. Emery, of Ellswho has the grit to enforce it, even if
of the State bouse.
worth.
Pascal P. Gilmore, of Bucksport, was on 1 he hasn't the sense to enforce it right.
Miss Crosby was born in Hampden,
elected State treasurer for an- The Sturgis law, intended as a blow
Mathu, but after the death of her pa^entb, Tuesday
agaiDst nullification, furnishes a way of
made her home mainly with her brother other terra. Mr. Gilmore was the unani- i
barefaced and unescape for the most
•n<f sisters in Topeka, but part of the tinie mous choice of the republican caucus held
justifiable class of nullifiers in the State.
with her sister here in Ellsworth, where the first of the session, but his election :
Now, what is the use for the republi•be made many friends of her own. For was postponed until his accounts had j can
party to monkey with the Sturgis
the last twenty years 6be was a regular been officially audited and found to be | law? The
papers inform us that the wise
amrfmer resident of Crosby lodge, at correct, according to cnstom.
men assembled in Augusta
—good republiHaacock Point, and active in all the
Tuesday was governor’s day. In the af- i cans,
honest, capable, well-meaning men,
ternoon at the State house Governor Fer- I
•octal life in that beautiful region.
no doubt—have provided for the
easy and
Miss Crosby was a woman of unusual nald, President Deasy of the Senate, and
timely dissolution of the Sturgis law.
noble character and grace. She had much Speaker Weeks of the House, received
How? By submitting an amendment to
talent as an artist, was intelligent from the people of Maine in the governor’s prithe constitution to the people, giving the
much reading and travel, was earnest and vate office, while Mrs. Fernald,
Miss
governor power to remove sheriffs, upon
enthusiastic in work for social betterment, Deasj* and Mrs. Weeks did the honors in the
adoption of which the Sturgis law will
the council chamber. In the evening at
waa delightful in social intercourse, and
quietly cease to exist.
more than all was unselfish and self-sacricity hall was held the reception and ball
But, I ask, will it be legally dead or
given to the governor by the citizens of
dcing
simply put to sleep? How is this thing to
Hh* was a ministering angel in times of Augusta. Senator Walker, of Castine, and
be accomplished
under the proposed
of Eden, were among
Mckm-ss or other troubles, full of
sympa- Representative Joy,
regime? If the people agree to the prothe
aids.
and
effi«
in
ient
honorary
care
and
thy
comfort. Her
posed amendment, how is it to affect the
death is a cause of mourning to many.
Sturgis law? The question arises, can the
CHURCH NOTES.
legislature base its legislation on future
lot MY aOhllP.
contingencies? It is evident that the
UNION OONG L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
legislature cannot connect the repeal of a
Mf%. C. W. Newman, of Mantet. aged ov«r
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
statute with a constitutional amendment.
•ightv years, has knit thirty pairs of mitSunday, Feb. 21
Morning service at Can a legislature bind a subsequent legistens this winter.
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening lature to the repeal of a law, subject to an
service at 7.
intermediate contingency?
ttwau's Island wants to restrict the
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
The lawyers are at the head of this
killing ot deer within its limits to its own |
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
policy. Let us hope they will nicely ad•Midtnta, according to petitions presented
Rev. IT. F. Emery, pastor.
just the matter and give us something
m the ip*l«t ure
Thursday
Sunday, Feb. 21
Morning service at more business-like, and natural, and in
10.30.
“Individual Responsi- the end more effective than this mongrel
Subject:
Tbe contest as to the separation of the bility.” Sunday school at 11.45. Junior of legislation.
H.
low ns <*f Kton.ngton and lal« au Haut league at 3.
Evening service at 7.30. SubTest KUsworth Cows.
Irom Hancock county and their annexa- ject: “George
Washington.’'
tion to Knox county, will tie fought out
Ellswobth, Mb., Feb. 17,1909.
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday To
the Editor of The American:
knfore the committee on counties at Au- evening at 7.30.
In the interest of the public health,
gieta to- morrow.
BAPTIST.
and to awaken public sentiment, I wish to
Ret. P. A. A. KiUam9 pastor.
call attention to the fact that a possible,
Iliads Would Accept.
Sunday, Feb. 21— Morning service at and
very likely probable danger, lies in
(Portland Press,
10.30. Sermon by pastor.
school the milk
Sunday
Prtenda of Asher C. Hinds in this city at
supply of Ellsworth.
11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
An effort should be made to have the
Mated Friday that they had reason to 7.
Evening service at 7 JO.
milkmen, of Ellsworth test their cows
SU«w that if Mr. Hind* wit urgad to bePrayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
for tuberculosis. I think tbit could easily
«oww a candidate lor U»
republican nomiCONGREGATIONAL.
be done by the local board of health actnal ioo lot Congress ia thu district he
S. Mathews, pastor.
ing through the State board.
would onaaaat to tba uaa of Bia name.
No community can afford to risk the
Sundojf M). 21 Morning eeryioe at
Mr. Hi ads is taa pariiaiaantary expert
of IB. boon of raprmutativaa. a position 10J0. Sfcpjby school at 11.45. Evening dangers of so eerious a disease, and one for
•ervioe *7JO.
which, as yet, there ia no cure.
ia wkica Be baa won a national rsputaN. c. Kino, M. O.
Pmjra* pitting Friday
at 7 JO.
A
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evening

Th» grae* of forgiTomat ingot Acquired
by practicing it on yooraeif.

[

The beat way to make sore of being
happy is to make tome' one else glad.

—

The

meeting

by Pres. E. H.
come

called to order at 8.30
Googins, and a cordial welwas

was extended to all.

Greetings

pleasure
love for

publicly

be
Addreta, with

K. H. Googins was re-elected president,
Mrs. J. K. Tvveedie secretary and
Refreshments were served.
treasurer.
“Even a better time than laat year,’* was
the
unanimous verdict as the “good
nights" w-ere said.
Those present were: J. F. Coolidge and
wife, E. F. Hodgkins and wife, L. R.
Hodgkins and wife, C. W. Cashing and
wife, A. J. Gibson and wife, Florence Gibson, Roland Gibson, 8. K. Young, Earl
Young, Abhie 8. Padelford, Grace A. Reynolds, Ralph Hodgkins, Merle Hodgkins,
Fairfield Coolidge, Clinton A. Coolidge,
Winifred Cushing, of Waltham.
W. A. Coggins, C. G. Coggins, Mrs. Ella
Larned, of Sharon.
Capt. Charles Hodgkins and wife,
Joseph Hodgkins, George M. Haskins and
wife, Rt uel B. McFarland and wife, Mrs.!
S. A. Bartlett, Ella Bartlett, of Melroee.
J. W. Whitaker and wife, of Nepoaset.
A. T. Whitaker and wife, Fred W.
Cousins, of Everett.
R. J. Colcord and wife, Grace Colcord,
Warren H. Whitaker, of Roxbury.
E. L. Hodgkins and wife, Warren L.
Stratton, Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hoxie, of
and

HEREBY

new

do

much;
And especially In winter, when the
the ground,

snow

Is

1 wonder whore your posters aud your dodger*
can be found?
But within the cozy homestead, wheu the parlor
stove's aglow,
The newspaper Is read aloud to everyone we
know."

^*

WHEREAS

hundred and three, aod recorded in the Hancock county registry of deeds, in vol. 3W,
page 301. conveyed to George M. Warren.of
Uaatlne. in the county of Hancock, and State
of Maine, a certain lot of land in Sedgwick,
county and State aforesaid, to wit:
beginning on the town road leading from
Sargentvilk- to Joseph Gray's corner, socalled, on Hoe of land formerly owned by the
heirs of John Emerson; thence southeasterly
by said Emerson’s land eighty-nine rods to
stake and stone: thence southwesterly thirtysix rods to land owned by Dudley Cl os sou;
thence northwesterly by land of said Clcseox
eighty nine rods to the town roan: thence by
arid road to the first mentioned bound, containing twenty-two acre* more or le»a. together with the buildings thereon standing,
and, whereas the said George M. Warren, by
bis deed of assignment dated the 4th dayof
November, 1904, and recorded in said re.-istry,
vol. 458.page IS, assigned to me, Celia Alexander, of Castine, in said county of Hancock,
andbtateof Maine, said mortgage deed, and
whereas the condition of said mortgage baa
been broken and stilt remaina so. now, therefore, I, the ssid Celia Alexander, claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and give this r.otic*
for the purpose of fore vtoslag ike same.
UK LI A AlKXAUia
By her attorney. William E. whiting.
Dated February 18,1.-08.
NOTH* or rOkKCLOIDRK.
the Brooksville Lumber Go,
of Brookavilie. in the county of Hascock. and State of Maine, by their mortgage
deed dated Feb. 8, 1997, and recorded in the
Brooksville town registry, book No. 8. page I,
conveyed to Chas L. Babson, of Sedgwick, is
the said county of Hancock, and State of
Maine, the following described property located in said Bro kaville. on the shore of Packer’s pood so called, said property con*U1i
i*f a saw mill with all machinery contained
therein, including engine, boiler and all machines used for manufacturing different
kinds of lumber uow installed in said mill,
also all bniding- connected with said mill,
consisting of bearding house, stable and
blacksmith shop.
Whereaa said uiiaa. L. Babson by hi* deed
of assignment dated March 39, 1908. and recorded in Brooksville town registry. April 1,
1908, vol. 3, page 138. assigned to C. Boy Tapley, of Brooksville. in said countv of Hancook, and State of Maine, the said* mortgage
deed.
Whereaa C. Roy Tapley. of Brooksville,
county and State arore»aid. by his deed of asslgnment dated bob. 5. 19». and recorded in
I Brooksville town -cgiairy. vol. 3. page 164. assigned to O. L. apley. of Brooksville, tbe
! said mortgage deed. And whereas tbe condition of Hjid mor tage hat been broken and
remains so, now *here?ore, I, the said O. L.
j
Tapley, claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
! and give th.s notice for the pnrpose o! foreO. L. Taplkt.
closing the s*me.
Feb. 15. 1909.

WHEREAS

Company.

LEGAL AFFAIRS.
CI'MIE Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
X public heiring in its room at the State
House in Augusta. Thursday, February 18, at
2 p. in.
No. m. An act amending and extending ihe provisions of chapter 375, Private and
Special Laws of 1905. entitled an act to authorize the town of
astine to construct for itself and for persons and corporations a system of water works iu said town.

National Bank Statement.
REPORT OF THE

CONDITION
-OF THE-

Bucksprt National Bask
at

Bucksport. in the State of Maine,
at the

cl

se

of

business,

February 5.

1909.

RESOURCES.
Loaus aud discounts. $180.358 09
66 84
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured,
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation.
50,00# 00
Premiums on U 8 Bonds.
i,5M> 00
Bonds, securities, etc.
65.510 00
Banking house, furotture and fixtures
256 00
Due from State Banks and Bankers,
1,558 64
Due from approved reserve agents,
17,418 16
Checks aud other cash items.
177 00
Notes ,of other National Backs—
905 00
Fractional paper currency, nickeis
and cents.
108 53
Lawful money reserve in bank, viz.:
Specie. 11,973 50
Legal-tender notes. 2.610 00
14,583 50
Redemption fund with U. 8 Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)..
2,500 00
Total. $335.015 76
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in. $50,000 00
Surplus fund.
10,000 00
i Undivided profits, less expenses
and taxes paid.
9,990 41
National Bank notes outstanding
48,500 GO
Dividends unpaid.
25000
Individual deposits subject to check. 120.709 14
Savings dtposits.
88,065 72
Demand certificates of deposit.
6,415 83
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
805 66
Total. $335,015 76
STATS OF MAINS.
County of Hancock as.:— I, Edward B.
Moor, cashier of the above-named bank, do
solemnly swear that the above statement is
true to the beat of my knowledge and belief.
EDWARD B. MOOR, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 13th
day of February, 190$.
A. B. AMES,
Correct-Atteet:
Notary Public.
PASCAL P QILMORB,
Directors.

|;
PARKBB 8POPF0RD, |)

|
1

HANKS AND HANKING.
E committee on Banks and Banking will
hold a public hearing in the office of the
Bank Examiner at the State House, Augusta,
Wednesday. Feb. 24, at 2 p. m. No. 12. On an
act to regulate the rate of dividends and interest on saving deposits in Savings Banks,
Trus,. Companies aud National Banks.
H. fc. Coo Li do a, Secretary.

j

j

subscriber

j

|

TH

SALARIES AND FEES.
Commifee on Salaries and Fees will
a public hearing in its room at t.he
State House, in Augusta. Tuesday, Feb. 23, at
1.30 o'clock p. m. No. 28.
On an act for the
relief of the legister of deeds of Hancock
county (altowing for clerk hire not to exceed
•300).
D. M. Libby. Secretary.

give

THE

ANGELINA■*INGRAHAM, tote of EDEN,
the oounty of Hanoock, deceased. *0®
given bonds as tbe law directs. All perin

CLAIMS.
Tbe Committee on Claims will give
public hearing at their room. State
Augusta, on Feby 18, 1909. at 2 p.
on resolve Fn favor of the town of Tremont
to
the amount of $446.44.
Caas. O. Bbals,
8ec. Com, on Claims.
SEA

ABfD SHORE FISHERIES.
the committee on 8c. ud

^TKETINOS
Shor. Piaherica
ill

will be fe.ld an Taos«» t* eoob woek at t two o’clock p. m., in
tkc Department of AcriqnlfuM.
"
P KOttor, Sec.
|

having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all indents®
thereto are requested to aaake payment imBloom pi bld Higgins.
mediately.
Bar Harbor. Feb. 18.
sons

pr**f®[

will give
THERoads
at the State

16.

notice that
adminis-

subscriber

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
trator of the estate of

_Secy.

a

HOWARD H. HOMER, late of FRANKLIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceaned. and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment in*
Pancv E. Homes.
mediately.
February 17. 1909.

P,re*f“f

COUNTIES.
Committee on Counties will give a
public hearing in room No. 3 at the State
House in Augusta, Thursday. Feb. 18, 1909, at
3 o'clock p. m. On an act to set off the towns
of Stonington and Isle au Haut from the
connty of Hancock, and annex the same to
the county of Knox.
Lucknb A. Hill,

NO
House,

notice

THE

THE

™

gives

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been dnly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
MARIA T. 8CAMMON8, late of FRANKLIN,
in the county of Hanoock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law direct*, ah
persona having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAucn H. Scott.
mediately.
Ellsworth, Feb. 18,1999.

JUDICIARY.
Committee on Judiciary will give a
public hearing in its room at tbe State
House in Augusta, Tuesday, March2. 1909, at2
p. m. 168. On an act to authorize the Bar Harbor and Union River Power Company to acquire tbe property and franchises of the Ellsworth Power Supply Company.

STATE LANDS AND STATE ROADS.
Committee on State Lands and State
a public hearing in its
room
House, in Augusta, 2 p. m.,
Tuesday. February 23,1909, on resolve No. 51.
Resolve authorizing the 8tate Land Agent to
convey Couary's Nub, East Bluehtll.

thal

hereby
he baa been duly appointed administraTHE
of tbe estate of

tor

Pf^HE subscriber hereby gives notice tbal
he has been duly appointed executor
X
of the l&Mt will and testament of
JULIET M. LIVINGSTON, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock deceased, no bond*
being required by the term* of *aid wills
AH persons having demands against the
estate of said deceased are desired to pre*eal
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Philip Livingston.
February 11, 1909.

rpHE
X

rOFliCLOSl KE

Lydia M. Blake, of Scdf.icL
county of Hancock, and State at
Maine, by ber mortgage deed dated the twenty-fourth day of February, one thousand nisi

judiciary.
Committee on Judiciary will give a
its room at the State
Augusta. Thursday, Feb. 18. 1909, at
3 p m. 147. On an act to incorporate tbe Bar
Harbor Gas Company.
153. On an act to enable the town of Winter Harbor to purchase the property and franchise of tbe Winter Harbor Gas and Light

sEA AND -HOKE FISHEKIE-.
m.
No. 25
On
38 of Chapter 4.
of the Kevistd Statutes as amended
the
by
Public Laws of 1905. Chapter 143, relative to
the use of seines, weirs and nets.
No. 26. On an act to prohibit the swelling
of scallops by artificial means
John P. Kbllky, Secretary.

?

IrgalNotun.

THE
public hearing in
House iu

March 2, at 2 p.
rpUESDAY,
X an act io amend sec ion

"*

reasonableness2
as2

NOTICE OF

of Maine.
No. 5. An act authorizing tbe Liberty A
Belfast Telephone A Telegraph Company to
increase its capital stock.
E. E. Rounds, Sec.

od

Com0

kailmZf

THE

»ense;
You may talk about your dodger*, and your
circulars and such.
But I calculate they don't assist an advertiser

®*

hia^0*
contraSt*
BaKS0!
RT>a*

so.

„">

THE

to common

remain??

the
none of

nor

‘hcre'ore apply to your
Honorabl,
Bo*rd to decide upon the
said request, aod to make such order*
flagmen or automatic signals as your llono/
able Hoard mav deem necessary.
Ellsworth, Me., February 1.1909.
Feank F. 8imonto.n. Mavorr*
}
Hollis B. Kstby.
Iba B. Haoan. Jb.,
Harvard C. Jordan,
Aldermen of Ellsworth
Attest:—Thomas E. Hals, City Clerk.
On the loregoing petition. Ordered: Thu
the petitioners cause to be publisher' a trw
copy of said petition, and order of noth*
thereon, twice in the Ellsworth Americas a
newspaper pvblished at Ellsworth. In tk«
county of Hancock, the first publication is
•aid paper to be at least five days before Wed.
neaday. the twenty*fnnrth day of February
a d. 1909. on which day the Board of
Commissioner* will he in session at the store
of Whitoomb, Haynes A Company, Ellsworth
Falls, at two o’clock in tbs afternoon, forth#
purposes Indicated la said petition. 8aid m.
iitloners shall send a oopy of said petliloa
and order to Mr. Morris McDonald. Vice.
President and General Manager of the Maim
Central Railroad
Company at Portland,
Maiae, five days at least before the dated
said hearing.
Dated at Auguste, this third dsy of Pebrs.
Josbth B. Peaks,
ary. a. d. UN.
Chairman for the Board of Railroad Conmission era of Mains.
▲ tras copy.
Attest:—■. 0. FanainoTON. clerk.

8. T. Doten and wife, of Brookline.
tyDr. T. J. King and wife, West Newton.
On petition of L. B. Joyce and 80 others for
Harvard Perkins and wife, of Manches- a law to prohibit tbe hunting or killing of
deer on Swan’s Island by lesidems of other
ter, Maas.
towns or plantations.
Feb. 25, 2 p. n». On resolve for screening
Dr. J. L. Chamberlain and wife. Anna
Donald's pond, Hancock county.
Young. Lena Whitaker, of Boston.
Mrs. Fred Reynolds, of Dover, N. H.
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME.
W. L. Reynolds and wife, of Somerville.
Committee on Ibland Fisheries and
will give a public hearing in its
R. E. Hagan and wife, of North Grafton. room Game of
Fish and Game Commission(office
Charles W. Whitaker, Mrs. W. R. King, ers) at the State Bouse in Augusta. WednesFeb. 17, at 2 p. m. On petitions of W. H.
Mrs. Addie Reynolds, Frank L. Hodgkins day
Parubam and others asking for repeal of law
and wife, D. Y. McFarland and wife, Otis permitting the snaring of rabnlfs in Hancock Co with accompanying bill.
C. Googins, of Lamoine.
Wednesday, Feb. 34, at 3 p. m. On an act
Grace C. King, of Ellsworth.
regulating open season on deer on Swan's Is
with petitions for same.
E, H. Googins and wife, C. A. Reynolds land,
and wife, 8. W. Foster and wife, J. K.
TELEPHONES AND TELKGBAPHS.
Committee on Telegraphs sod TeleTweedie and wife, Louise Reynolds,
phones will give a public hearing iu its
George A. Googins, Crosby Young, Pearl room at tbe State House in Augusta. WednesFeb. 34,1889. at 8.90 o’clock p. m.
No. 1.
Johnson, Grafton Covey, Kate Foley, of day.act
to Investigate the workings of the tele
An
Cambridge.
graph and telephone companies of the State

“You talk about poster* ana your ads. upon the
fence,
But they ain't the kind o' mediums that appeal*

minor son,

Respectfully

INLAND FIMHKHIKiv AND GAME.
Commil'.ee on Inland Fisheries and
will gi.e a public heating io its
room (office of Fish and Game Commissioners) at tbe Stale Bouse iu Augusta, Wednesday, Feb. 24 2 p- m. On act relating to open
season on certain game birds, Hancock coun-

She entared a high-priced butcher shop
in New York the other afternoon. “Have
you any chicken livers?” she asked. “Yes,
madam; 80 cents a pound.” “Give me
half a pound,” she said, “and cut them in
halves. I’ll take them,” she said, “but be
careful to cut each exactly in half. \ou
see,” she said, “I have two dogs, and if the
liver is not exactly halved, they light
about it.”

to

represent the uniU.
signed, the municipal officers «» «?£•
worth, county of Hancock, and siati
Maine, that they deem it necessarv for n,?Ktu
safety that gates should be erected ScmlS
uayh In .aid city of hlleworth where (her
crossed by the Maine Central Rai:wav*ssla
why a being known as the Bsngor Roa.Uni
Waltham Hoad, that they have requested?!
writing said railway to erect said gtirs
that said railway has neglected or refusedt*
*•

THEGame

Winthrop.

give

PETITION.
To the Honorable, the Railroad
•
of Maine:

INLAND »I8HEBIES AND GAME.
Committee on Inland Fisheries and
a public bearing In Ha
room(office
game commissioners) at
the State Hoaee la Augusta, Wednesday. Feb.
17. on petition of Geo. U Dyer and others,
citisene of Franklin and vicinity* asking for a
Jaw to regulate flshiag through the Tee in
Donnell pond, Hancock county.
Wednesday, Feb. 34, on petition of B. O.
Adams and others, citizens of Hancock and
Penobscot counties, askful for a law to regulate Ash ng in tbe tributaries to Phillips lake,
Hancock county.
Wednesday, March 3,1903, at 3 p. m. On petition ol E. P. Cole and others, citizens of
Brookliu and vicinity, asking for a law regulating tbe hunting of sea fowl in tbe waters of
Bluebill bey and Kggemnggin Reach.
On petition of C. L. Parker and others of
Brook io and vicinity, asking for n law to pre
vent the bunting of deer with horns or bells
or otherwise

Maurice Ciearner and wife, Henry Gerrish and wife. Frances Gerrish. of Dorchester.
B. T. Smith, M. H. Cram, of Lawrence.
S. J. Hamor, J. L. Brooks, of Hyde Park.1
Mrs. Etta Jones. Mrs. A. B. Dunham, of

„?**

'•ll,w<>rtk,

nay any debt* of his
after this date.
John K.
Is-e au Haut, Me Feb. 6, i?09.

will give
THEGame of
flab and

Mattapan.

Ooorl

reference., Bo* 259 pi,.w#*ta.

«ny
Barter, hit time daring
I
his minority. I shall claim

COMMIT IKK ON SKA AND SMOKE
VTA U BUIES.
fPHK Committee on Sea and Shore Fisheries
will bo d a pu* lie heiring in the office of
1
the commissioner of agriculture at the State
House in
Augusta. Tuesday. Feb. 23. at 2
o’clock p. m. No. 8. On .»n act t:> amend Section 2D of Chapter 41. of the Revised statutes
1903. relating to sea and shore fisheries.
No 9. On an »*ct to further amend Chapter
120 of the Public Laws of 19G6, relating to the
office of commissioner of sea and shore fisheries.
No 10. On an act to amend Section 17 of
Chapter 41 of the Revised Statutes of 1901 as
amended by Chapter 49. of the Public Laws of
1907, relating to sea and shore fisheries.
No. 11. On an act to amend Section 61 of
Chapter41 of the Revised Statutes of 1908, relating to sea and shore fisheries.
No. 12. On an act to amend Section 8 of
Chapter 41 of the Revised Statutes of 1903. relating to sea and shore fisheries.
No. IS
On an act to amend Chapter 77 of
the Public Laws of 1906. relating to sea and
shore fisheries.
No. if. On an act to amend Section 1 of
Chapter!! of the Revised Statutes of 1903, relating to sea jnd shore fisheries.
So. 15. On an act for tht better protection
of lobster*.
N*. 17. Ob * petitloa of J. P. Garter and M
others for no act to prohibit drag seining in
the waters of Benjamin's river in the town of
Sedgwtck, Hancock county
Joan P. Kitisr, Secretory.

Lamoine.

Ch,

Special 'Notices.
NOTICE.”

Crgislatine Hattces.

our

*

Maine._

express wagon.
horse sled, #25. Okvawoo Cousins, LaWAGON—New

Mrs.
listened to with much interest.
Howard Perkins favored the company
with two tine readings.
Suggestions made by C. A. Reynolds
concerning the raising of a fund to estabLamoine
lish a drinking fountain at
corner, was received vrl'h general approval, all feeling that it would be a
to manifest

W~~ANTItD

moine. Me.

Remarks from J. F. Coolidge, D. Y. McFarland, F. L. Hodgkins and others were

nKw1'**

Beal!?****

fttlp KUnlrt!.
AT ONUE-A
thoroughi'^''*
hie girl (or general hou.e»o“ky<S»*.
good plain coolt and neat.

jfor Salt.

applause.

thus

Nurserymen. Manchester, Conn.

Inga
9*0;

afte^^Th!^'’

around M> to look
county. Special
permanent, c. K

la (hi.
MAN
this month,

were

read from many absent Lamoiners in various states. The witty letter of I.W.Bragdon, of Minneapolis, with its reference to
the “notables’ present, met with hearty

*

tBUntrt.

Denfnes* € annot be Cured
by local aprlicati >ns, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There ie only
one way to cure deafness, and that Is by constitutional remedies. Deafness la caused by
an inflamed condition of the mucous lining
of the Rustachain Tube. When this tube is
iuflauied you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely
closed, Denfuess is the result, and unless the
inflammation can be taken out and this tube
••stored to its normal condition, hearing will
be destroyed forever; nine cases out of ten
are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
ease of Deafness (caused
by Catarrh) that
cannot be cured by Hail's Catarrh Cure. Send
for circulars free.*
F J CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by Druggist, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

I

Ift89._

_

thj*

subscriber hereby gives notice
he has been duly appointed admins
trator of the wtits of
WILLIAM GCPTILL. toU ol
to ths county of Hmacock. 4*oes«4.
■toon bonds ns ths tow dtrsots. All P-T
eons having
demands against the estate

THE

GOVlDSBORO*

238&R
'ISBWSftif
Wool RuHimn, Fsh. It, UM.>

Subscribe for Ths AjiUBUCA*

|
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IjgAVES ELLSWORTH.

L
‘dam

between

win cost

timated

f76,000

work in Ellsworth is,
^Mr'T.eonard'sleast,
competed, his

„'rc»ent

st

Centeunlal

of his Birth
Fittingly
Observed.
In common with municipalities throughout the laud, last Friday was observed in
Ellsworth as the one-hundredth anniversary of the birth of Abraham Lincoln
The formal exercises were held in the
evening, at Hancock hall, under the
auspices of Win. H. H. Rice post, G. A. R.,
William Small, commander.
The jail was well filled when the exercises began at 8 o’clock. A mixed choir
of sixteen voices sang “Angel of Peace”,
verses written
by Dr. Oliver Wendell
Holmes for the national peace festival held
in Boston in 1872, sst to the music of
Keller’s “American Hymn”.
George B. Stuart, chairman of the committee of citizens elected to co-operate
with the Grand Army post, introduced
Mayor F. F. Simonton ns the presiding
officer of the evening, prefacing his introduction with a brief address.
Prayer was
offered by Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor of
the Baptist church.
Rev. W. F. Euiery, pastor of the Methodist church, read Lincolin’s immortal

and
for
last

making of maps of the
work being the
lines to Bangor and

transmission

ivsert island.

w;

New
Leonard came to Ellsworth from
and report on the feasiinvestigate
to
York
development here. He
hiutv of' he power
he
| to be here about three weeks;
v
six years. With the vision
Mr

inhere
.'
and the
s..,.r

0

trained eye of
at

jinrer, he saw

once

development
J°rth. Within
■

,

thtf

of power

an

expert

possibility
on

Union

thr»e weeks he had made
of plans for that dcvclop-

Ter

rough draft

and un estimate of
,
which could be developed.

the

power

be impresBed.with the
project that he staked
as an engineer on it, and
His re, 'ii,'lien
to farther the
remained in Ellsworth
was

v

gu gr„.

he worked
Poring the period ofjwaiting,
and surveya, and
oat in detail the plans
were Anally found to fiWhen the men
the project, and hia aurveya and

Plans had been carefully revtewedaaud
other engineers, they
resorvey made by
It waa a
correct.
were found absolutely
Mr, Leonard that the
,tana I victory for

Congregational church, was the
speaker. For forty-five minutes he

Who will preside at the East Maine Methodist Conference in Ellsworth, April 6-12.
FARRAR THE STAR

were

At Music Festival Next Full -Tetraz-

membership

he

has

been

American

in the

The indefatigable William R. Chapman,
director-in-cbief of the Maine music

elected to

last arranged to present Miss Farrar at
next
Maine festival as tbe priina
donna. She is under contract with the
Royal opera house of Berlin and the
Metropolitan opera house of New' York.
From the Royal opera house of Berlin all
artists have to get permission from the
emperor of Germany, who has not been
willing to release her from ber engagements there except barely in time for the
opera season in New York. This year
special pressure has been brought to bear
on the emperor, and she will sing four
performances in Berlin earlier in the
season, returning to America in time to
sing fifteen concerts, opening with the
Maine festival, before the Metropolitan
opera house season begins.
Farrar and Tetrazzini are the great
drawing cards at the opera houses in New
York this season. They are in great demand in all the principal opera houses of
Europe and America. Mr. Chapman is
delighted to be able to secure Farrar for
this year; and he is negotiating for Tetrazzini next season.
Surely the Maine festival will go on
record as bringing to its music lovers the
greatest artists in the world; for Director
Chapman keeps in touch with the musical
enthusiasm of the metropolis and gives
Msine the best of both artists and music.
His programs and plans for the season are
on a par with the best music festivals in
at

Society of the

L'ivil Engineers, and the American Insulate of Electrical Engineers— two greatly
loveted honors.
Mr. Leonard has become a citiren of
Ellsworth, voting here, and working for
the interests of the city, which be says he
wui continue to look upon as hia borne.
He has made many friends who regret hia

leparture.
KLLSWOKTH FALLS.

ral months,

has been ill sevsuffering from so attack of

Jones,

Mrs. Sarah

is

w

ho

meumftnla.
Mrs.S

Meader and

living here

son

Cecil,

who have

last fall, have moved
lack to West Ellsworth.
icen

H.
leen

since

McCartney and family, who have
living in Woodstock, N. B., several

ears, have moved here.
W. McCartney and family are here from
Waterville caring for Mrs. Charles Mcartncy, who has been ill several weeks.
Warren Jordan and wife returned to
irtwer Monday, after a viait here with
Mra. Jordan s parents, Charles Lynch and
M. H. Haynes and wife delightfully enertained about twenty friends at cards
Thursday evening. Dainty refreshments
rereserved.

me

3. Stanley, ot Brewer, was
on
her way to Waltham
ol several weeks with her
ife at Machiaa.
OF THE

KIVEK.

Lionel S. Stewart, of Bar
Jceiving congratulations on
little daughter, born Feb.
>

a.

Mrs. Stewart

ice.

was

woriu.

Other fine soloists will be presented in
addition to Miss Farrar; and it is safe to
predict even bo many months in advance
that the festival next October will be the
greatest musical event of them all. The
standard has never been lowered; but it
continues to grow and improve each year
as the tastes and desires of the public have
grown to demand the best, and only the

r

three years, will be increased in order to
produce the Parsifal music; and the

Rangor-Manset Line.
The prospects are good for the establishment

of

the

new

steamboat line from

cluding Fort Point and at Castine. The
option expires March 1, and to bind the
bargain Capt. Barbour must raise $5,500
before that date.
Negotiations concerning the proposed
line have reached such a stage that the
matter of having it lies entirely with
Bangor merchants. If they subscribe
liberally to the amount that Capt. Barbour
must raise, and see to it that he has it before March 1, the line will be put through
and the boat will be running just as soon
as the ice goes out.
If they don’t the line
will be a dream of the past.
Capt. Barbour has been interviewing
the wholesale merchants of Bangor, to
ascertain whether they are willing to contribute to stock in the new company, and
although he has only seen a tew, has met
with commendable encouragement. Of
the amount- that must be raised before
March 1, Capt. Barbour has been pledged
$3,500. There yet remains $2,000 to be
raised. A committee of the board of trade
was appointed
to co-operate with Capt.
Barbour.
It is understood that Capt. Arey, if he sells
the Tremont to Capt. Barbour, will give
up his landings at Castine and Brooksville
to the new company, and that he will confine his steamboating to river work, using
the steamer Percy V., which he purchased
last fail at Ellsworth, and which is now
being overhauled and made ready. In that
event, it is understood that he will run
down the river from Bangor only as far as
Penobscot.
It is also reported that the Pendleton
line, which was established between Bangor and Islesboro last season, will the coming season take in Castine, so that the
route will be changed slightly for the accommodation of the down-river business.
WINTER HARBOR.

Alfred Merchant is home from Portland,
w

here he has been

employed.

will be of superior merit and perWalter L. Mason, principal of the high
Hundreds of our Maine musicschool, left town for Bangor Satarday.
{RH MUST GO
last
Boaton
to
who
went
loving people
|
The senior class of the high school gave
spring to hear Miss Farrar in opera were
Spitting, Snuffles Must disappointed, not being able even to secure an entertainment at the tow n hall, Friday
Oo Too
before a large and appreciative
standing room; and so great is the de- evening,
ironounced High-o-me) mand for tickets wherever she appears audience. The following program was
B sufferer
from catarrh
‘‘The Two Collethat the festival management has decided presented: Comedy,
n five minutes,
the course ticket subscription gians,” parts taken by Merton Wescott,
remarkable cure and so to open
Walter Masou, Lizzie Merchant, Alice R.
lists on March 1 all over the State, thus
3 action that G. A. ParHilda Smallidge, Joe Sorry, Mina
far as to guarantee it to giving all an equal chance to hear this Roberts,
Higgins; recitation, Ruth Gerrish; song
or money back,
great artist and the festival.
and dance, Joe Surry; song, Kenneth and
The complete list of artists will be aroutfit, which consists of
pocket inhaler, a bottle ranged for then, and it is expected that Lena Hamilton; singing and clog dancing,
nd a unique dropper for
Will Morrison and Joe Surry;
farce,
the great Bangor auditorium will be sold
laler, only costs one dol- out by Sept. 1, with course tickets alone. Plundering Bill,” parts taken by Alvah
n extra bottle is afterKenneth
Morrison,
for single seats Leighton, Clyde
id, the price is only 50 Prices for the Farrar night
Marcia Weston, Olive Tracy.
will be $1.50, 92 and $3, but the price of Hamilton,
E.
Feb. 15.
will be the same as in
course tickets
other years, $5 and |6 for the live performSEAL HARBOR.
Tickets are transferable.
ances.
Mrs. Fred Cumming and daughters are
The dates for the Maine music festival
ill of the grip.
for 1909 are: Bangor, Oct. 7, 8 and 9;
Miss Beatrice Pierce has gone to Bear
Portland, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.
island on a visit.
Hl'CKSPORT.

******

Oeorge O. Williams, a veteran of the
Civil war, died Monday morning, aged
sixty-six years. His business was that of
he
a painter, but for the past six months
bad been ill.

Mbctat
A1.

Pa&chbb’s.

1

annex ; thirty-six large rooms; four bath
extra closets and lavatories ; nine fireplaces;
large and pleasant piazzas ; electric lights in all rooms; handsome dining-room overlooking hay ; plate glass ;
beautiful
grounds. Cottage, twelve rooms and bath : live fireplaces ;
electric light*; large piazza; lay and mountain view; tine
location. Cottage, eleven rooms and bath; lour fireplaces;
electric lights ; large piazza; desirable surroundings; fine
location. Several hundred beautiful cottage lots in sizes to suit
purchaser; miles of shore front reserved for patrons.
rooms

The present board of selectmen, Frank
Smith, Richard P. Harriman and R. R.
on a
Simpson, who were elected last year
citizens' ticket, are all candidates for reelection this spring. Frederick Wood,
town clerk, is a candidate tor another
town clerk
year. Alvah B. Amee, former
last
for many years, who was defeated
A. F.
year, will be in the fleld again.
town treasurer, will probably be

Page,

re-elected with no

opposition.

Miss Phyllis Macomber, who is attending the high school at Ellsworth, spent a
few days recently at home.
M elvina.
Feb. 15.

Reviewing old troubles
recruiting new ones.
L«.ss

complete;

i

SORRENTO offers every advantage to the summer tourist; communication often by boat and rail; library; church ; boating; bathing;
tennis; automobiles; line roads; nice drives; woods; delightful walks.
t-

We do a general INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE business, and
offer the best companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence
solicited.
All business entrusted to

next

us

will receive the very best attention.

The George H. Grant Co.,

held

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

subject.

is

a sure

way of

Sympathy and More Help
for the Drunkard.

On the one hand he finds himself
barred from industrial positions, obon the other hand he
ject of censure;
learns that he can be cured of his addiction. Take the Keeley Cure—it is
perpetual. Begin lifeif anqw. A good
you are cused.
position awaits you
Keeley Institute, Pojrtland, Maine.

BORN.

AMHERST.
C. W. Smith and wife, of Ellsworth
Falls, were guests of W. J. Johnston and
wife Sunday.

As the

of J. G. Dunham’s crew were
one day last week, they
found three bears which had been driven
from their winter quarters by the rain,
that bad flooded them out.
Ed. Siisby
and L. Archer, of Aurora, went after the
bears and got two of them.
Feb. 14.
O.

going

men

to work

MT. DESERT FERRY.
S. J. Johnston is patting in hiB ice, which
is shipped from Ellsworth Falls.
Mr. Leach is operator at the
Mr. Wardwell’s absence.

Ferry

during

Mrs. Ida Carter is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. George Hopkins, in Trenton.

Augustus I. Carter and wife visited
relatives in West Ellsworth, last week.
W. W\ Jellison received a car-load of
wood from Tunk pond last week, and
Lewis Jordan one from NicoLin.
Feb. 15.
C.
PARTRIDGE COVE.
Mrs. Henry Bartlett is visiting iu Ellsworth.
Mrs. Lydia Springer has gone to work
for Freeman Walker.
W. H. Small and wife, of Bar Harbor,
visited Edgar Springer and family over

Sunday..
Etta Springer, of North Hancock, who
has been visiting at Nelson Young’s, has
returned home.
Feb. 15.A.

‘Sbbrrtiaramts

_>

,

^

Native Beef
a

H. B.

Phillips,

Ellsworth, Me.

AUGUSTA,

Cheap for
Cash.
Not

cheap goods but small
prices for the best.

Trade where you
your dollar

catalogue address

M. M.

BANGOR. MAINE.

ELECTRICAL

WIRING.

i

buy

can

the

make
most

CASH

MOORE,
STORE,

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

ME.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
Estimates>■ Wirisf sad ‘Supplies Cheerfully Gives
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Mala St., (under DirigoClub)
Ellsworth.

Cotntmsaton Jflcrdjanta.
range or a fur.

ELDRIDGE,

Please Take Notice!
We sell Potatoes for $7 a
Apples for $10. References: R. Cl. Dun & Co.,
car;

United National Bank of

Ellsworth

our

city

and 100 growers

WINDSOR HOTEL
j

W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
;
Midway between Broad St. Station
and Rending Terminal on Filbert St.

European, $1

per

day and

up.

American, $2.50 per day
and up.

i

The ouiy moderate rriced hotel of reputation and consequence in

PHILADELPHIA.

and shippers of Aroostook.

Bath Rooms.

PAY, NO WASH !■.'*

READ THIS
Providence Brokerage Co., ASTHMATICS,
P. Alexander,
MOVIOIIICI, R. I.

laundry work tone at abort uottoe.
Goods sailed Tor and delivered.
M.
C?TCY A CO.,
JfiLLSWOHTU

specialty.

Highest Prices paid for
Hides, Calf Skins,
Wool Skins and Wool

instruction

All kinds of

WEST BHD

recently vacated by
Floyd Market on Maiu St.

Full Lines of

to meet every

laundry and

Store

I3day8.

|

KI.ISWOKTH

•'VO

MARKET

Q. O. Harden, Treas,

requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co-,
Bangor. Sold by

Steam

jNEW

HARDISON—At Franklin, Feb 9. Charles C,
infant son of Mr and Mrs George Hardison,
aged 2 months, 3 days.
JOHNS—At Prospect Harbor, Feb 8, Mrs
Nancy Hamilton Johns, aged 78 years, 8
months, 16 days.
MOREY—At Castine, Feb 9, Otis Morey, aged
72 years.
ROBINSON—At North
Bucksport, Feb 9,
Frederick, son of Mr and Mrs George C Robinson, aged 21 days.
WILLIAMS—At Bucksport, Feb 15, George G
Williams, aged 67 years, 4 months.

For free

F. CRAFTS, Manager.

-±

days.

BRIDGHAM—At Bar Harbor, Feb 9, Margaret,
daughter of Mr and Mrs ft E Bridgham.
aged 11 years.
CARR—At -Bar Harbor, Feb 11, Mrs James
Carr.
COOMBS—At West Franklin, Feb '8, Enoch E
Coombs, aged 81 years, 10 months, 7 days.
CROSBY—At Topeka, Kan, Feb 16, Miss Sarah
Dudley Crosby, a summer resident of Hancock Point, aged 86 years.
DODGE—At North Brooksville, Feb 12, Caroline, wife of George M Dodge, aged 74 years,

DAY AND EVENING SESSIONS.

nace—if it is a "Clarion", it is

J. P.

STORRR

also TELEGRAPHY in the Portland Tele* j
graph School.

CLARION.

Main Street,

Si

Send for booklet.
ALLEY—At Ellsworth (Bayside), Feb 12,
Walter G Alley, aged 28 years, 5 months, 18

TYPEWRITING,

THE—

sure

IHKD.

AND

SARSAPARILLA.

a

Equipped with its own Sanitary Vacuum cleaning plant.
Long distance telephone in every roon£
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.

SHORTHAND

CHERRY PECTORAL.

Whether it's

rooms with hot and cold water fog
per day and up, which includes free
of public shower baths. Nothing tot
equal this in New England. Rooms with
private baths for fl.50 per day and up(
suites of two rooms and bath for fi.OO pec
day and up.
Dining room and cafe first-class. European Plan.
y
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone Floors, nothing wood but the doom*

in all of the commercial
branches, including

Made by J. C. Ayer Co.. Lowell. Maa*.
Also manufacturer* of

/4

Offers

use

PRATT-HOLT-At Ellsworth, Feb 13, by Rev
W F Emery, Miss Vera G Pratt to Earl D
Holt, both of Ellsworth.
SARGENT-SARGENT-At Winter Harbor.
Feb 12, by A h Small, esq. Miss Emily W
Sargent, of Eden, to Charles E Sargent, of
Winter Harbor.
TORREY-ANDERSON-At Surry, Feb 13, by
Rev W H Dunham, Mrs Hattie E Torrey to
Sterling Anderson, both of Surry.

BANGOR,

»1

Subscribe

for

The

American

''

fl.00

MARRIKD.

gives thorough

—

M

COLSON-At North Sullivan, Feb 14, to Mr
and Mrs. James Colson, a son.
GOTT—At Tremont, Feb l, to Mr and Mrs
Robert M Oott, a son.
HARPER -At Castine, Feb 14. to Mr and Mrs
Lawrence P Harper, a daughter.
LOWE—At Deer Isle (Reach), Feb 6, to Mr
and Mrs Samuel T Lowe, a daughter. [Claribel Emma.]
MEYNELL—At Sullivan. Feb 11, to Mr and
Mrs James Meynell, a daughter.
NEVELLS—At Bluehill, Feb 10, to Mr and
9 Mrs Clifton G Nevells, a son.
PERKINS—At Castine, Feb 6, to Mr and Mrs
Fred C Perkins, a daughter.
PERKINS—At Castine. Jan 31, to Mr and Mrs
•Joel Perkins, a daughter.

PORTLAND.

Do you pin your hat to your
own
hair? Can’t do it?
Haven’t enough hair? It must
be you do not know Ayer’s
Hair Vigor! Here’s an introduction ! May the acquaintance result in a heavy growth
of rich, thick, glossy hair!
Use this splendid hair-food,
stop your falling hair, and get
rid of your dandruff.
The best kind of a testimonial
“Sold for over sixty years.**

I

Hotel

Opposite State House,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

jorie Smith.J

'as'dfrtistmuiia.

Is It Your
Own Hair?

Jm

Commonwealth

COLBY—At Stonington, Feb 8, to Mr and Mrs
Warren Augustus Colby, a daughter. [Mar-

Bangor to Manset. At a ireeting of the
Bangor board of trade last Wednesday,
About twenty of the young people in
Capt. Henry Barbour, who is pushing the
town gave Misses Bessie and Rita Johnnew line, reported that he had secured an
ston a surprise party Friday evening. The
option on the steamer Tremont, the Bantime was pleasantly spent with games and
gor A Brooksville wharf in Bangor, landmusic. Refreshments were served.
ings at all river points north of and in-

fectmn.

op without stomach dos-

purchaser.

SORRENTO —New hotel and

j

chorus

ighs, colds, asthma, hay

HANCOCK POINT- New summer cottage; living room, 20x30; hardwood floor; fireplace; tine kitchen and pantry; lour chambers
and bath ; hot and cold water : two piazzas ; fine view of bay
and mountains, f-ome very line shore lots in sizes to suit

STEAMBOAT LINE.

Ralph Moore came home from Waltham,
Mass., Tuesday.
best.
formMr. Chapman's New York orchestra,
W. B. Harrington, of J. E. Gould & Co.,
which has been such a feature the past spent Sunday at home.

awitrligtrtotti

new house, six rooms and bath ; new
furnace : nice lawn ; stable.
Water street; store and dwelling.
Union river heights; desirable house-lots on a paying basis.

After the singing of America by the
choir and audience, the benediction was
pronounced by Rev. G. Mayo, and the
exercises were at an end.
Prospects Good for Establishment of
NEW

Inl lu 1910.

festivals, has again accomplished the impossible. This time it is his procuring
for the prima donna for 1909 of the matchMr. 1/eonard's work here brought him less Geraldine
Farrar, who has set two
lar from the engineering center*, at a continents
by the ears with her wonderful
lacriDce to himself of larger opportunisoprano voice and matchless personal
;les in a pecuniary way, but bis work here
beauty.
and
recognired
favorably
bceu
has
widely
After four years of negotiation
Mr.
world.
bis
During
tne
in
engineering
Chapman and the festival association have

residence here

ELLSWORTH— Deane street;

the ciosest attention of the audience while
he reviewed Lincoln’s life and character.
It was a masterful presentation of the

BISHOP LUTHER B. WILSON, D. D., LL. D.,

a

aubstantially
plans Dually adopted
during hia Aral
[hose as outlined.by him
dethree weeks here, and worked outfiin
on
tail later. He waa made chief engineer
in that capacity
the work, and acted
throughout the conet/betion of the dam,
bringing to a successful completion the
wee eo largely instruproject Which he
mental ia inaugurating.

Tlie following desirable properties may
be bought ou very reasonable terms—
regular monthly payments if desired.

After the singing of Julia Ward Howe’s
“Battle Hymn of the Republic”, Judge
John B. Redman was introduced. His, he
said, was a double duty, for while he had
been asked to be present, and was glad to
be there, he had also been asked to fill in
the time allotted to Judge King, who at
the last moment was compelled to be out
of town. The judge made an eloquent
address.
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor of the

became an enthnsiaat.
„ork in which be
of many discouragements in
In the lace
for financing the project
the negotiations
raised as to the accuracy of
and ipicstions
estimates, Mr. Leonard clung
his plans amt
statement that the
tenaciously to his first
and the
project was entirely feasible,
he said could be] developed,
power which
He won cat handsomely.
was here.

nance

Real Estate Bargains.

Gettysburg address, preceding its reading
with a short but comprehensive address.

f the

(easibilit■

SBbtttiacmtnta.

LINCOLN.

Leonard Completes
Important Work Here.
of the
rhief-Enginecr J. A. Leonard,
* Union River Power Co., left
,ur Harbor
for Bangor, where he
muworth yesterday
at once on tho plana for
ii begin work
The
Vearie dam.
rebuilding ol the
will ho°f concrete, audit is esA.

J.
r.onfrr
* *

Mr- G.
44 Exchange Ptreet,
Portland. Maine, will tell all who are afiUaM
with Attbma how he waa cured after si Oerlac
<6 rears. Before paring out rour mooer U
omWbb containing Morphine and other deadly
drugs, send for full hartteolars and hook, "Hew
1 Was Cured of Astfuna.'

g:

—

COUNTY NEWS.

were played
tubteribert al 107 Campbell and wife. Games
and refreshments were served.
$f the 117 pott-offlee* in Hancock county.
School closed Friday, Feb. 5, after a suc4' tne other papert in the County comE.
Hned do not reach eo many. The Amkri- cessful term taught by Miss Wattie
(ui *» not the only paper printed in Frye. Lancoln’s day was observed Friday.
sFeb. 8.
Hancock county, and has newer claimed to
of
to, •>«< it ie the only paper that can prop
Boston,
M. T. Williams and wife,
all the
my be ca’ted a County paper;
spent a few days here recently.
reel are merely local paper*. The circulaFrancis W. Bunker and vifeare receivThe American, barring the Bar
te
ing congratulations upon the birth of a
Harbor Record't lummer litt, it larger
born Feb. 8.
than that of all the other papert pnnted daughter,
to Hancock county
The young son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
_

American hat

For Additional County Xeut, eye other page*

__

who

Phippen,

COUNTY NEWS.
tor additional County

New~ tee

the

underwent

our

FRANKLIN.

brave and

expires

FRANKLIN ROAD.

from East Sullivan, where she has been
Visiting her brother, F. L. Orcutt.
Miss Jessie Harmon, of East Machias,
grho has been visiting her sister, Mrs. MeSaturday.
Pastor Macomher will leave for Woodland Tuesday evening to participate in
Church dedication exercises and attend
|be ministerial association meeting.

fjlaughlin, returned

home

Mrs.

quite ill.

Nelson Stewart is able to sit up

while each

a

day.

Mrs. Enuna Ladd, of McKinley, is visiting here.
Dancing school began Feb. 4. with a
very large class. Miss Foster, of Bar Har-

Mrs. Mary Green, of Portland, is visiting relatives here.
Harvey Saunders and wife, East Boston,
were here last week to attend tbe funeral
of Mrs. Saunders’ father, Enoch Coombs.

sr.

Enoch E. Coombs died Monday, Feb. 8

Superintendent H. B. Haskell aged

District

the Methodist
church Sunday, and also presided at the
delivered

an

able

sermon

at

j fourth quarterly conference.
Schools closed Feb. 5 for an eight-weeks
vacation. Miss Carter laft for her home
Saturday. Miss Ingalls will remain with
her brother Otis and family for a short
v;sit.

Mrs. Edna Lewis’ sister Blanche, of
is visiting her.
John Athur McKay is staying with Mrs.
Stella Shaw and mother for a few months.

At a regular meeting of Bernard lodge
K. of P., Jan. ‘J9, Deputy Grand Chancellor
L. W. Rumill installed the officers as
follows:
Edwin E. Lopaus, C. C.; Joseph
D. Murphy, V. C.; F. L. Provan, prelate;
A. E. Clem?nt and Alvah Stinson were j
B. B. Reed, M. of E.; James R. Kelley. M.
at the Franklin Road house last week on |
of F.; Clinton H. Gray, M. of W.; Eugene
their way to Tuok pond.
B. Brewer, M. A.: W. Adalbert Gott, I. G.;
Mrs, Frank Miles and little aon have W. H.
Thurston, O. G.
returned from an extended vitit with her
Feb. 8.
Thelma.
n.otner, Mrs. Cland Willard, near PortBasil R. Lunt, of Portland, is visiting
j land.
(
Mrs. C.
C. Rollins and Mrs. Worm- his sister, Mrs. W. A. Clark.
wood, who have been spending the j W. E Dow, wife and son Charles, all of
have re- j whom have been ill of grip, are imweek with Mrs. F. S.

Wytopitlock,

___

Graves^

their home io Bangor.
proving.
Herman Sinclair, wife and little son, of i Capt. Sullivan Webster *nd son Harry
week-end came from Rockland Saturday to visit
Ellsworth, who have been
her friends and relatives.
A. B. Fernald fell on the ice last week guests of Mrs. Stella Shaw and
(Receiving a severe shaking up. He is im- mother, are now visiting Mrs. Sinclsir's ! Mrs. L. A. Clark and Mrs. N. C. Tinker,
proving. Mrs. Leslie Swan, who wrenched parents, A. E. Tracy and wife.
of Manset, visited their mother, Mrs.
0er ankle recently, is able to be about.
F. S. Graves is manufacturing box Zulma S. Clsrk, last week.
The infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. straps. E. G. Hopxins, of Bllsworth. is
Walter Lunt is hr-me from Rockland for
peorge Hardison died Tuesday of inflam- sawyer. John McKay, Sherman Abbott, ] a short time before starting out coasting.
MaM.
F.
Pastor
bowels.
of
the
mation
Jesae He has been scalloping all winter.
Ellis Springer, Arthur Graves,
Comber officiated at the funeral at the Brown, Freddie Stratton and Sherman
The Robinson moving-picture company
borne Thursday.
McFarland are supplying poles.
here three nights last week and is
played
G.
Feb. 12.
The sad news of the death of Mrs.
billed for two more this week at the new
Francena
Wasgatt Dyer, widow of
K. P. hall.
SALISBURY COVE.
turned to

|

_

Henry Dyer,

was

reported Saturday

after-

Miss Lura Grey, of Orrington, has returned home after an extended visit here.

While Mrs. Dyer’s heslth had been
0 source of anxiety to her relatives and
friends for years, her death came unexpectedly to many, for she had rallied from
previous attacks and it was hoped her
Vitality would enable her to overcome this
noon.

j

and little daughter
spending a few days with
Miss Alta Emery.
Rev. J. E. Norcross, secretary of the
latest illness. She was a home lover’ American
Baptist home missionary somaking in its truest sense the home ciety, preached at the Baptist church Sunmother, upon whom the four daughters and day morning. Mr. Norcross is a talented
Cue son relied for counsel and direction. ;
speaker and his subject, “The Field is the
Fbey have the sympathy of all in their sad j World.” was a masterpiece.
in

bereavement.

Mrs.
church loses
Dyer a consistent Christian member. The
funeral will take place at the Methodist

Mrs. Cora

Josephine

The

Church, Tuesday forenoon,
Comber officiating.

Pastor Ma-

Feb. 16.

B.

!

_

ISLE8FORD.
Herbert Spoflord is employed at Baker's
bland.

Sapt.
but

_

:

j

G. T. Hadlock harvested bi9 ice

week.

Karst

are

Feb. S.

R.

J Robbins, secretary of Bar Harbor
Y. M. C. A., occupied the pulpit of the
Baptist church Sunday morning.
S.

SOUTH HANCOCK.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTION*.

Whereat. It has been the will of the Divine
Ruler to call to the higher life our beloved
sister, Sarah E. Young;
Resolved, That Leonard Wooster lodge.
I. O. G. T., has suffered an irreparable loss by
the death of Sister Young, who was a charter
member, and for many months an efficient
officer of this order.
Retolted. That we. as members, remember
with feelings of tender appreciation her
faithful attendance and ready willingness to
respond to any and all demands for ou r aid and
the good of our order, and that her example
was one well worthy of our careful imitation.
Retolved. That we extend our deep sympathy to the bereaved family, that our charter
be draped in mourning for thirty days, and a
copy of these resolutions be sent to the family, one to The Ellsworth American for
publication, and spread upon our records.
Mary A. Young,
Emma A. Hodgkins,
Hattie B. Martin,

The Junior C. E. society held a valentine
partj at the home of the superintendent.
Miss Lona Rich. Saturday evening. About
forty were present and the time was
pleasantly spent with music and games.
Refreshments were served.

Arthur M. Spurting is
building a
twenty-two foot launch.
Howard Wedge, of Cranberry Isles, is
employed at G. T. Hat^ock’s.
Mrs. Smith Stanley arrived Tuesday
ffrom a visit at Portland and Edes Falls.
Capt. George Conners, of Baker’s Island
light, spent several days at Milbridge recently.
Mrs* Loring A. Stanley arrived home
0at or day from Portland, where she has
HARKORSIDE.
been for surgical treatment.
Ernest Gray and wife are visiting friends
Roderic Stanley arrived home last week
from Edes Falls, where he has been teach- in Belfast
Mrs. Eugene Redman is visiting friends
ing. Mr. Stanley has been very successful
in his work, and expects to return for the in North Castine.
ffipring term.
! William Veague is sawing wood with
The dance at the life-saving station Fri- his gasoline engine.
day evening was a, successful affair.
Edith Howard is working for Rev.
About twenty couples danced to the exGeorge Patterson, C*stine.
cellent music of an.orchestra of three
Everett Gray and wife are home from
pieces. At 12 o’clock an oyster supper
Sorrento, where Mr. Gray has been teachwas served.
ing.
| One of the social events of the season
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. William Clifwas held Thursday evening, when about
ford, of Bethel, Vt., will be pleased to learn
twenty relatives and friends met with B. S
of the birth of a boy (Theodore Alex-

Like Old

FrieidsT
never

fail you.

Ell-worth people know this.
Bead this Ellsworth

For many years.
can

be

gated:

John Header, living five miles
Ellsworth, Me., says: “I was so
well pleased with benefit I derived from
Doan’s Kidney Pills in 1902 that 1 gave a
testimonial at that time recommending
and I

Mo need of

glad to say that I
kidney remedy since.

am now

a

several years my

back

was

weak

and

have
For
sore

■nd I found it difficult to stoop or arise
Mom a sitting position. I had sharp pains
in my kidneys which felt;like the thrust
at a knife. The secretions were also very

irregular

in

action and caused

inconvenience.

me

added

*
Until I procured Doan’a

Kindey Fills at Moore's drug store, nothing I triad did me any good. This remedy
went directly to the seat of my trouble,
Mowever, and brought a cure. My daughter who alio complained of|pains in her
Mack, need Doan’s Kidney Pills and was
Meneflted Just aa greatly aa?.”
fM sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
VMar-Milborn Co., Buffalo, New York,
gala agents for the United'States.
Dsmember tba name—Doan’s—and taka
wo

otter.

Mrs.

Mary

weeks at

a

Friends of Miss Helen Jackon gave her
surprise party Monday evening, which

was

much

enjoyed.

Mrs. John Knowlton left Wednesday for
Providence, R. I., where she will stay with
her husband the remainder of the winter.

is spending a few
Morrison homestead, Ma-

Smith

the

Will Mitchell, who has been visiting his
parents, John Mitchell and wife, has returned to Rockland. His wife is at Manset
with her parents for a few days.
Feb. 8.
X. Y. Z.

STON1NGTON.
8.

P. Mill is at Orono and Augusta this

week.

Schools will close
vacation.

Miss Mae
this week.

Hamblen visited at Sunset

James Stinson and wife, of Stonington,
visited friends here Sunday.
Mias Alice Ednie and Blanche Stinson
visited friends here this week.
Harold Stinson and wife began housekeeping in the Seaside cottage Saturday.
at

Miss

Goss

is home

from Bucksport

Irene Marks is the guest of Mrs.

Stanley at Mark Island light.
Bert Bray and wife, of New York,
at Henry C. Smith's.
i visiting

Ralph Thnrlow, who is attending school
Bucksport, is spending a few day* at

home.

Mrs. Tilden Fifield and two children
spent last week at Sunset, visiting friends
and relatives.
Feb. 9.
Mine.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Dorotha, the little daughter of Mr. and
Mn. Lyman Stinson, is very ill of quinsy
sore

throat.

Mn. Carl Qarland, of Bar Harbor, has
planned to visit friends hen this week*
This is her old home, and her husband was
a
popular preacher in tbe Methodist
church here in V7-"fiS.
H.
Feb. 12.

Mrs. Stephen

Flye,

who

have

been

seriously ill,

the

of C.

at

much

H. S. WebD and wife.

D. W. Perkins, the high school teacher,
with his wife, will go to Farmington this
week, for three weeks' vacation.
James G. Thurlow and son, after three
weeks’ visit with his parents, W. 8. Thurlow and wife, have returned to Pequot,
Minn.
at

An Epworth league haa been organised
the Methodist church, with Misses

FOley’s Orino Laxative cures constipation
and liver trouble and makes the bowels
healthy and regular. Orino is aaperior to
pills and tableta, as it does not gripe or nauseate.
Why take anythlag else? G. A. Paacaaa.

W. F. Bruce entertained at dinner

Mrs.
F. L. Hodgkins returned home
fre,
Thursday in honor of Miss Bernice Dunn, Massachusetts Thursday.
followed by an evening party. Misa Dunn
Smith
is ill at the
Ospt. John
homed
sang several solos charmingly. The evenhis son, Ospt. Jefferson Smith.
ing passed quickly with games and music.
Cspt. Smith and four sons attended tb.
funeral of a relative, Walter
ourruABY.
Alley ni
At all times a dreaded visitor, death Bayaide, Sunday.
seems less terrible when its band-clasp
High school closed Friday after a pro0u
brings rest to a mind and body efter long able term of ten weeks taught by H. A. Am.
™
and
labor
upright living. a student st Bates college.
years of faithful
of
widow
The death of Nancy Hamilton,
Feb. 15.
g
Charles Johns, brought to a close a long
SURRY.

F. W. Townsend is ill.
Howard Clark lost
list week.

a

horse

one

night

Varden Lord is painting and rejeiri—
the church at South Surry.
Mrs. J. F. Staples went to Brooklia Ug
visit her daughter, Mrs. Fred \T

week to

Phillips.
E. C. Witbee, who has been at work a
Swan’s Island through the fall and
wintu,
arrived home last week.
1

The remains of Usiai Curtis, a fora*
resident ot this town, were brought ben
from New Hampshire and buried tut Saturday in South Sorry cemetery, g,
Gertie was a member of BluehiU lodge, L
O. O. F. Thefuneral was under the dine,
tion ot the Odd Fellows
Fab. 18.
8.

Old

People

village.
Funeral services were held at Mr.
Hamilton’s residence Thursday, Rev. Q.
W. M. Keyes, of the Methodist Episcopal
The flowers were
church, officiating.

'Vieautiful.

15._C.
SULLIVAN HARBOR.

Mrs. A. S. Cummings lelt for Newton,

Need VINO!

Mass., Friday.
Miss Mamie Gray left to-day for Bangor
for surgical treatment.

it

and vitaliw

strengthens

bliss Lena Wilson was a guest last week
of Mrs. William Fennelly, Bar Harbor.

It will meet this week, with Mrs. Charles
Allen and Mrs. Bart Joy as matrons.

_

Miss Helen Hill read the

sermon

at

the

lay service Sunday afternoon, subject, “As
Esther Ssbine is visiting ber parents, Thy Days So Shall Tby Strength Be.”
Mr. Purdy spoke in the evening on the
Freeman Ssbine snd wife.
Flora Stratton is visiting her
Edna Springer, at Lamoine.

visiting
and

cousin,

Merle Googins is in Franklin
bis

grandparents,

\V.

E.

Tracy

wife.

Mrs. Nelson Stewart has so far recovered from her recent iltness as to sit up a
few hours each day. Misa Crockett, tbe
trained nurae who has been with Mrs.
Stewart tbe paBt ten weeks, has returned
borne.

Mrs. Cor* Perry, of Prospect Harbor,
has been visiting Mrs. Ida Fernald.
Miss Mildred Uamsdell, of Harrington,
visiting her sister, Mrs. Florence

Young.
Perley Pond
were

four-act drams, “Valley Farm,"
presented by the students of the Sullivan
high school Friday, at K. of P. hall, West
Sullivan, was well patronized. Consider-

ing

the short time in which the

play

called

Tested every hall
hour at the mills, its u»
form quality is guaranteed.

was

gotten up, much praise is due for the
creditable manner in which it was rendered. Noyes' orchestra furnished music
for dancing.
Between fJ5 and $30 was
cleared.

H.

J. C. Ralph has
winter scenes.

on

exhibition

|

If you can find a single fault 1
with it after a fair trial,
1
dealer wiil refund your
money.

some

line

9

Miss Alice J. Dolliver has returned from
her vacation trip to Boston and nearby
cities.

The Methodist aid society was last week
wife, of Bar Harbor, pleasantly entertained at the pretty home
here by the illness of Mrs. ot Mrs. Frank
Gilley.
and

Pond’s mother, Mrs. Amanda Whitaker.
Schools closed Friday after an eightweeks term tanght by Miss Cunningham
in the grammar and Miss Quptill in the
Feb.

i

The

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

OOULDSBORO.

is

life of Lincoln.

Feb. 15.

IS- t.

8._

Jew.

Mrs. W. F. Cochrane, one of the most
summer visitors here, died at
her home in Yonkers, N. Y.,
recently.

prominent

BAR HARBOR.

are

about again.
Mrs. Joseph H. Eaton has returned from

Lewis8mh?

_

SORRENTO.

Sellers and Mrs. Oscar

W

Vtnol tones up the digestive orntt
aids assimilation, enriches the blood,
and rejuvenates every organ in th
James Meywell and wife are receiving
body. In this natural manner VM
congratulations on the birth of a daugh- replaces weakness with strength.
ter, Feb. 11.
W* are positive It wtU bsasfit mn
PRETTY MARSH.
Fred T. Gordon has been awarded the old pessoo who will |ln it a total
Nathan Smallidge is working at NorthIf It don’t we will refund their nouf.
contract for carrying the maila, to take
east Harbor.
elfect July 1.
Qeo. A. Parcher, Druggist,
Mias Laura Haynes, who has been emA petition was in circulation last week
ELi-SWORTH.
at
Bar
is
at
home.
Harbor,
ployed
in regard to putting electricity in the
Harvey P. Freeman made a week-end town. All are enthusiastic over the
prosvisit to his home here, returning to Bar
Harbor to rejoin his boat Monday morn- pect.
The lower school, taught by Misa Gooding.
win, dosed Friday for the mid-winter
W. H. Gny and wife, Frsnk and Laura
vacation. Lincoln day was observed with
Haynes and Charles |Pervear attended the
appropriate exercises.
installation
of
Ocean
I.
O
lodge,
public
Boros is was postponed last week on acO. F., at Northeast Harbor Feb. 3.
count of the high school entertainment.
Feb. 8.
G.

primary.

Mrs. Violet Goss has returned from Boston, where she attended the revival services.

rt»

m«

ent?

Feb.

The family of Walter Seekins baa been
much visited by illness this winter, having had tonsilitis, diphtheria, pneumonia and erysipelas.

are

hospital
Fitchbnrg, Masa.,
improved in health.
Friday, for the spring
Mrs. Viola Garland, of Bar Harbor, and
Mrs. John Johnson, of Sunset, are guests

WEST STONINUTON.

H.
_

Master

Hiram Merchant and wife are spending
the winter at Augusta, with Mrs. Merchant's daughter, Mrs. Adelbert Miles.

j

appreciated.

Feb. 15.

ria vilie.

Margaret Chandler Murphy, of j Minot L.
investiPlymouth, X. H., is spending a few weeks
seminary.
here.

Mrs.

them,

Mrs. Sabine, of Franklin, is employed
C. E. Martin’s.

Mrs.

west of

well

bliss Etta Springer visited friends in
Lamoine last week.

at

Miss Bertha Murphy, of Southwest Harbor, is visiting friends here.

Mr.

Mrs. Nettie Higgins is at Charleston for
winter.

the

BASS HARBOR.

Bead bow Doan's stood the test

years.

to

8mUh7o^~I

part* were taken by Earle
Stratton, 8. A. Aaa, Letter Young, gwSpringer,Porreet Richardson,
Hazel \rcher, Edna Springer,
Lucy
PROSPECT HARBOR.
eon, George King, Ella Springer, pTT"
SaturMisa Jennie Chase returned home
Archer, Lllliao Hodgkina. Everybo*!
waa well pleased with the
day.
evening’s
The Mi)bridge Dramatic Co. presented Uinment. Much praise is due the twch**
the drama, “The Bank Cashier," Friday and pupils of the high school.
audience.
to
a
Leland
Linnie
returned
to her
large
evening,
home *
Mrs. Johns. Coombs gave an evening Eden last week.
Flora Stratton, of Hancock, is a vu«.
party Saturday tor her niece, Miss Bernioe
*
Dunn. About twenty-live young people L. A. Springer’..
!\
were present, and spent a delightful even1
Lawrence Manchester was s
week-e—
ing. Ice-cream was served.
B.
Coolidge’a.
guest at N.

UNTY NEWS.

Vv/
uidMIsua) Ctaut .few

*

this town from Bethel
about sixty years ago and engaged in the
lumber business, at first running mills by
the thousand, latter he purchased a mill
and continued in tbe business until incapacitated, when be sold his lumbe' land,
and retired
Since that time he had lived
with his son Frank who, with his wife,
He was
has faithfully cared for him.
twice married. His first wife was Miss and useful life.
Sophia Hutchins, who did not live long
Mrs. Johns was born June 24, 1830, and
after their marriage. His second wife was died Feb. 8, at the home of her brother,
Mias Elisabeth Pettengili, who died eight Alfred
Hamilton, after an illness of seven
years ago. Eleven children were born to weeks. She had been tenderly cared for by
C.
of
whom
are
tbem, eight
living-Mrs.
her brother’s
family and her devoted
T. Goodwin, George, Charles, E. E. jr.,
granddaughter, Lou.se Johns.
Mrs.
of
this
and
Eugene
town;
Frank,
It is hard to sum up in words all that is
Lillian Saunders, of East Boston, and of good report in Hie life of this noble
He
Harbor.
Northeast
of
Arthur W„
woman, so generous, unselfish and so
leaves many grandchildren and greatquick to respond to every claim of love
ware
eervioea
Funeral
grandchildren.
and duty. No one ever heard a harsh
held at the Union church Wednesday, Judgment from her lips, and charity was
Feb. 10, Rev. Mr. Chase officiating. Inter- the keynote of her character. Of her can
ment at Bay View cemetery.
be agid: “She looketh well to the ways of
Ch'k’bb.
Feb. 15.
her household and eateth not the bread of
idleness."
NORTH PEN08COT.
She died in the fullness of years, with
week.
Andrew Staples lost a hone laat
her affections unchilled and her intellect
Chryatal Hutchins is visiting her sister, undimmed. A steadfast Christian, a loving
Mn. Reuben Deveraux, at North Oastine. mother and faithful friend, the loss of
Mn. Jennie Grindle and ion Frank are this admirable woman has brought sorrow
in bangor, where Frank has been operated to a large circle of relatives and friends,
to whom she bad endeared herself by the
on for appendicitis.
unselfish devotion of a nature whose
The ladies’ aid society will meet at
greatest happiness waa to give pleasure to
gnnge hall Feb. 24. Mn. Gnnnon will
ot here.
lectun on India in the evening.
Supper
She leaves one daughter, Mrs. David
will be served.
Moore, of Brooklyn, N. Y., a granddaughRev. W. Grennon and wife were invited
ter, Misa Louise Johns, of Ellsworth,
to South Penobscot to give their lectun whose
privilege it was to be able to
at
have
on Indis last week.
They
spoken
minister to her during her last illness, and
North Penobscot several times snd were one sister, Mrs. Lucy E, Coombs, of this
came

NORTH HANCOCK.

The following
officers of
Leonard
Wooster lodge, I. O. G. T., have been
elected: J. P. W’alker, C. T.; Rose Foss,
A reception was held Friday evening at
V. T.; May Ball, s. J. T.; Leah Scammon,
the home of Jesse Gray and wife in honor
of the home coming of the son, Everett secretary; May Young, assistant secretary;
Martha Walker, F. S.; Hattie Young,
Gray, with his bride.
treasurer; Merton Hodgkins, M.; Amy
John S. Blake and wife celebrated the
Emma
Stratton, D. M.;
Hodgkins,
forty-first anniversary of their wedding
chaplain; Maggie Martin, organist; Earl
Saturday evening at their home. They Foss,
guard; George Merchant, sentinel;
entertained a large number of friends.
Howard Hodgkins, P. C. T.
Feb. 13.
G.
|
Feb. 15.
W.

case.

It’s local testimony and

Committee.

_

eighty-three

about

Coombs

H. D. Ball has been ill since Christmas.

ander).

The Longer You Know Them
the Better You Like Them.
Doan’s Kidney Pills

Miss Addie Ingalls, who taught the prischool, left Saturday for her home
in Bluehill, where she will spend a week
before going to Massachusetts to spend a
month with her brother.

mary

Misses Katie Pomroy, Mary Bartlett and
Theresa Lunt spent Thursday with Miss
Elizabeth Gott at the home of Mrs. Eye,
where Miss Gott is spending the w inter.
Mrs. Myra Dix is also boarding there.
The afternoon wras pleasantly spent. Icecream and cake were served.
Feb. 15.
Thklma.

Capt. P. H. Young and wife returned
home Monday after an absence of five
years, during which time they have made
many voyages to South America. Capt.
Young has retired from the sea, which he
has followed from early manhood. He
has visited many foreign countries, and
has always been successful in his voyages.
Their many friends are glad to welcome
them back after such a long absence.
Feb. 15.
R.

f-flcSical.

Nihil.

WEST FRANKLIN.

car-

whose time
S*

as

WEST TKEMONT.

wood,

June 30.

Willie Stuart is

The high school closes this week. Principal Austin and Miss Tate, assistant, have
been painstaking instructors.
Mrs. Miriam Bunker returned Saturday

at

to lose

accommodating mail

Feb. 15.

neuralgia.

gerve another Feb. 23.

we are

rier, Gilbert H. Rosebrook,

Miss Susie Swan has been called home
from Bangor by illness in her family.
Mrs. Huldah Doyle Richardson has
for several months been a “shut in” from

operation

Crockett

bor, is teacher.
The sewing circle drama was postponed
Tbe Franklin-Suliivan bridge is furfrom Saturday evening until Wednesday
| niahing conversation for many. Just
Feb. 17, weather permitting.
where Sullivan comes in, it is hard to see.
Dennis Norwood and family were called It is ssfe to bet tbe bridge will never be
to Southwest Harbor Friday by the death built without a f25,000. sppropriation by
of Mr. Norwood's father, Capt. Robie Nor- tbe town.

Bar Harbor hospital Saturday, is im-

i proving.
We are sorry to learn that

other pages

Mrs. Asa Dyer, Mrs. Luella Swan, Mrs.
0. S. DeBeck and many others have been
Ail with colds.
The supper served by the ladies’ aid
Friday was well patronized. They will

an

Selma Simpson and Bessie
first and second president
Feb. 15.

Southwest Harbor people regret to learn
ot the sudden death by heart failure of
Mr. Jones, who had tor many years been a
guest at the Claremont, also the recent
death of Mrs. Hubbard is deplored by
many who knew this estimable lady.
The Frances E. Willard W. C. T. U.
held its annual meeting commemorative
of Frances Willard, the collection to be
sent to headquarters for the
organizing
fund extending by missionary work the

principles

of

teaperance

all

over

Mia a «tnuc

For Sale

at

Mrs. Janies Carr died Thnnday at her
home here, alter an illness of several
months. She
leaves a husband, two
daughters and a son by a former husband
-Mr*. James Bernadini, Mr*. Letter
kins and Allison McDougall, and oneHopeon
by her seoond husband-Arthur Carr.
For auild, easy actloa of the
bowels, a single dose of Doan's Begnlets Is enoegh. Treatment cures habitant constipation, a cent. ,
Ask your druggist for them .—Adef.

jboa.

0k»

Your Groce»

Whitcomb, Haynes & Ct
ELLSWORTH f ALI>.

ECZEMA
N«

•

LODGESJN THE SNA

1M. Kum-CvZ hr oil

»l

the

world. An interesting program was carMargaret, the eleven-year-old daughter
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. L. Bridgham, died ried out.
It is with grief that the friends of Mrs.
Tuesday, Feb. 9.
John Harrison, for many years a promi- William F. Cochran, of Yonkera, N. Y.,
learned of her sudden death at her winter
nent summer resident of Bar
Harbor,
died at his winter home in Philadelphia home in New York eity. Sorrento friends
will greatly miss from her summer resilast week.
Charles E. Dole, electrician, has sold dence there this noble woman, whose aim
his business here to Everett Lymburner in life seemed to be to
distribute her
and Ralph Hodgkins, young men who have
said to be more than |B0,080,000,
been in hie employ for some time. The wealth,
where
it
could
benefit
business will be conducted under the
the mass of people.
ftrm name of Lymbnrner A Hodgkins.
Fe**Sprat.
___
of

cowmit.**!

Vrwfidd.

r

»«’sul>t>0*^!)

For many yean eczema
be a blood disease and was erroneowv
treated aa aucb, but now the best auth
tiea agree that eczema ia only a skm
*
ease and must bo cured through the
o- ^
The eminent akin specialist, Dr.
I
eczema
j Dennis, Brat discovered the
op
and his discovery was quickly taken
both Germany and Fnnce.
To kill the eczema germ and atthe
time heal the skin, Dr. Dennis
pi
pounded oil ot wintergreen, thymol,
cerine, etc. The remedy is s 1'<IU1®'
L\MOINE.
int
a mare salve, hence it sinks right
The drama, “Dot, the Miner's
DaughWashing
ot the akin.
ter/' was presented Friday evening. The pores
of wintergreen oomponnd seems

•rlth, "^n

2K!i.mS.
the

?V fleers

the air pas-

la the throat.
'[Station
iotsmed
neakrttM. tnd the
most obstinate oougb
disappears. Sore and
iadamed lungs am healed
sad
nd- the o*ld la expelled from stmagthed.
.gg imteea!

“"'y.rllISlif"1"

u

heen naadso
iU absolute merit»»,
do not hesitate to a*p*see ooroonmj^
»■>
in D. D. D. Prescription as uaed
D. D. Soap.
now

|

noUNTY NEWS.

mqcb enjoyed by e Urge endience. The
eong by Vincent Hannon end the recitation by Lennder Perkine were tbe hits of
tbe evening.

Ibr kMMomI

County Now

othor yf»

ooo

NORTH brooklin.
BLUEHILL.
Tbe young daughter of Bueeell Weecott
Leighton ia visiting George
frank
„„
Mis* Joeie Snow is visiting in Waterwile.
and wife ie reported aa being very much
end
jrindle
ville.
leet rammer purchased better.
w A Hale, who
on Fly.-.
Mrs. Ada Littlefield has returned from
ptace
McKenzie
Mlae
wbo
is
Fey Devercux,
Harrison
teaching in Fall
with Boeton pert.ee Bocksport,
River, Maes.
is negotiating
spent aeverzl days with ber
of itJudge E. E. Chase and hia daughter
parents here.
jr the sale
who ie in Valaas,
Mias Mary Bills read a sermon Sunday Olive epent last week in Augusta.
Dt Fred Oerter,
Uzial Curtis, for many years a resident
Alaska, thu.gr.phio.lly morning at the Unitarian church in the
Harbor,
Wd
“Just errived; 10 below absence of the pastor.
here, died last week in Vermont.
home:
an

hour.

mosquito®8,
son of George M. and CathThe young
at Sedgwick Thursday.
... Giles died
was held at the home of the
T,e funersl
Saturday afternoon,
Ldparents here offlcieting.
™
He wee a
Mr Sanderson
child, and the young
.right and promising

jo

Fsb.8.

'capt.

Otis Morey died Tuesday, after an illness
of many years. Mr. Morey was one of our
respected citizens. He was seventy-two
years of age.

F. B. Snow and wife went to Castine to
the funeral of W. H. Sargent, Mrs.
Snow’s grandfather.

_

Portland.
John B. Snow is laid up with
his knee.

to

and

Postmaster Ordway left
week’s visit in Portland.

arty given by them Monday evening.
and wife and Hazel
As George Herrick
from the party
sier were returning
horse became
I on day evening, their
rightened and ran away. By Jumping
the sleigh, they escaped injury. The
was

employed

Joseph Perry'a.

Xbxophox.

F. Blake is visiting at South Brooks-

past

week.

Chrystal Hutchins, of North
Penobscot, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Mary Devereux.
Mrs Josephine Blanoe, with son Rupert,
Mrs. Nettie Gray, who has been caring
I Prospect Harbor, is visiting her parents,
for Mrs. Reuben Devereux, has returned
to North Penobscot.

W. Nutter and wife.
Mrs. Manton Urey and children have
loved from Bargentville, to live with her
lother, Mrs. Mary Gott.
A. H. Kane, Wilmont Kane, Donald
ordan, 8. H. Wardwell, and Otis Trundy
ive

gone to

Bargentville

to

wotk

on

Mrs. W. R. Parker, who has been visiting her brother, Howard Lowell, has returned to Ellsworth.
James Redmau, of East Bluehill, is visit- j
ing bis sister, Mrs. Sopbronla Withaxn,

ice.

and his brother, E. L. Redman.

K. W. Smith filled the ice-house at West
dining ball, K. A. Elye tilled the

Miss Belle Butler, of Bluehill, a student
the normal school, spent Saturday and
Sunday with her grandmother, Mrs. G.
W. Perkins.
Feb.

,nd

of

old Doritv ice house and Rodney AUcn
lied 11. M. Pease’s ice-house.
Uxe Femme.
Feb. 8.

NOKTH LAMOINE.
Mrs. Cora Sargent and family moved to
Ellsworth Friday.

wa*

16._L.

observed in the schools.

A.

F.

lilake

ha*

rtsiksville. ami

i*

from South

returned

Miss

boarding.il the Center

from

arbor house.
.Mr*, \niia I!,
to

in

jwn

her

rrn

k leaves

PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS LA GK1PPE
Pneumonia often follows In grippe bnt
follows the use of Foley’s Honey nnd
Tar for le grippe coughs aud deep seated
colds. Refuse any but the genuine in tbe yellow packuge. G. A. Paucbbr.

to-day for Ros-

Mrs.

husband, who is employed

t'ASTINE.
H. Carpenter and w ife left this mornig for a short stay in Augusta.
Frank Bowden, who has been at work
Orland. is home for a few days.

Miss Amy Richardson, who is attending
“burn institute, is home for a few days.

Lawrence Harper and wile
ihgraiulrtions

on

the

are

birth *of

ir.

receiving
daugh-

at

a

G. Moore Oiler* to Care Catarrh.
The Medicine Cods Nothing if
he Fails.

it is

only
M*^e should believe us,

reasonable that

!

of

';

Catarrh, and who has a record
??y years of cures to his credit.

a

his

trained

J

erysipelas.
are

is

lobsters, which seems to be
the fishermen.

a

death blow

...

The young people’s dramatic club played
the drama, “A box of cigarettes,” Tuesday, Feb. 9, and Thursday, Feb. 11. All
took their parts exceedingly well.
H.
Feb. 15.

nurse

in town

last week

little son, who is im-

were

Sunday.

8. F. Wardweli and Pearl C. Leach have
telephones installed.

had

B.

^11

PM
4 50

PM
5 40
9 05

Blodgett,

in town the

Mrs. Ella F. Ames is visiting her daughter, Mrs. I. H. Saunders.
The infant Bon ol Isaac and Flora (Ware)
Dorr has been named Maxwell Koscoe.
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In the matter of
Pearl B. Robertson,

Bankrupt.

are earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to

Agent,

Mrs. Anna Blodgett has gone to Portland to enter the .Maine general hospital
for an operation.

j

^>tore,

5-1

j

"•SL?hng buoyancy.
Feb. 8.VHarry Conary and wife were in BrooksMucu-Tone, begining a ?^you
ville last week.
to-day. At any time
i>uarf,
and stufly e.’lcis ‘bat may
Hoars,
coughB
§M‘i»fl«d, simply come and tell develop into pneumonia over nljgnt are
Und J?
L
Mrs. Lizzie Hooper, of North Sedgwick,
Tar, and
ithout Wil‘ quickly return your money quickly cured by Foley s Honey andheals
the Mrs. Lizzie
We have it soothes inflamed membranes,
Billings and Mrs. Addie
eUli u3Qe8tion or quibble.
from the system.
cold
the
in
and
two
50cand
eipels
»izea?
•QQ. k Ufiu'wOUe
lungs,
Wood, of Sargentville, have been here,
u.
Q. A. Pamchxs.
Moore, cor opp. postoffice.
of
to

j
I

|
i

subscribers, Robert Bacon, of the City*
County, and state of New York, anil
Charles L. Hayward, of Boston, in the State
of Massachusetts, hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed executors of
the last will and testament of

THE

WILLIAM B. BACON, late of

COMMISSIONERS* NOTICE.
Hancock ss.:—Ellsworth. Maine, Feb. 2, a. d.
1909.
the undersigned, having been duly
appointed by the Honorable Edward
E. Chase, Judge of Probate within and lor
said county, commissioners to receive and decide upon the claims of the creditors of
Simeon Miltiken. late of Lamoine. in said
whose estate has beea
county, deceased,
represented insolvent, hereby give public
notice agreeably to the order of the said judge
of probate, that six months from and after
February 2, 1909, have been allowed to said
creditors to present and prove their claims,
and that we will attend to the duty assiKned
us at the office of William E. Whiting. Ellsworth. Maine, on the 26th day of February,
1909, and the 31st day of July, *1909, at ten of
the clock in the forenoon of e<tch of said days.
William E. Whiting,
Edmond J. Walsh.
Commissioners.

WE,

Dim-barge.

[) In Bankruptcy.

D. W.

Flizaheth
Gilntaa
Elizabeth Gilman, both of Baltimore
THEandsubscribers,
of

City,

Maryland, hereby give notice
that they have been duly appointed executor*

Mount Desert au«l Kluehill Division

FIRST CLASS FARR
Between Bar Harbor and Boston

S&OO.
Steamer Catherine leaves Bar Harbor at
8 a in. Monday ami Thursday for Seal Harlor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest llaibor,
Stonir.igton North Haven and Rockland, connectlrg with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Juliette leaves Blue hill at 3 a m,
Mondavi) and Thursdays for South Bluebell,
Wect Tremont. Brookllu, Sedgwick, Deer isle,
Sargentvllle, South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor
and Rockland, connecting with eteamer for Boston.

j

subscriber

hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the estate of

RETURNING
Steamer leaves Boston at
and Fridays for Rockland.

5 pm,

Tuesdays

Leave Rockland at 5.90 a m, or on arrival of
from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday
Harbor, Bluehlll, and intermediate

steamer

for Bar

landings.

E. 8. J.

Mobsb, Agent, Bar Harbor.

ADA F. ALLEN, late of SEDGWICK,
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
Isaac M. Allkn.
North Sedgwick, Feb. 8, 1909.
in

stale

the last will and testament of
DANIEL COIT GILMAN, late of said BALTIMORE CITY.
deceased, no bonds being required by the term*
of said will, and that they- have
appointed
Henry M. Hall, of Ellsworth, in the county
of Hancock, and btate of Maine, their agent
in said Btate of Maine, as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same lor settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immeElizabeth I). W. Oilman.
diately.
EmzABKTH Gilman.
January fi, 1909.
of

Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon.
District ok Maine ss.
On this 13th day of February, a. d. 1909, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by tbe court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 5th day of March
a. d. 1909, before said coni at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o’clock in me forenoon; and that
notice thereof he published iu the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district. and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest may appear at the said
time ami place, and show cause, if any they
have, wthy the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to ail known
creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness the
Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 13th day
of February, a. d. 1909.
James E. Hkwey, Clerk.
fL. H.j
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hrwry, Clerk.

FALMOUTH*

in the county of Barnstable, said state of
Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonds ae
the law directs, and that tney have appointed
Hannibal E. Hamlin, of Ellswort>, in the
Hancock and State of Maine, their
County ofsaid
state of Maine as required by
agentwn
law. All persons having demands against the
estate of
said deceased
are
desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately. Robbrt Bacon.
Charles L. Hayward. )
January 5. A. D.f 1909.

L

more

Sports about

for

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Sarah P. Grindle, of Castine.
in the county of Hancock, and State
of Maine, by her mortgage dated the tweulyfirst day of April, 1906, and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, vol. 4b0, page 161, conveyed to Ma.y E. Warren, of Castine. in said
county of Hancock, and State of Maine, a
certain tract or parcel of land situated In saNT"'
Castine. described as follows: On the northeast b> State street; on the southeast by land
of heirs of the late Melissa Perkins; bn the
southwest by land of tbe heirs of the late
Melissa Perkins, and on tbe northwest by
land of said beirs; being the homestead of
said Sarah P. Grindle, containing two acre*
more or less, with all the building thereon;
and
Whereas said Mary E. Warren by her deed
of assignment dated May 21, 19U6, and iscorded in said Hancock legistry of deeds, vol.
456, page 199, assigned to me, Celia Alexander,
of Castine. in said county of Hancock and
state of Maine, said mortgage deed, and
whereas the condition of said mortgage ban
been broken and still remains so, now, therefore. I, the said Celia Alexander, claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice
for the purpose of foreclosing the same.
Celia L. Alexander.
By her attorney, W. E. Whiting.
Dated February 4, 1909.

WHEREAS

j

PEARL

wife.

Mrs. M. E. D. Patten, who bas been
confined to the bouse all winter, was out

|

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
B. RUBERTSUN, of Sullivan, in the
county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
in saiu district,
respectfully
»epr**s.nt>,
that on ihe 5th day of December, lust past,
h- was duly adjudged bankrupt un er the
Acts of Congress lelaiing to bankruptcy ; that
he b*s duly surremteied ail his property
and rights ol property, and has fmly complied with all the requirements of said acts
and of the orders of co-.rt touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays ibat he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 27th day of January, a. d. l90y.
Pearl B. Robertson.

especially
I Ellsworth.

F. E. BOOTHBY, Geu’l Pass.
MORRIS M’DONALD,
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
General office, Portland, Me.

A

Elvira L. Jordan, late of Ellworth, in said
First, account of Charles
county, deceased.
P. Dorr, executor, filed for settlement. Also
private account of Charles P. Dorr, executor,
filed for allowance against said estate.
Helen R. F. Davis a person of unsound
mind, formerly of Castine. now of Ellsworth,
in said county. Thiid account of Charles E.
McCiuskey, guardian, filed for settlement.
Samuel C. Leslie, Jr., late of Castine. in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by William
F. Leslie and Joseph H. Fisher, administra
tors, for license to sell certain real estate of
said deceased, as described in said petition.
Helen R. F. Davis, a person of unsound
mind, formerly of Castine, now of Ellsworth,
in sain connty.
Resignation of Charles E.
McCiuskey. guardian, filed.
Charles W. Beal late of Ellsworth, in said
conntv, deceased. Petition filed by Edmond
J. Walsh, administrator, that an order be issued to distribute among the heirs of said deceased, the amount remaining in the bands of
said administrator upon the tiling of his first
account.
Alexander Maitland, late of the city, coundeceased.
Petity and state of New York,
tion filed by Robirt L. Maitland, of New
Rochelle, N**w York one of the heirs and
next of kin of said deceased, that the amount
oi collateral inheritance tax upon the estate
of said deceased, be determined by the judge
of probate.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

Bankrupt's Petition

Passengers
cure

cause.

executrix therein named.
William W. Cousins, late of Brooksville. in
A certain instrument
said county, deceased
purporting to bf the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with peMtion for
probate thereof, presented by Julia A.
Cousins, executrix therein named.
James W. Robbins, la'e of Eden, in said
Petition that Ralph J.
county, deceased.
Robbins or some other suitable person be appotned administrator of the estate of said deceased. presented by Ralph J. Robbins, guarantor of debts of said deceased.
Charles P. McCartney, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Petition tbat Winfield
8. McCartney or some other suitable person
be appointed administrator of the estate of
said deceased, presented by Winfield 8. Me
Cartney. a sotrof said deceased.
Julia A. Patten, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition that 'iheodoreH.
Smith, or some other suitable person, be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Samuel M. Patten,
heir of said deceased
blmet E. Young, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Lena R. Young, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Charles W. Beal, la'e of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First account of Edmoud
J. Walsh, administrator, filed for settlement.
William Dow, late of T'eroont, in sail
Final account of George
county, deceostd.
R Fuller, executor, tiled for settlement.
Tobias L. Robert-, late of Fden, in said
First account of Cbailes
county, deceased.
F. Paine, executor, tiled for settlement.
Fred W. Houston, late of Bucksport. in said
Second account of Alice
county, deceased.
M. Kenney, formerly Alice M. Houston, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Mary Downs, a person of unsound mind, of
Qouldsboro, iu said county. First account of
Bed'ord E. Tracy. guardian, filed for settle-

■

j
I

state of Maine.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the *econd day of February, m the year or
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nine.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be.
a copy of the last will and testament of
Annis Lee wister, late of the City and County
of Philadelphia, and state of Pennsylvania,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said-,
state of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated*
having been presented to the judge of probats
for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of heing allowed, filed and recorded in
the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Oidered, That notice thereof be given Is
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the second day of March,
d.
a.
1909, that
they may appear at
a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth*
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, it
any tbev have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original oraer.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

ment.

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.39
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.52
p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
I Stops on signal to conductor,
c Stops to leave but not to take passengers
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
I east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
I trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

of Gardner, has been
past week visiting relatives.
!
Leon Littlefield and wife, of Castine, |
1
and
spent Sunday with Moses Littlefield
Perkins

4 20!.

|

PENOBSCOT.
Ormand Gray and wife, of Bluehill,

from

Mrs. A. E. Varnum spent a few days
bottles and receive more \
Friday.
iu Bluehill last week w ith her sister, Mrs.
Kexall Mucu-Tone than
illness'
whose
* ho of
Mrs. Qeorge M. Mooney,
Carrie Hinckley.
all other catarrh remedies sold in
uuhas been previously reported, is as yet
Miss Sarah Littlefield came home from
and if more people only knew’
out.
to
able
gu
1 a
ill with
her Bluehill academy last week,
thoroughly dependable remedy
Mrs. Frank Farnham, who fractured
Mucu-Tone is, it would be the only left wrist last Friday, ia at present quite appendicitis. Her many friends hope for
*h medicine we would have
Mrs. Maurice Farnham, ol a speedy recovery.
any de- comfortable
•M for.
Brewer, is with her.
The degrees of Penobscot chapter, O. E.
F'eb. 15.
__
Mucu-Tone is quickly absorbed
8., w ill be conferred upon three candiRefresh/•Wied by the blood until it thorEDEN.
dates Saturday evening, Feb. 20.
y disinfects and cleanses
ments will be served.
the entire
Allred Robbins, ol Old Town, is here j
membranous tract, destroys and
The selectmen have their annual report
bis son Ralph.
parasites which injure and visiting
*-the
for the printe-s. The report shows
the membraneous
Miss Minnie Morrison, of Bar Harbor, ready
tissues, soothes
*4
eai» the
irritation and soreness, and Mias Ida Stover, ot Sorrento, were the town to be in excellent financial
is due the present
K)n»°u m.Ut:OU8.di®charge, and builds up guests ol Mrs. H. W. Jellison recently.
| standing. Much credit
tiivst
.y t-iaeue, relieves the blood
board for the efficient manner in which
and
ut di8e*aed
bean
baked
stimulates
supper
be
a
;
* m„U:m
There will
matter,
the business has been conducted the past
»»ds digestion and imarticleaat Eden Agricultural
sale ol
tL. ^tritAon until the whole body vr- hall fancy evening, Feb. 18. Supper year.
Woodlocke.
Thursday
Feb. 15.
In a comHtlv«i» healthy activity.
time there is a most no- will be served from 5.30 to 9 o’clock,
onh|,ly ®uort
in
good
we»ght, strength,
*
faanJ?1Q.
BLUEHILL FALIi*.
followed by games.
e

...

to

Bridges’

Feb. 15.

BANGOR.
Brewer June.
Holden.
Phillips Lake..
Green Lake
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, 8 Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR

visiting

improving.
people of Swan’s Island are much
! agitated over the proposed license law on

ORLAND.

|

suffering Portland.'..

The

at

K. C.

been

Charles Harding and wife
at N. B. Trask’s.

neck,

B-

Miss Richardson,

Leslie Joyce has

Boston.

Fred A. Joyce, who has been confined to
the house with rheumatism in head and

_

Bangor, was at
(
belping care for
I proving slowly.

or at least put
uclaim to a practical test when we take
th* risk. These are facts which we
801 the
people of Ellsworth to substan8te- We want them to
try Kexall Mucu0ne’8 medi. ine prepared from a preOption ol a physician whose specialty
88

|

has been working

North Sedgwick, is home.
Mrs. Fred Page, ol North Sedgwick,
spent a lew days last week with her sister,
Mrs. Rufus Bridges.

medicine

Catarrh,

with

90j.

7 55
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

C. Smith has filled his ice house.

Mrs.

ice.

ing relatives

Portland.

Boston.|
A.

3

..

ATLANTIC.

Miss Lettie Carter, who has been teaching at West Tremont, is borne.
Miss Eulalia Carter, who bas been visit-

“Smfm'facts.

ot core

on

AMlPMlPM

4 50
5 20 10 06
5 27 10 12
Hancock.til 4t 5 30 10 15
Franklin Road.jjll 48 J5 39 10 25
Wash’gt’n June. 11 00' llg57 15 47 10 45
ELLSWORTH. 11 07 12 05 5 55 10 52
Ellsworth Falls. 11 12 12gl0 6 02 clO 57
Nicolin. Ill 25 12g23 *6 15 ell 10
6 24 ell 19
Green Lake
11 36 12g31
Phillips Lake..
Jll 42 12g39 J6 31.
Holden.
11 50 12g46
6 39 ell 34
Brewer June.
1 05
6 50 11 53
12 09
BANGOR, MC. 12 15 1 10 7 06 11 59

Committee.

Rains Rridges, Eugene Friend and HerOlsen have gone to Sargentville to

Feb. 8.

AM

A. H. Doritv,
Y. H. Cain,
W. H. STANLEY,

man

work

I

Stismboau

BAR HARBOR. 10 30
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Mt DesertFerry. 11 30
Waukeag 8 Fy.i 11 37

publication.

Mrs. Mary Fogg,
at Percy Carter’s, is home.

ajhmumnnu*.

to
care for those who
may
during the next five
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth.]
forbid all persous trusting them on my ac*
count, as there is plenty of room and accommodatiODK to care for them at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Dhumhky.

feailtoaDs ant)

mortgage has been broken and still remains
broken. NuvV THEREFORE by reason ol
tbe breach of the condition thereof I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
notice for that purpose.
Dated this lath day of February, A. D. 19Q9L
Robbut Gbkbt.

George H. Dority, late of Brooklin, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Joana H. Dority,

Oct. o, 1008.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

loved ones: therefore.
Resolved, That our charter be draped for
thirty days, also a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the wife and to the locals paper for

Min Odessa Bridges is visiting friends
Long Island.
who

The eutertainment at Emerson hall on
the school children, in
hservan,. of Lincoln’s
birthday, was

effects » core in 98 per
°t- of
eases, and when we offer that
Micine on our own personal guarantee
will cost the user nothing if it does

B.

WEST BROOKLIN.

riday evening by

Wbeo

wife.

Mrs. F. N. Fogg is visiting her sister,
Mrs. J. E. Turner, of Brewer.
The woman's mission circle, recently
organized in the Congregational church,
with Mrs. H. P. Burrill president, and
Mrs. Arthur Houston as vice-president,
met Feb. 11, with Mrs. E. A. Thompson.
B.
Feb. 15.

Charles Wood sold a pair of fine horses
Dr. Darling, of Belfast, last week.

se<

City

worth
HAVING
support and
need assistance

right

THE

Commencing,

The Supreme Master in His wisdom has called our brother, William W.
from
this earthly lodge to be with
Cousins,
Him in the celestial lodge above, we, the
members of Eggemoggin lodge, No. 128, wish
to show our respect for his memory and express our heartfelt sympathy to his wife and

in Pittsfield.

tew

if

Notice.
Pauper
contracted with the
of Elli*

Whereas,

is

to

E.

earn

oi
beginning, containing thiity-tivw
Also reserving Ik*
more or less.
to use the water irom a spring adjoining
this lot, and wbEM^Ad the condi. ion ol said

place

square rods

To ell persons interested In either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in aod
for the county of Hancock, on the second
day of February, a. d. 1909.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to ail persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the second day
of March, a. d. 1909, at ten of the clock
in tht forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

SEDGWICK.

Mies Alice Black left Monday for Calais
teach.
Miss Marcia Burrill is visiting friends

L’xe Femme.

a

Gardiner,

JLcgal Xotim,.

is what your money will
invested in shares of the

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

_

Sedgwick.

Dr. Griudle. who has been here
eeks, has returned to New York.

j

with her parents,

weeks

some

C. E. Johnson and
Feb. 13.

Miss Frances Greenlaw, who has been
at l/apt. K. C. Stewart’s, has rc-

nployed

Feb. 15.

Jellison,

John

spending

PAY BEST

M.

Feb. 15.

Bernice McLaughlin has returned
visit to her aunt, Mrs. Arie Burrill,
of

AMERICAN ADS

Banking.

noon

at Brewer.

the slate (arm.

irned to

a

worth, Hancock county, Maine,
WHEREAS
deed of uioitgage dattd the 26th day

never

DEDHAM.

Maurice Moore is ill of bronchitis.

MUriCK OP FORECLOSURE.
Brastus J. Moore, of Ellsby bus
ol November, A. D. lssfi, and recorded in the Registry ol Deeds for aaid County of Hancock, us
B ok 27*. rage 176, couveyeu to me the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in avid Ellsworth aud bouuded aud described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on New Street at northwest corner of lot sold to fcrank E. Garland; iheuoe
northwesterly three aud one-bail rodsiouoa
stake; thence northeasterly ten reds moieor
less to Bay view Street or Hale land; iheno#
southeasterly three snd on?-halt rods on b*idv
line to corner ot aaid Frank E. Garland >ot|
thence to.lowing said uarlund north une t*

Willard Young and Miss Ada Perry,
who are employed at Northeast Harbor,
■pent Saturday night and Sunday at
home.
Feb. 16.,Y.
I

the following program was given:
Music, Mrs. Mayo; prayer, Rev. W. H.
Maynard Blaisdell and wife have reMcBride; singing; reading Lincoln’s
A. G. Hooper, who has been ill of pneuirne.1 (rom a visit in.Surry.
speech at Gettysburg, S. P. Snowman;
monia, is improving.
j
Mr*. \. 11. Mayo and Miss Bernice Mayo
reading, A.C. Stevens; recitation, Marjorie
Mrs. Abbie Kenney is visiting her
treat Southwest Harbor last week.
Mason; singing; reading, Carolyn Snow* 1
Mrs.
Ellery Gray.
daughter,
I man; address. Rev. R. L. Olds; song, Mrs.
Kev. Mr. t'rune, of New Hampshire,
Mrs. Emma Fogg has gone to Brewer to Alice McGouldrick; reading, Miss Ethel 1
reached in the Baptist church Sunday.
|
visit her si*ter, Mrs. J. E. Turner.
Stover; singing, “America;” benediction,
Mi-* l.iinan s> Fester, uf Sedgwick, was
Mrs.
! Rev. W. H. McBrida.
of
Mr.
and
The
little
daughter
a irucM
Mrs. If, H. Allen last week.

Hay

Lincoln

tbsreon, bounded and described as follows, to
wit:
Beginning nt a slake on the weetorB
side of tbe rood lending to Olark’o Point cat
tbe north aide of tbo private w»j near the alio
of tbo old brick yard loading to tb. eboie Ml
running soutu flfi|*ilr and one- halt degree* west five rod* and thirteen links ton
siave ou the bank; thence south eighty one
uegre a west five rode and thirteen links to*
stake in ike beach; thence north eight »nd
one haif degrees west on the beach t wo rod®
aud eighteen links to a stake; thence uorih
sixty nine degrees east four rod* ana twenty
links 10 the west side of .said town ro.«a:
thence following said road southerly lour rod*
to the first mentioned bound aud containing
oue fouith of an aore mo«e or less, and being
tbe same premise* deeded to me* tbe avid
John W. McKay uy the aaid Leonice Brows
And wbe. eat
Pullen by deed of even date.
the condition of aaid mortgage has been
broken and remains so, uow tbeiefore, bp
reason of me breach of the coudltiou thereof*
I claim a toreclcauie oi said mortgage.
February IS, a. d. 1*09.
Lmomicb Brown Pullen.
By Geo. *. Falter, her attorney.

G.

Mrs. Fanny H. Parker, who has served
two terms as N. Q. of Mountain Rebekah j
lodge, was presented with a past grand’s |
A NEW SERIES
collar at the last meetipg of the lodge.
|
Mrs. Eliza Herrick, N. G., made an ap- is now open. Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
merits, 81 per share,
propriate presentation speech. The gift is
much appreciated by Mrs. Parker.
WHY PAY RENT
Lincoln's anniversary was celebrated by
when you can borrow on your
James A. Garfield post and W. R. C. R. S.
shares, give a first mortgage aud
reduce it every month? Monthly
Osgood, commander of the post, and Mrs.
payments Mid interest together
Eliza A. Hinckley, president of the corps,
will amount to but Utile more
than you are now paying for
with their efficient committees, made the
rent, aud In about ten years you
occasion a great success. The chapel and
will
dining-room below were handsomely OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
decorated witn flags. The dinner—words
For particulars inquire of
O. W. Taplby. Sec’y,
cannot tell how very good it was. In a
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
glass at each place were a tiny flag and a
A. W. Kino. President.
fine white paper napkin, on one corner of
which was the name Lincoln in blue and
flttomisrmmui.
the dates 1809-1909 in red. In the after-

Miss

Miss Kdith Allen and Miss E. X. Hill
pent the week’s end at Bargentville.

Bali

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drive*
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Kestore*
the Senses of laste and Smell. Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail.
Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Lh Brothers. 56 Warren Street, New Yo^V

the

Mrs. Nellie Hutchins and Mrs. Kate
Wardwell visited relatives in Caatine the

iUe.

Feb. 16.

Rev. R. L. Olds closed his labors with
Baptist church Feb. 14. He leaves for
the West this week. The best wishes of
his many friends go with him.

Howard Heath and wife of Bucksport,
visiting his mother, Mrs. Georgia
Heath.

are

BROOKLIN.
A.

at

WHBBBAft

Interesting Lincoln exercises were held
at the Baptist church Sunday evening.
Rev. Mr. Grenan gave an interesting
lectnre on India, at the Baptist church,

Edward E. Chase, jr., a senior in the
academy, came home from Augusta, where
he is a page at the State house, for the
mid-term examinations.

Mias Sarah Lowell, of North Penobscot,
is tbe guest of Mrs. Howard Lowell.

damaged.

Feb. 15.

a

Miss Bernice Darby, of Brooksville, is

rotn

figh

Friday for

Joke W. McKay, ot tbo tow*
ol SonlbotM Harbor. In tbo ooooly ol
Hancock, and Btnto of Maine, by bU oeortgamo deed, datea tbe Mrtniy-bltbdey of April,
aid. teue, and rooarCed in Haneooa ooumj.
Maine, registry ot deeds, book 4M. page MIT,
conveyed to Leoatae Brown Pailou, of to.
city of Baco, coaaty of Yoik, and Btaia of
Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land .ituat.4
in aaid Beuthwea. Harbor, with tbe bniloingB

absorbed.
Gwts Relief et Once.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

Rep. F. P. Merrill’s wife accompanied
him on his return to Augusta Feb. 8. She,
with her daughter Doris, also spent some
time in Waterville.

A large quantity of logs is hauled daily
Hall's lumber mill.

of Fred H. Page and
About sixty (rienda

pleaaant reception

injury

to

cbool.

rile attended the

an

RwBdy

Cream
Ely’s
is quickly

Mrs. Sarah Grindle is visiting in Blue*
hill.

At the Congregational church Sunday
morning Rev. W. H. McBride gave an
interesting address on Abraham Lincoln.
Miss Sadie Littlefield, of Penobscot, a
student at the academy, was taken ill
with appendicitis and removed to her
home last week.

NORTH CASTINE.

was presented in
An excellent program
evening by the Sunday
ho chapel Sunday

catarrh

The roll-call of the Baptist church waa
held Feb. 10, and although there was a severe storm, about
sixty were present.

Onpt. M. W. Qrindle is ill of the grip.
Miss Josephine Wescott is at home from

.offered a slight
John Eaton
critical conlast week, end is in a

h„ek

men

from Yonkers,

Burns is at home

'Mrs. Angle Bray has been suffering with
neuralgia in her eyes.

'v-»OTiM»T»oaKaB»uiut^

At a reception given Rev. R. L. Olds
Tuesday evening, Feb. 9, he was presented
with quite a sum of money.
Friday evening.

of the Congregational society
will give their annual supper in tbe
vestry Friday evening, at 6 o’clock. A
good supper is assured.
Feb. 18.
Q.

of pneumonia, is very
Wilbur Choate, ill

"prsula

Jamie Abram pleasantly entertained
about fifty of his young friends Saturday
evening, Jan. 31.

The

of all.
XKKOPBOX.

JLts have the sympathy

The Rebekahs will bold another flvesocial at the home of Mrs. William
Blake Tuesday evening.

eent

%

A Hsliabls

Alec. Briggs end wife ere visiting tbeir
brother, 1. S. Candage. They spent last
week with their brother, G. F. Candage,
South Bluehlll.
Feb. 16.
Cbumbs.

_

Writes w,nd blowing sixty miles

low.
Mr. Friend ie also in very poor
beaith.

Mrs. Georgia Kenney, of Sedgwick, visited friends here recently.

Jt
*nt.

Itfal IToticn.

Sbfurttecnunte.

called by tbe illness of their mother and
■later, Mrfe. Amanda Friend, who ie very

COUNTY NEWS.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of

THE

I

TOBIAS P.

YORK, late of BROOKLIJI,
county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
being required by the terms of said will All
persons having demands against the » state of
in the

said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted ttaer to are
requested to make payment immediately.
Laura A. York.
Brooklir, Me Jan. 26,1909.
,,

subscriber

hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the estate of
CLARA E.

LADD, late of CRANBERRY
ISLES,
in the county of Hancock, decens®'1. amt
given bonds as the law directs.
A 1 persons having demands
against th* ♦of
said deceased are desired to preu
be
same
for settlement,
and all
n.
t
thereto are requested to make pa
immediately.
Alfred U. Ladu.
Cranberry Isle*, Feb. 3, 1*9.

|

not ^touching the dock
before the upper end of the pinnk woe
hoisted clear of the ship's side.
He spruut* lightly aside to escape the
swaying edge of the chute and In doing so almost bumped into Aunt Molly who was oinking a brave endeavor
not to look disappointed
The hlnck bulk moved slowly past
the open section of the shed, but Annt
Holly did not see it now. She was
busy watching Amy and Dick.
Nesblt. after n single glance at the
frowning girl, devoted his conversation to Aunt Molly, with whom he was

town, his feet

[Seeing;
:

V

Bentley

[Off.

n

Copyrighted, 1909, by Associated
I
lJterary Press.

j

l
?

*

Amy Sheldon. leaning idly over the
•learner's rail, watched the crowd on
the pier and wished, just for a moment, that there had been an opportunity to get word to some of the peo-

O

The 'RocKland >
>

>

Mystery.

|

|

see

other page*

additional

SEDGWICK

Oonntg JVwi

Mf

othor

paf*»

CATARRHAL

DEEK ISLE.

•

Mrs. J. W. Paris is ill of pneumonia.
waa at home a few days

Capt. H. H. Powers went to Boston Saturday on business.
Gapt. William H. Burns, of Atlantic, is
Mrs. A. L. Sargent is suffering from visiting friends here.
rheumatism.
Arthur Annis cut himself badly Saturout the adjective.
Frank Leighton has moved into a part day, nearly severing his thumb near the
One day a man without a record of the
joint.
Uuptill house.
eame to town. Since he gave no name,
The junior class of the high school will
of Stonington, has been the
Roy
Fifield,
was customary
as
In such cases, a
of J. A. Closson a week.
present the comedy. “The Vagabond-,” at
guest
name was given him.
But this wss
the town hall, Feb. 22.
Albert Choate is very ill of pneumonia
not till it was noticed that he api>eared
Rev. Charle9 S. Haynes, evangelist, and
at
the
home
of
his
Mrs.
G.
H.
Butler.
aunt,
to be looking for some one. Then they
Mrs. Haynes, soloist, will hold services
A pleasing Lincoln day program was
called him "the shadower.”
He had J
two weeks at the Congregational church,
no confidants, no associates.
He cn- presented at the Baptist church Sunday
beginning Thursday.
tered upon no business, but seemed to evening.
D. D. O. M. Charles H. Hooper, of
have what money he needed. He was
an
John
was
resident,
Eaton,
aged
Capt.
continually walking about, always with taken suddenly ill Friday. No hope of his Castine, will pay his official visit to
Marine lodge, F. and A. M., Tuesday evenn revolver at each hip. and It was no- I reco%
ery is entertained.
The third degree will be worked.
ticod that he usually kept an eye toj Wednesday evening the Kickapoo In- ing.
ward his rear.
The school committee met Saturday and
dian Medicine Co. closed a week of enterHe was a well favored man alwoit ;
elected the following teachers for tne
tainment in this place.
In the contests
twenty-eight, and what few young Mrs. Alice Fitzgerald* won the silver ser- spring term: No. 1, Myrtle D. Stinson;
women there were In Rockland adored
No. 2 (grammar), Cleveland P. Eaton
vice for driving the greatest number of
Mm. Perhaps It was the mystery there
(primary), Sarah E. Pickering: 3, Helen
nails in a given time, Mrs. Clough dre w- a
was about him. though he never took
D. Haskell; 4, Nellie 1. Haskell; 5, Rilla
beautiful bracelet, and Master Horace
any notice of them. One of the girls. Means won the silver set as the most
Staples; 6 (primary), E. Leona Barney,
popEunice Parks, tiet she could make him
(grammar) Bertha E. Saunders; 7, Harriet
ular child.
smile, hilt she lost the bet. NevertheSaunders; 8, E. Gertrude Greenlaw ; 12,
*eb. 15.
H.
less she succeeded In at least estabLillian E. Knowlton; 13, Mortice V.Small;
lishing an acquaintance.
18, Clermont Knowlton; 23, Gertrude B.
They were
WEST STONINGTON.
seen occasionally walking together and
3:, Brcta M. Haskell.
Ernest Perry is visiting his former Eaton;
Feb. 16.
usually In earnest conversation. Eu- home at
Rkx.
Steuben.
nice was a good deal of a hoyden, just ]
WEST
wife
and
son
are
GOULDSBOHO.
Stephen
Stanley,
such
a
spendthe girl to make
bet. but from
Mrs. E. C. Tripp, of Steuben, »}>erit the
the time she fell In with the shadower ing a few weeks at South Deer Isle.
she began to get sober, and It wasn’t j
Freeman Sellars, of Thomaston, is visit- week-eud with relatives here.
long before she was going about ap- ing his mother, Mrs. M. A. Sellers, who is
There will be a baked liean sapper at
parently with just such a load on her very low.
Merritt's hall Saturday evening, Feb. 20.
shoulders ns the stranger seemed to he
A cob-we b| party was held in the hall!
Miss l*na Robertson, of Winter Harbor,
carrying
Thursday* evening, g; {Proceeds for the spent the week-end with her uncle, Fred
Her intimate friends questioned her church.
D. Ash.
about the mysterious man who never)
Mrs. G. F. Small, who has been caring
E. K. Bunker spent a few days of last
smiled and who seemed to have drawn
for her daughter, Mr. Fred Lufkin, for week in Bar Harbor.
her under the spell by which he was
several weeks, is home.
Feb. 15.
1„
influenced.
They got nothing out of
Mrs. Marion Clark, of Castine. is visitAn enjoyable and social event took
her, and by and by her parents, perher parents, Joseph Fifield and wife,
ceiving that there was something ing
place at the pleasant home of F. P. Noyes
after an absence of five years.
and wife Friday evening, Feb. 5, the occawrong with her. made every effort to
Feb. 15.
Induce her to give them her confidence.
Mum.
sion being the eighteenth birthday of
j their cldcs,
They succeeded no better than her
daughter, Mildred. The house
EGYPT.
was prettily
and
companions, who were her companions
tastefully decorated.
Mias Estolls West is at home from Ella- Music and
no longer, for, like the stranger, she
games were heartily enjoyed
worth, where she has been employed.
was without associates, without conuntil 11 o’clock, w hen the guests, twentyMrs. Olive Keniston, of Ellsworth, vis- one in number, were invited to the
fidants. When she was asked If he had
diningconfided 'n her she answered "No.” hut ited her mother, Mrs. Julia Keniston, last room where delicious refreshments were
week.
as
much
as
to
tk.it
say
served. One of the handsome decorations
hesitatingly,
she was in a measure at least in the
George A. Goodwin, of Stonington, has ! for the table was a birthday cake, a gift
dark. Was he influencing her without been visiting relatives here the
past two from Miss Noyes’ aunt. The gutsts left
at a late hour after a most
telling Ms story, or had he no story to weeks.
enjoyable
ten?
I
Frank Jordan went* to Rockland Mon- evening, wishing their friend Mildred
Wherever there is a mystery there
returns of the day.
day to resume his position as engineer on many btppy
are a thousand explanations, and of the
Feb. 15.
H.
the Nornmbega.
shadower now extended
mystery of the
A. L. Clement’s team from Seal Harbor
Enuice Turks no two explanations
is
hauling i*stave wood for Clark
After Eunice was drawn
were alike.
ins from 'the Clines’ lot to Scaminto the vortex the parents of those Hoick
mens’ mill.
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Mrs. GeorgefBrown went to Boston last
One afternoon the shadower was
wood week to visit her husband.
seen walking rapidly toward a
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Rev. Charles S. Haines and wife will be
who saw him aaid he was talking to here the first of next month to hold
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Miss Carrie 9purling and Mrs. fAddie
together when the shots were fired.
They were talking about the stranger, King, of Man set, visited Mrs. W’illiam
who had hurried past them a few min- j Dolliver last week.
utes before.
They went to the wood, j Edward Dolliver visited his sister, Mra.
and there lay the shadower with a bal- Robert Sparling, at Manset last week.
let in his temple. One chamber of his !
Mrs. Lucy Dolliver Kent, of Libby
revolver bad been emptied, and after Island light, fell on the iee and sprained
searching a ball was found in the her ankle recently, but is now able to get
trunk of a tree near by.
around the house.
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Miss Lncretia Pray has returned from
found, and the clothing
hare of any evidence whatever. Seal Cove, where she has spent several
Ken reh was made for the man who. weeks.
had killed him, hot be was not found. j
Mrs. Charles H. Stover fell on the ice
The ground was examined for his and broke her left arm
recently.
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was in the air.
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Thursday afternoon the Village Improvement society was pleasantly »-ntw
tamed by Mrs. Augusta Thomas. i>aii»ty
refreshments were served.

people from here attended the
which Rev. Mr.Gilmore held Sunday morning in the scboolhcusc at Town
hill.
Several

service

D. G. Halt and wife went to PortluA
Orient Brewer and wife have gone to ;
last week. Mr. Hall ia a member of tB
Bar Harbor to keep houae for Mrs. C. C I
State Christian Endeavor executive cob-;
Morrison for the rest of the winter. Mr. i
raittee, and was called there to attends
Brewer is improving slowly.
meeting of that committee. Mr. and Mn>
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Hall were guesta of Mrs. Fossil Yoonf
Smith.
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George Torrey is quite ill.
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Mrs. Hattie M. Allen, who has been ill, !
better.

Mrs. Julia Vine, who has been very ill,
is around again.
John Thuraton, who went to Bangor
last week to see an occulist, has returned
home. His eyes are much improved.
Mrs. Beulah Allen, with two swo sons,
who has been to North Brooklin visiting
her sister, Mrs. Clara Cole, is home.
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Weak and unhealthy kidneys art
sponsible for much sickness and suffering.
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your kidneys are weak or out oi
you can understand how quickly yonrestire body is affected and how every org»*
seems to fail to do its duty.
feel badly,” wf"
If you are sick or
Wtaking the great kidney remedy, conKilmer's Swamp-Root. A trial will
vince you of its great merit.
The mild and immediate effect
at™
Swamp-Root, the great kidney
bladder remedy, is soon realised,
stands the highest because its
health restoring properties have
distr
proven in thousands of the most
If you need a medicine y
ing cases.

remarks^

snouiu

nave me ucsi.

by druggists in
visiting fifty-cent and one-dol-

Gilman Blake and family are
Mr. Blake’s parents, Charles Blake and
wife, at Cape Rosier.

The Rebekahs wiU give an entertainsupper at Odd Fellows hall on
Monday evening, Feb. 22.

ment and
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organs may need
tention, but your kidlecain*
neys most,
they do most
attention
should have
first. Therefore, whet
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William Trask and wife, who have been
visiting in Atlantic, are home.
Mrs. Mary Lewis, of Digby, N. »., is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Maggie Trask.
Mrs. Vers Hsrding is visiting her parents, N. B. Trask and wife, at Atlantic.
Amos Staples, went to Atlantic Sunday
after bis daughter Lizzie, who has been
visiting relatives there.
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trouble is permitted U>
continue, serious resuits sre nio-t likely
to follow. Your other

Mrs. Annie G. Allen is in Portland to
spend the rest of the winter wilh her !
sister, Miss Abbie Elwell.
Feb. 15.
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by
pamphlet telling you I km- oifeltm
how to find out if you have
^
bladder trouble. Mention this pap~
cl
Kilmer
to
Dr.
when writing
Binghamton, N. Y. Don’t make any
r
bw
take, but remember the name,
Root, and don’t let a dealer sell) ^
something in place of SwMnp-K00
you do you will be disappointed.

that the Btranger had been killed by
an enemy.
There were those Who beFriday, Feb. 11, Mrs. Hattie Q. Z. Tapley
lieved the man had committed some
gave a birthday dinner-party to her little
crime and feared retribution tin he
granddaughter, Harriet Ethel Tapley, of
Imagined be was followed and bad
Norfolk, Vi., who has spent the past
killed
himself.
A
third
eventually
year with her here. Among those present
class believed that punishment had
added, hastily: “I want to go to my
been visited upon him by tbe ghost of
fiance’s funeral.” “Goodness me!” ansibbritUtmint*.
acme one be had wronged.
wered the lady, “your fiance’s funeral!
Of course every effort w as made to
don’t
know
that he’s even going
Why, you
kiduce Eunice Parks to tell what she
to die, let alone the date of his funeral.!
knew—if, indeed, she knew anything. That is something we can’t
any of us be
She did not admit that she knew anysure about—when we are
going to die.”
Before it sends you to a sick bed.
Consumption is often the result
thing and would tell nothing. 8be
said
the girl, doubtfully. Then,
“Yes’m,”
neglected colds. So don’t delay—get a bottle today of the true
was much affected by the stranger’a';
a
with triumphant note in her voice, “1’se
death and would not look at his body
•ore about him, Mis’, ’cos he’s
going to be
after death. It wga buried where It
hung.”
fell and a stone put up bearing only
The surest, quickest, safest cold remedy known.
They drhre all the impurities from the sf***?*!
i
«*■
relieve congestion of throat and head, and the cold
two words, “The Unknown.”
disappears like magic. Nothing fake
| Advertising is like learning to tioim.
f
<0r <iea“u*S boweia aad blood and putting the whole system right. A
Eunice Parks pined away and died, |j Have confidence, etrike out and
doses
will
you
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]! surely win.
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BREAK THAT COLD

L. F.” ATWOOD'S BITTERS
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The drama, “Milly, the Quadroon, vis
-maf.
p esented to a full house Tuesday
Mr. Bobbins, secretary of the Y. MC.
A. in Bar Harbor, w ill give an address it
3 o’clock Sunday afternoon, in the church

been ill

Little Beatrice Grant entertained

playmates last Tuesday
fourth birthday.

grandmothers,
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last

has
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Harriet Ethel

Lake Wood

on

Friday afternoon.
Miss Maria Hanior, who
some time, is convalescent.

h r great* uncles and two greatthe father's side, w ho* united

on

Commencing the last week in Octet*]
Cant. George H. Tapley has already caul
315 pigs’ bama and shoulders.
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Frank Jordan, of Northeast Harbor, is

visiting

catarrh.

“It left me very weak and ail rat
down. When I got up io the morn mg
it would take about an hour
touctuy
head and throat clear.
“it also left me with * very
weik,
all-gone, empty feeling in my stomach,
—
winch I thought
■
Weak and All
was dyspepsia, for
which I tried difRun Ooun
f r o n t remedies
with very littio improvement.
“I anally decided to give lVrunas
trial. I felt benefited with the first<l.*t
Afu*r taking three bottles I v«*.
tircly cured. 1 cannot speak in tot
terms
of
high
your wondetiul disc©?,
•ry, Peruna.**
Peruna ts manufactured by the
Pcruua Dr
Mfg. Co.,Columbus,Ohw,

Mrs. Julia Salisbury is badly crippled
wilb rheumatism.
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MR. r. L. BOULLIOUN
F. I.. Bom.Mm’N. Ii;i,
st4h
t.. Little Rock, .vrk., writes;
j
“I have been a sufferer with the
a*tlh
ma for about four years, and 1
tried
different kinds of medicines and
euQjg
not find any relief for it.
“I tried your medicines,
boughtebetatlo of Peruna, and after taking
shoot
half of it I must say that I have not hid
the asthma since. Before I took ti in(xj.;
icitie I did not know what it was
a»g9
to bed without having the asthma.*
Systemic Catarrh.
Mr. Samuel Burden, 701 Springfield
Ave., Summit, N. J., writes:
“In the fall of 1900 1 had
attacks of cold, which developed into
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Cecil Weacott
last week.
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Rockland bud been a rough town, but
K bad settled down Into a town with-
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favorite.
“Did you get afraid of seasickness
st the last moment?” he demanded
gayly. “1 didn't even know that you
i were thinking of going abroad or I
ple she could trust.
This was all so different from her should have sent some flowers.”
Aunt 'Molly glanced triumphantly at
last sailing, and it brought more sharpcrimson cheeked young
ly to her memory the scene of two I Amy, but that
woman
gave no sign that she had
flays before when she had given Dick
heard the disclaimer.
Nesbit his ring and had declared that
“I came precious close to taking the
•he hated the very sight of his face.
trip myself.” continued Dick. “You
She had last sailed in June, and the know what a
pest Fred Bentley alpier had been crowded, but until the ways is when there Is a wedding, lie
1
very last she had seen Dick's smiling always wants to decorate the trunk
face framed in an indistinct blur of and do all those things that aggravate
ether faces. Now she would look in j the bridal pair.
! "When it came to getting married
vain, if, indeed, she looked at ail.
was
scared stiff, for he
She had about decided to go to her himself he
knew of a dozen chaps who had it in
atateroom until the boat should swing
for him. He married Belle very ijuietinto the stream.
last night and came aboard this
ly
to
her
to
She half turned
suggest
Some remorning before daylight.
aunt that course of action when she
porter asked Ben Houghton about it,
caught sight of Dick making bis way and we found that Fred was locked in
through the crowd about the gangway, his stateroom.
• nd presently he came on board with
"Triminlns, the purser on this ship,
is a jolly sort of chap. Fve crossed
a heavy suit case that seemed to argue
his determination to take passage on with him three times, and I know him
very well. The boys got me to bustle
the Aurania.
down here with a lot of Junk in a suit :
back
half
turned
to
the
rail;
Amy
case.
I gave Trlmmins some money to
then she turned again and made her
tip Fred’s cabin and saloon stewards,
way to the lower deck, where she and Fred's going to get a daily hint
knew that the purser's office was lo- from his victims.
I was so busy excated.
plaining that Trlmmins had fairly to
Passing rapidly through the gang- Are me down the gangplank.”
"And you were not sailing yourself?”
way, she saw that it really was Dick,
though be was in earnest conversa- asked Aunt Molly.
“I only wish that I could—to see the
tion with a man in blue and brass, and
he did not see her.
fun,” declared Dick, with twinkling
He had bis pocketbook in bis hand, eyes, “if it hadn't been that I caught
and with flashing eyes Amy made her a big case last night I think I should
I bet Fred's sorry by
way back to the upper deck, where her have done so.
this time tomorrow that he ever heard
aunt still sat in the winter sunshine
enjoying the bustle that preceded the of white ribbons and old shoes as decorations for trunks and hacks.”
departure.
One of the most admirable things
Amy was watching the steamer
about Aunt Molly was her willingness swinging into midstream with the aid
to do what her tempestuous little niece of two bustling little tugs, but from
^wished to do, but even the usually the corner of her cya Aunt Molly saw
placid Aunt Molly demurred when Amy that the girl heard.
stormed up and demanded that they
“And. speaking of hacks,” ran on
leave the Bhip at once.
Dick, “shall I get you one?”
Without waiting for an answer he
‘‘But I’ve said goodby to the Brookes,
and Mrs. Brooke is going to send all tore off up the dock to retain one of
the few waiting hacks, then hurried
our mail in care of the London agent.”
"We back to escort Aunt Molly and tbe j
protested the little old lady.
can't go back home after telllug the trunks.
It was not until be had helped Aunt
Brookes that we were to be gone until
fall. She will tell all her friends and”— Molly into the cab and bad turned to
"And that's just the trouble,” inter- show a similar courtesy to Amy that
rupted Amy. with a stamp of her little she spoke.
“I thought that Mrs. Brooke told you
foot. “Mrs. Brooke has been talking—
already. She must have gone to the we were leaving on this steamer and
she said
telephone the moment we left last that you were following me.”
“I am sorry that I was so
flight and told everybody she ever hurriedly.
silly, and yet I am glad, because I
knew.”
was just because I
"But what will Dick think ir you know now that It
was tired and silly that I broke the enstart and then turn back?" reminded
Will yi*j come over tonight,
Aunt Molly, determined not to give up gagement.
Dick—and bring back the ring?”
a spring in the south of France with"I
“Will I?” he echoed jubilantly.
out. exhausting every argument.
that I would. And, do you
“That's just the trouble.” explained should say
know, I am almost sorry that I put up
Amy. “That horrid Mrs. Brooke must
that job on Fred.”
have called him up last night after
“Don't be afraid,” reassured Amy
promising that she would not tell a
soul. He’s on board. I just saw him smilingly. “That case will be over and
In the purser's office buying his ticket.” we'll be on our own honeymoon before
he gets back to play tricks on us. If
“I thought that they bought them at
trick I should
the dock.” objected Aunt Molly, bnt you had not played the
have sailed, and you"—
Amy shook her head.
"Would not be the happiest man In
“Yon can buy tickets on board at the
Dick. “I guess Fred
last moment. I suppose that Dick—1 town,” completed
was of some use, after all.”
mean Mr. ^Nesbit—had to wait until he
could settle about Ills practice being
The Surprise™ Surprised.
looked after—not that there Is so much
It was quite an informal little evento the practice,” she added spitefully.
"I don't believe that he's been In eourt ing gathering—Mr. and Mrs. Candor,
this month.”
hosts, and Mr. and Mrs. Funniman.
The program consisted of a
"Is he altogether to blame for that?” guests.
asked Aunt Molly, fencing for time in little chat, a little supper and a little
whist, of which the little chat—Mr.
which to marshal other arguments.
“And suppose that I did let him Candor not yet back from the office—
waste a lot of time with me!” retorted has just begun.
“There!” exclaimed delightful Mr.
Amy. 'T’ve been telling him for the
Funniman.
“It that’s not Candor’s
last month that I was tired of seeing
him about and that our engagement step in the passage I’m not Funniman!
Let's play a trick on him.
was all a mistake.”
My wife
“Then I don’t think that he is fol- and I will bide behind the curtains
lowing you.” advanced Aunt Molly. here, and you must tell him that your
“Dick is not the sort of man to follow expected guests have not arrived.
when he is not wanted.
If he is on Then we’ll step out and surprise him.
board It is because he has to reach Ha, ha.*”
No sooner said than done. The skitEurope by the first steamer, and he
tish pair dived behind the curtains
won’t bother ns In the least.”
“Because I shan’t give him a chance,” jnst as old Candor entered the room.
“Where are the Funnlmans?” be exexplained Amy promptly. “I am going
down to the stateroom to have the claimed.
"I'm afraid, John, they have disapsteward take our steamer trunks “back
to the dock. It Is lucky that we ar- pointed ns,” pretended Mrs. Candor.
ranged to have onr other baggage fol- “I had a wire not half an hour ago.”
low.”
“Rigbt-lio!” chimed Mr. Candor.
I
“But what will people say?" de- “And jolly glad I am about it!
manded Aunt Molly as she rose and never did like ’em! Let's have soma
prepared to follow her energetic niece. dinner!”—London Scraps.
It was plainly to be seen that the trip
was off, or at least postponed, and Aunt
Mmt. Sainton-Dolby’s Romanes.
Molly knew the signs well enough to
In 1856 Sainton was much interestrealize when resistance was useless.
ed in the lady whom, four years later,
Some impetuous
Amy, by dint of liberal tipping, man- be took to wife.
aged to collect her things on the dock reader may here demand why if he
Jnst as the final warning sounded. For were ou excellent terms with Miss
the moment it was useless to try to Dolby in 1856 he waited till 1860 beleave the dock.
fore enforcing a decision.
1 can anThe port captain stood beside the re- swer that ou the authority of the permaining gangway ready to superin- sons most concerned. No ardor was
tend the lowering of the last connec- wanting to the lover, but the gifted
tion between ship and shore, and a and stately woman, always so self posline was stretched to keep hack those sessed and dignified, seemed too fortrbo had not gone to the end of the midable for any pretensions which
Bainton could make. So he worshiped
pier to wave a last farewell.
The sides of the ship were lined with and waited till one day when the pair
eager faces, some smiling, some be- were touring with a concert company
dewed with tears. Annt Molly stood they found themselves two In a comguard over their belongings aad looked partment. Resolved then to challenge
wistfully at the fortunate ones on the fate, Bainton declared bis love and put
decks.
| the momentous question. This waa
Jnst as the signal was given to the answer: “Prosper, why did yon not
hoist, Dick Neablt appeared at the ssk me before?”—From “Forty Tears
head of the gangplank and dashed »f Music,” by Joseph Bennett
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